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IN THIS ISSUE 

Results and report on the International Amateur Recording Contest • How I 

made the (Tape of the Year* • Tape and cine • How tape recorders are made and 

tested • A layman's guide to electricity • Drama productions on tape • Reviews 

of tape records • Equipment tested • New Products • Club news 
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QUALITY PORTABLE RECORDERS NEED 

DUALITY BATTERIES-MALLDRY 

Mallory batteries last far longer than ordinary batteries. 
They deliver their power uniformly without fading for lack 
of rest. And they keep their energy until it's needed 
—you get all you pay for when you want it. It's sound 
sense to insist, always, on Mallory, the quality batteries 
for your equipment. 

«v..W 

2M U 

Five standard size Mallory Manganese batteries and a range of 
miniature Mallory Mercury batteries enable you to put lasting, 
stable power into your portable recorder. 

for new ideas in batteries 

MALLORY BATTERIES LIMITED CRAWLEY SUSSEX Ciawley 26041 
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«-#*&&, brochure 

CITY & t&Lt.t 

TAPE RECORDER " 

' 

[^fl 

LARGEST TAPE recorbep SPE6'^ 
Us< 

KINGS CROSS 
Our new Kings Cross showrooms are the largest In Britain with over 850 sq. ft. 
devoted exclusively to recording and Hi-Fi equipment. Easily reached by road, 
rail, tube, bus, coach, etc., being situated only 150 yds. from Kings Cross main 
line station and some 100 yds. from world famous Bravingtons. Ample parking 
space with no restrictions, meters, etc. Open all day Saturday. Half-day 
Thursday. 

BISHOPSGATE 
Our Bishopsgate showrooms are equally accessible by bus, train, tube, road, etc., 
being only 150 yds. from Liverpool Street main line station. Open Monday- 
Friday 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Closed all day Saturday. Open Sunday 9-30 a.m.-2 p.m. 

As Britain's Largest tape recorder 
specialists we enjoy the unique reputa- 
tion of being " second to none." We 
have on display at our various show- 
rooms the largest and finest selection 
of recorders and Hi-Fi equipment to 
be seen in Britain. Our expert Sales 
Staff, each member of whom is a keen 
recording enthusiast, are able to give 
expert honest and unbiased advice. 
Full details of the tremendous range 
of recorders stocked giving prices, 
specifications, etc. are contained in 
our FREE BROCHURE together with our 
unique FREE TRAVEL VOUCHER entit- 
ling you, as a customer, to full refund 
of your travelling expenses to and 
from any of our Showrooms. 
Send today for your FREE copy or call 
at our Showrooms to see, hear and 
compare the finest selection of record- 
ers on display in Gt. Britain. 

y0. 

ICITY & ESSEX* \ . 

ITAPE RECORDER CENTRESl 

242/4, Pentonville Road, N.I (150 yards from Kings Cross Station) 
228, BlshopsgaU, E.C2 (opposite Liverpool Street Station) 
2, Maryland Point Station, Stratford, E.I5 (adjoining Station) 
205, High Street North, E6 (opposite East Ham Station) 
232, East India Dock Road, Poplar, E.I4 (adjoining Blackwall Tunnel) 

TER 8200 
BIS 2609 

MAR 5879 
GRA 6543 
EAS 5978 

^ Please send me your FREE brochure 

| Name   

I Address  

CITY & ESSEX TAPE RECORDER CENTRES LTD. 
Head Office, Citex House, 191 Plashet Road, London, E.I3 I 

(TRM 2) a 
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Listen to this picture! 

The advanced styling of the now 
Truvox 90 speaks volumes for its per- 
formance. If you are serious about tape 
recording, this machine was made for you. 
And priced so you can afford it. 

The Truvox 90 will cost you 69 gns. For 
this you will receive the most profession- 
ally styled, the most carefully built, the 
most thoroughly tested tape recorder 
made in Britain. You can buy a cheaper 
machine and get a lot less. You can 
certainly buy dearer machines and get 

nothing more. 
Look the Truvox 90 over. Every 

authoritative line tells you this machine 
was made by men who care more about 
quality than quantity. Because Truvox 
make almost everything that goes into 
the 90 themselves. It takes longer this 
way. But you get greater quality control. 
Truvox test every component that goes 
into the 90. And finally Truvox test every 
90 individually. Twice. 

The ultimate test, however, Truvox 

leave entirely to you. You can perform it 
anytime you wish at your nearest Truvox 
stockist. 

• 'Piano Key' operation 
• .4 cathode follower output 
• Recording level meter 
• Positive lock reel carriers 
• / digit counter - instant reset button 
• Hinged editing panel • 'No-tape' autostop 
• Miring facilities • Superim position 
• Foncard facing Kola-Celeslion loudspeaker 
• 3 tape speeds -7i 31 II ips. 
• 3 motor drive - Papst capstan motor 

For a fully informative leaflet on the Truvox 90 and the name of your local stockist, write or telephone. 

TRUVOX LTD • NEASDEN LANE • LONDON • NW10 • TELEPHONE: DOLLIS HILL 8011 
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Gift-problem 

solver! 
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Philips magnetic tape 

—give it to every tape recorder owner you know! 
You solve a lot of gift problems when you give Philips Tape to 
tape recorder owners—and you give a lot of pleasure! For Philips 
Tape, sensitive, long-lasting and easy to identify in colour-coded 
packs, makes every tape recorder sound better than ever. It's easy 
to give, too—the 5", 5j" and 7" reel sizes come in colourful 
Christmas wrappers. Buy Philips Tape from your local dealer now. 
Ask your friends to give it to you too! 

Helpful tape recording hint. 
Send spoken Christmas greetings 
on Philips Audio Letters. They're 
only 5/6 each, complete 
'ready-to-post' packs. 

A Happy Christmas Idea from § PHILIPS-the friend of the family 

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD., ELECTRO ACOUSTICS DIVISION, CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2 
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Portable 

RADIOS 

Second-hand 

Part-exehanges 

Please tick your interests: 
TAPE RECORDERS 
Mono Under £50 □ 
Mono over £50 □ 
Stereo □ Battery □ 
HI-FI 
Tuners and Amplifiers □ 
Loudspeakers and Enclosures □ 
Gram turntables and Cartridges □ 
Portable Radios TI 
Record Players □ 

Mono 

I 

TAPE 

RECORDERS 

IF 

IF you want to buy the best in sound 
equipment, we stock and sell the lot. 

I F you want the best at the lowest price, 
buy from us on INTEREST-FREE H.P. 

I F you buy from us and live anywhere 
in Gt. Britain, we deliver free. 

IF it goes wrong, we cover you with 
12 months' completely free servicing. 

NO "IFs"—OUR TERMS, SERVICE 
AND STOCK ARE THE BEST YOU 
CAN FIND ANYWHERE. 

I F you want brochures, details of all our 
terms and free advice— 

write, phone or call: 

RECORD 

PLAYERS 

HOWARD 

TAP£ R£C0RD£RS - HI-Ft 

218 HIGH ST. BROMLEY. KENT. RAV. 4000 
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On Philips NEW LOOK 

Tape Recorder 

Model EL 3548: 39 gns. 

V 

Two spaeds. Four tracks. Gives over 17 
hours playing time with 7" reel of DP tape, 

THIS GROUP is great. But they didn't really know it till they got Philips New Look Tape Recorder and 
put themselves on tape. Now, for the first time, however, they're able to hear themselves as other people 
hear them. They can iron out parts of their performance which aren't good enough. They can practise and 
record and improve until they're perfect-thanks to Philips Model EL3548. And this wonderful machine 
offers you a lot, too. With it you can learn languages and to play musical instruments, build up a library 
of music and plays, record all the sounds you want to remember —in fact you'll get more out of life than 
ever before I Find out just how much Model EL3548 has to give you-ask for a demonstration today. 
See two other first-class Philips Tape Recorders, too-Model EL3552 at 24 gns and Model EL3586 
at 25 gns -they're all at your local Philips dealer now! 
Remember-For the best results always use Philips Tapes. 

ANOTHER FAITHFUL PRODUCT FROM PHILIPS -thefriend of the family 
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WORLD RECORD CLUB OFFERS YOU THE CHOICE OF 
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Pop-LiPht music- and more Serious 
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SWAN 
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KING 
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TOUN COHCEHTO OA SurcMi and *>•^•11 ihc fa and ofchmra nag* Scaunful 
Gctimf lo Know You. Hello Young Lovm. C Whistle a Happr Tune. Shall We Dance, ne. Akatertertu. 

nc Ian Wallace. Joyce Blair and OO Star cast sine I (horus SomeEnthaaiedEv- Moemn OkioIM) Drramv ening.rmlnLe%eWiihaWonder- ~ ful Guy. and all the unforgeiiable songs from this great musical Atoabmeee*. 

r of Nai 1 rcfuiVossky S-an Lake. John Walk in', *Holli"B«.o<taconduo»ihcS«n- RQ The silken • • ;   Ut/ King Cole in Walkm'. *Hol!usgs-onkcoodoft»i»*S(n- Suf/e> -ilh the Fnoge People Because You're Mine. You'll fonu of loodoa m a greai per- Will Say Were m love and jl" New Cro- Old. Baby Won't formanc* of ihis-ell-loved ballet ihc immortal hns You Say You Love Me and 8 muw Aho M stereo. more. Aha ■ Men. 

VKUN COHCEHTO 
i A Tchaikovsky Vmhn Con ■a If ecrto Touy Spivakowky -sin Waiter Gochr and LSO in a superb performance of this melo- dioui "Oek Also la Bereo. 

Leopold Lud-tg evrvdwets the London Symphony Orchestra la a dramatK and movrng pcrfomanco. Aloe la unro. 

TCHAIKOVSKY 
mptofT »a s 

fi 

Sir MAICOLM UMUT 

CARMEN 

'J.- 

m 

AO CubanCarntval.Yesierdayv «« Bluesm My Mean, and eight : great numbers played by George Shearing with vocals by Dakota Staton 

74 Sd'ab Vaughan in ' * ten great numbcrv If I Loved You. Saturday It's Oelovtly. YouII find me There, etc. Every one a hit 

tHR Stormy Weather S-ctl 1VO Chariot So.iH-b.vdy Loves Mel T.vrmc « velvet voice m 12 top numbers Body Me. Hold Me I Can't Give Vou and Soul. 'Round Midrtifhi Blues Anything Bui Lovv. ' mote top in the Night, Thai Old Fcduig.  ibers all -nh fabulous Peggy Where Can I Go Wnhout You.ei 
and LSO combne io pve famous symphony a dramatic and colourful rendering Aho la stereo. 

* combne boltunllyir _ . citing double' Iwo of the world's grralest symphonies receive vivid new lotcrpretat'On'. Abo la Mem. 

L'ARLESIENNE 

ing musK are given magmficeni performances by ihe Smfonta of London under Moir Maihteson. Abo to urreo. 

•f A Beethoven Croact Sym- -1-~ phony. Josef Knps eon. ducu the London Symphony Orchcsua in a masterly perform- ante of this monumental work. Abo lo urrro. 

Tchaikovsky 
'Puihetique' 

RA tchaikovsky's last and *** greatest symphony, is here given a tpleadtdly moving render- ing by ihe Slnfooia of London conducted by Muir Malhieson, 

m UM 
5 

OLIVER! 

A 

77 In Ihe Mood. Bugle-Call ' ' Rag. CKtiiunooga Choo- Choo. Serenade ia Blue 9 orig- inal tracks by the immoral Glenn Millet and hts bind 
480 

JO Deep in My Mean. Ormk mg Song. Serenade—all the Old favourites fresher than ever with Marion Gnmaldi. Linden Singers and Orchestra. Abo in stereo. 

17 
OA UnCarmichaei, Joyce Blan ^ V star cast and orchcsirs. As Long As He Needs Me. Consider Younclf. all the hit numbers from Lionel Ban's great show. Also (a strrto. 

BOLER 
RAVEL 

$ 

$ 

mill miujr 
m «tfh. L-.- 

touch of Y. Soul. The Tender Touch. As Desire Mi ' 
Lips. Body and r Touch. As vou II favournes in all. 

tost popular •alUCS—Blue Ounubc Emperor. Vietmj Woods. Vovces of Spnng Roses from South Vk-oiu Symphony uiSvKt Rudd. AImi in vferro. 
fuc Dance and 0«vt o Sche re fen conduns S Also IB stereo. 

110 f AUX Ba"'" Oancc ] AO Take a pair of spirklirc AA'S of the Hours. A,da lOd ^ ^ a)| £ ^ March Ballet Musk. Coj d Or. mviiji from Gilbert and Sullivan's Hymn to the Sun Vienna Symph GonfiO o.. Full star cast. West- conducted by Alibern. minsterS.O Paris. LtndeB Singcrt. Abo in stereo. Also In Mereo. 
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ANY J PRE-RECORDED 

TAPES EOR ONLY 

Yes! choose 4-any 4-of these best-selling 3; ips mono 
pre-recorded tapes (or 12" IPs) for only 7/6 each! This 
is a special privilege offer-saving you £££s-to introduce 
you to World Record Club and an exciting new way of collecting all the music you most want to own. 

Look for yourself—hear tor yourself, with no obligation at all! On this 
page you'll find classics, Jasz. shows, light music, ballet, folk songs—and 
now. too, the very latest pop sound to make your parties swing with the new 
beat! And all this music forms lust a mere fraction of the vast World 
Record Club treasure-house that opens for you when you join. 

HERE'S WHAT TO DO FIRST 
Choose any 4 of the great 31 Ips mono tapes shown here. (Or. If you prefer, 
order 12* LPs—mono and stereo—every WRC release Is produced on both 
disc and tape). Mark the numbers on the coupon and post It to us—with 
no money. 
We'll send you all four selections on 7 days' free trial, for you to decide 
for yourself whether or not they're as wonderful as we claim! If you don't 
like them, send them back and that's all. If you do keep them, send us 
30/- only for all four (plus 3/- post/packing) and you're a member of WRC. 
entitled to all the membership benefits of Britain's first and greatest 
record club. Simple enough? 

BRITAIN'S LEADING ADVISORY PANEL 
Eleven famous experts. Including The Countess of Harewood, Sir Arthur 
Bliss. Richard Attenborough, Cyril Ornadel and Steve Race regularly 
advise WRC on Its whole recording programme 
UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE 
Every WRC release Is fully guaranteed and produced to the very highest 

•"and presenting 

who " 
had 
a hit 

na 

THE SOUND OF THE MOMENT FOR YOUNG MODERNS 
Mcrt b«»t "64 —■ complelely new range of World Record Club recordioga. Produced eepeckAlly for fhoae who enjoy the »ound of today ... the bent sound, the group eottnd, the »om.d (or the twist, the shake ... the newest yet! B*Ar today'* groat Aft* <« tAe ityte* tAat made Utemfamouil 

BEAT '65 are all issued as * 3] IPS MONO TAPES 
* HI-FI MONO 12- IPs * FULL SPECTRUM 
STEREO 12' LPs ... all one price—you! choose 
128. The Te lea tars. The Young Ones and other top 1964 Groups capture the newest of the new sounds and pay tri- bute to the lads who made these titles great; A Hard Day's Night. Needles and Plns.She Loves You, Have I The Right. The House of The Rising Sun, All Over Now, Bits and Pieces, Don't Throw Your Love Away, Glad All Over, The Rise and Fall of Fllngcl Bunt, I'll Cry Instead and I Want To Hold Your Hand. 
128. 12 of the top hit songs of 1904, recreated for you on this great new release honouring the singers who made them famous. Hello Dolly, You're My World, You Were 

International standards by Britain's leading record and tape manufac- 
turers. 
LISTEN FIRST, PAY LATER 
You pay for every WRC release only after you have listened at home and 
satisfied yourself that It Is perfect in every way. 

THE COST TO YOU? 
AH we ask Is that you select a minimum of four—any four—tapes or 12' 
LPs from the year's programme of releases olfered to you in advance. 
Prices? 29/- per 3; ips mono tape or 26,6 per 12" LP (mono or stereo). Here 
again, huge savings with free bonuses the more you buy! 
Sounds fantastic? Then take advantage of this privilege olfer now. To- 
day. And get your first four recordings now for the unbellevably low price 
of only 30/- (you send no money now). It costs you only a 2;d stamp to 
obtain for yourself a free, no-obllgatlon trial In your own home for 7 
days. You'll be glad you did it! 

You'll find the best of your kind of music in 

WORLD RECORD CLUB 

Made For Me. Secret Love. I Believe. Anyone Who H*d A Heart. Do-Wah-Diddy-Diddy. My Buy Lollipop. World Without Low. .As Usual, Can't Buy Me Love. My Guy. 
130. The compjcle party background: shake and jump to itlde I and (later) smooch lo side 2... Ray Elllogton >tngs If I Had A Hammer, Let There Be Lo\'e, Fly Me To The Moon and nine more. 
128. Name your 12 top bits from muslcala in the last 10 years. Here they are. newly sung and arranged with today's wide sound and big beat. If I Ruled The World, Getting To Know You, Some Encbanled Evening, To- night. 8 other hits. 
102. A swinging new release for every mood! Dance with 
Steve Race and his Orchestra to new .irrangcmenta of Z Cars, Coronation Rlreet, Dr. Klldarr, Perry Mason and S more. 
131. If you like blues then this is a must. The great Ray Charles sings See See Rider, Klssa Me Baby. Bluei is My Name and 8 more. 
127. The Seekers, new pace-setting group from Australia, already regulars on TV— and a great hit at the Palladium. The O* Driving Song, The Eriakay Love Lilt. Chilly Winds and 9 more. 

WRC MEMBERSHIP BRINGS YOU ALL THIS 
^ Exciting Releases! More than 100 to choose from over the year on disc 

and (ape I 
0 Free 48-page magazine! l-ull of colour, piciurcs, prizes, special offers! 
£ Free bonus gifts! Tapes, records, books, binoculars, radios . . and lots 

more you can earn! 
Price reductions on concert and theatre tickets! 

0 Top quality stylus replacements (for your record-player) at spcci 
ally reduced prices! 

^ WRC Ambassadors offer socials and recitals in your own district! 

IT PAYS TO BE A MEMBER OF WRC 

HURRY! HURRY! POSTTHIS NOW! 

WORLD RECORD CLUB, (TRG.16,) P.O. BOX 11, RICHMOND, SURREY 
SEND NO MONEY I would like to listen to the four releases numbered here, without abiiRation. for 7 days m my own homo. If satisfied I will send you 30 - (plus 3 - post packing). I understand this entitles me to membership of of World Recorld Club and all member benefits. As a member I acree lo choose a minimum of four more pro- recorded tapes from the many you will oiler meat 29 - each plus a small charge for post packing. (NOTE monthly 12* M'a cost only 26 6. mono or stereo). There is no member- ship subscription or entrance fee. If I am not satisfied with my four introductory tapes I will return them to you within 7 days of receipt, owe you nothing and incur no lurther obligation whatsoever. 

4 SIGNED 
• NAME (Block capitals) 
• ADDRESS 
• 
• nil otfet upitllei in in, Dn.'u/n .v .V. Ireland only. 

Please send me 
Choice No. 1 
Choice No. 2 
Choice No. 3 
Choice No. 4 (j 
I'luce numbers only 
in bores 
• Tick for 12' LPi 
Mono 
Stereo 
ilfavailobU'} , i 
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3{-inch reel... hours playing time! 

Now Kodak introduce the world's first 

quadruple play tape 

From today your battery portable has mains recorder capacity. 
Kodak's amazing new Quadruple Play tape provides an un- 
precedented 5J hours playing time-that's more than 100'pops' 
or all Beethoven's nine symphonies—on a single 3|-inch reel.* 
Small as they arc, these reels hold no less than 800 feet of tape. 
And for smaller recorders 3-inch reels are available. But if your 
recorder has a greater reel capacity you're even better off. 
4-inch reels—holding 1.200 ft. of tape and giving 7i hours 
playing lime—are on the way. 
Strength with length 
The polyester base of this remarkable new tape is specially pre- 
stretched and treated to overcome distortion during use. In 
fact, Kodak Quadruple Play tape is tough enough to stand up 
to every stress likely to be met with under all normal condi- 
tions, no matter what the make of your battery recorder. 
Same famous quality 
Unique experience of emulsion coating methods, gained 
during years at the top of the film business, gives Kodak un- 
rivalled advantages in the manufacture of tape. For instance, 
the magnetic oxide layer on Kodak tapes is laid down to an 
accuracy of ntillionlhs of an inch. No other tapes in the world 

can give you the combination of uniformity, sensitivity and high 
signal-to-noise ratio that stems from this. 
Planned for low-speeds 
New Kodak Quadruple Play Tape, with its characteristics planned 
especially for low-speed operation, provides in addition, superior 
high frequency response at low tape speeds. And, microscopically 
thin as it is, print-through is up by only 2dB on standard play tape. 
Let new Kodak Quadruple Play Tape extend your enjoyment the 
very next lime you buy tape. 
r- 

• / j i.p.s. 4-track 

B S 1 
fast this coupon toaay 
Please send me full details of Kodak 

s € 
Si y Quadruple Play tape 

1 © awBBtSKw, NAME  
■'r- -a "8 y ADDRESS  u 

L5 

L. 
Kodak i Ltd.. Dept. 70. Kodak House, Kingsway. London. VV.C.2 
 3—1 

Kodak sound recording tapes... the best tapes in the world 
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Record/Replay response 
via radio socket ips 
(solid line), 3J ips 
(broken line). 

I0.CO0 M.eoc 
Frequency in cycles per second 

Write for a detailed specification to : 

A A 

SABA ELECTRONICS LTD., EDEN GROVE, HOLLOWAY, 
LONDON. N.7. NORTH 8161 & 8241. 
Specifications and prices are subject to modification. 

o 

Reprinted from TAPE Recording 
Magazine—September 1964, 

SABAFON TK230-S 

By John Borwick 
The Sabafon TK 230-S is a full stereo/ 

mono, four-track recorder with the popular 
speeds of 74 and 3J ips. Its price of 88 
guineas puts this new machine in the class 
favoured by serious tape users and critical 
lovers of recorded music. But I would say 
that the handsome design, the high standard 
of technical performance and the versatile 
choice of record/replay facilities will give 
the owner a pride of possession that fully 
justifies the cost. 

. Spinning tape guides are fitted, and 
another unusual but valuable feature is a 
tape cleaning pad which bears against the 
coated side of the tape during fast rewind- 
ing. You may judge the usefulness of such 
cleaning from the fact that I found a con- 
siderable quantity of oxide dust had collec- 
ted on this pad (instead of on the heads) 
after two or three weeks of normal use. 

Three-pin reversible sockets are fitted for 
left and right external speakers; turning the 
plug enables you to mute the internal 
speaker or not as required. The output 
power is greater than one usually finds on 
portable tape recorders. A pair of ECL8000 
valves in each channel gives ten watts mono 
or 5 + 5 watts stereo. The two 6 X 3i inch 
elliptical built-in speakers are mounted at 
opposite sides of the chassis. 

Versatile—The mixing and trick recording 
possibilities on the Sabafon TK 230-S are 
extremely versatile. The two control knobs 
allow you to mix any inputs to the micro- 
phone or radio sockets with the phono in- 
put. And the latter can also be fed, for 
example, from another tape machine. 

A " Pb " position on the selector switch 
allows you to listen to one track on head- 
phones or loudspeaker while recording the 
other. This gives plenty of scope for 
recording soloist and accompaniment 
separately, etc. 

But there is a multi-playback device 
which extends the possibilities even further. 
You can re-record the second track on to 
the first track, superimposing it on the first 
recording, while you monitor on the loud- 
speakers and control the volume as neces- 
sary. You now have both recordings 
blended on track I. and you can then make 
a third synchronised recording on the sound 
track (erasing No. 2). This can then be 
superimposed on track 1, and so on. 

Performance—I put the machine through 
an exhaustive scries of recording tests in all 
the above modes, using a selection of 
amateur and professional microphones. 
The quality of reproduction was excellent. 
The inherent lack of bass, which must be a 
feature of all built-in speakers on portable 
recorders, meant that recordings sounded 
slightly lop heavy. But this soon disap- 
peared when external speakers were used. 
Background noise is inaudible on normal 
listening, indeed the gaps between musical 
passages produced the best " silence " I have 
heard on any machines reviewed for this 
magazine. It is also to the credit of the 
mechanical precision that wow and flutter 
have been reduced below the level at which 
they can be detected on music. 

To sum up, the Sabafon TK 230-S is well 
designed and capable of good quality repro- 
duction of mono or stereo. The multi-track 
recording facilities make the machine very 
flexible in use and suitable for the serious 
recording enthusiast. 
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THE TAPE WITH THE OSCAR-WINNING RECORDING QUALITY 

Zonatape is available in four grades and four 
spool sizes. Each is colour coded as follows: 

Clear Spool: Diacelate Standard Play. 

Red Spool: PVC Standard Play. 

Green Spool: Polyester Extra Play. 

Blue Spool: Polyester Double Play. 

A full range of Zonatape recording accessories 
includes printed leader and timing tapes supplied 
in 5 colours, splicing tapes and metal stop foil. 
These professional quality tapes are obtainable 
from good class dealers but in case of difficulty 
send to us for name and address of your nearest 
Zonatape stockist. 

(A PYRAL SA PROCESS) 

FOR SOUND RECORDING 

ZONAL FILM (MAGNETIC COATINGS) LTD. 

A SUBSIDIARY OF ILFORD ILFORD, ESSEX 
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For 

a REALLY 

high standard 

of performance... 

. . . buy a Brenell tape recorder. Whether you choose the basic MARK 5 Series 2, the more advanced 

MARK 5 Type M or the STB1, with its many features and facilities, all are capable of giving magni- 

ficent results combined with the famous Brenell reliability. 

Compare these specifications with any other tape recorder on the market:— 

Mk 5 Series 2 
4 tape speeds 1J, 3i, 7} and 15 
i.p.s. • frequency correction at all 
speeds • 3 motors (capstan drive— 
hysteresis synchronous) • low wow 
and flutter content—0.05% at 15 
i.p.s. ■ 0.1 %at7J i.p.s., 0.15% at 3} 
i.p.s., 0.25% at 1| i.p.s. • 4 watts 
power output • monitoring and 
superimpose facilities • 8J' dia. 
reels * Mk 510 for 10J' dia. N.A.B. 
reels • fast rewind (1200 ft. in 45 
sees.) • digital rev. counter. 

Mk 5 Type M 
as Mk 5 Series 2 PLUS:— 
Separate record and playback heads 
and amplifiers • recording level 
meter ■ tape monitoring while re- 
cording • separate bass and treble 
controls • superb finish. 

STB I 
Especially designed for use with 
external High Fidelity amplifiers. 
Mono/stereo record/playback facil- 
ities with twin recording and twin 
playback pre-amplifiers • immediate 
comparison of original and re- 
corded signals ° adjustable bias 
level • playback facilities for J and 
i track mono/stereo tapes • sound- 
on-sound facilities • 2 edgewise 
meters for recording level, tape 
output level and bias level. 

For full details of these recorders write to the sole manufacturers: 

Brenell 

BRENELL ENGINEERING CO. LTD 
231/S, Liverpool Road, London, N.I. 
Telephone: NORth 8271 (5 lines) 

Please note our new address 
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Nationally distributed by 
VIDOR and available at 
your Local Radio Shop. 

30 years' experience plus modern research and technical efficiency enable us to offer high 
grade triple play tape at a price little higher than double play. No special coating is used so 
that compatibility with existing ranges is assured. The super thin coating necessary for triple 
play tape is applied by our specially developed technique and as with other Mastertapes 

the coating is super calendered for long life and low friction. 
Compare our prices with those of any other manufacturer and you will see the difference. 

3" 600 feet 21/6 4" 900 feet 27/- 

5" 1800 feet 51/- sr 2400 feet 66/- 

7" 3600 feet 99/- 

Mastertape—without doubt the lowest cost high grade tape available today ! 
Full range of Standard, Long and Double Play tape also available at realistic prices- 

compare these examples for the most popular sizes: 

5i' 900 ft. Standard Play (P.V.C.) 20/- 5i" 1200 ft. Long Play (P.V.C.) 25/- 

T 2400 ft. Double Play (Polyester) 55/- 

FIDELITY, WYNDSOR AND OTHER FAMOUS MAKERS FIT MASTERTAPE! 

Manufactured in England by M.S.S. Recording Company Ltd. Colnbrook, Slough, Bucks. Tel: Colnbrook 2431 (8 lines) 
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IS 

THE 

WORD 

Reslo Pencil Dynamic microphones 

give dynamic performance... 

dynamic sound quality 

This entirely new Reslo microphone incorporates a miniature 
dynamic insert and the lightweight cylindrical shell is so 
designed that its' smooth and excellent transient response 
extends well into the bass region. 
These and many other features or the Reslo PD microphone 
make it eminently suitable for high quality recording and 
relay purposes. It can confidently be used for high-level 
realistic close speaking or singing purposes — without 
additional acoustic filters. 

RESLOSOUND LIMITED 
24 UPPER BROOK STREET LONDON 
TELEPHONE HYDE PARK 2291 

W,1 
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CHRISTMAS EXTRA 

Gay gift-wraps with TWO FREE ENTRIES in the 

SCOTCH Magnetic Tape SOUND & VISION Contest 

They're in the shops now. Gay, gift-wrapped reels of SCOTCH 

Magnetic Tape. Each with two FREE entries for the exciting SCOTCH 

Magnetic Tape Sound and Vision Contest. Prizes include a ^200 Hi-Fi 

outfit or set of photographic equipment, a Ferrograph Stereo Tape 

Recorder worth over ^100 and 100 £5 gift vouchers. There's a valuable 

free gift too for every entrant. It's all a Christmas Present for you and 

your friends from 3M — makers of SCOTCH Magnetic Tape. Hurry 

along to your dealer while stocks last! 

SELF-THRtflOING REEL AT COST PRICE 
It's new. It's unique. It saves fumbling and 
ruined leaders. This SCOTCH Self- 
Thrcadmg Reel holds tape firmly but gently; 
threads up automatically when recorder 
starts. And it's yours for the bare cost of 
production when you buy a 7" Reel of 
SCOTCH Super life Long Play Tape. Ask 
your dealer for full details. 

First with the new ideas 

Scotch 

MAGNETIC TAPES 3EY1 

3M MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.. 3M HOUSE, WICMORE ST., LONDON, W.l. HUNter 5522 2M and SCOTCH are trademarks of Minnesota Mining d Manufacturing Company 
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All the 
melancholy and 
romantic 
of her 
timbre 
will be recorded 
by a good 
microphone 
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" TAPE Recording Magazine " is published on the third Wednesday in the 
month, by Print and Press Services Ltd.. from 7. Tudor Street, London. E.C.4. 

TAPE Recording Magazine " is available by a postal subscription of 25s. per 
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... bass attenuation switch 

...on switch 
! ...cardioid characteristic 

...high frequency range 
(40-16 000 cps) 

...excellent sensitivity 
(0,18 mV/Obar) 

...low weight 

...the best microphone 
for you 

...the D119 from AKG 

...from Vienna, where 
they know the 

? true sound of music 

Like to know more 
about it? 
Write to: 
POLITECHNA 
(LONDON) LTD.. 
3. PEPCY STREET 
LONDON W.I 
Tel.: Langham 6236, 
Telex:23894 
Cables: Polindust London 
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Tape trends and tape talk 

By the Editor 

THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION of 
Sound Hunters (FICS) has accepted an invitation to 
hold its 1965 Congress in London, together with the 
judging of the International Amateur Recording 
Contest (CIMES). 

Delegates representing amateur tape enthusiasts in at 
least eight European countries are expected to attend 
and the best tapes from many countries all over the 
world will be heard. 

FICS held its Congress in London in 1959 and the 
BBC and leading firms in the tape industry co-operated 
fully with the Federation of British Tape Recording 
Clubs and with TAPE Recording Magazine to organise 
the event on that occasion. But those were very early 
days in the association of Britain with the International 
Federation and, with the close collaboration and fuller 
understanding which has developed since 1959, the ob- 
jective must be to organise in 1965 the most memorable 
gathering of amateur tape enthusiasts ever called 
together. 

Anyone who has been, as I have, to all the FICS 
Congresses since the British Affiliation began, will recog- 
nise the scope of the challenge. 

The FICS and CIMES sessions which took place in 
Switzerland last month will long remain in the memory. 
Radio Lausanne gave the utmost co-operation to the 
Swiss amateur movement. The judging sessions look 
place in a splendid studio at the radio station. 

The highlight of a packed social programme was un- 
doubtedly the banquet arranged by the Swiss radio at 
the Castle of Oron. We rode by coach from Lausanne 
far into the country, after climbing high into the 
hills we suddenly glimpsed the castle standing magnifi- 
cently floodlit above us. We crunched over the gravel 
in the darkness and entered the great doors of the twelfth- 
century castle and, as we did so, two magnificently 
uniformed guards in medieval scarlet uniforms raised 
to their lips five-feet long trumpets and greeted us with 
powerful blasts. 

It was a never-to-be-forgotten occasion. After aperitifs 
in the cellars we went through a delightful stone court- 

LAUGH WITH JEEVES 
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" I ran out of fancy ribbon, but I'll bet you'll 
never guess what I found to take its place?" 

yard, where a fountain trickled coolly, and into a great 
banqueting-hall. heavily beamed and with giant hams 
turning on spits before a mighty log lire. 

There we sat down and ale and drank and talked 
recording together, representatives from Switzerland. 
France. Germany, Holland, Belgium. Denmark. Austria 
and Britain. 

FOR THE FIRST TIME this year there was a full 
turnout of British delegates and judges. On the jury sat 
Alan Stabieford, Pat Slavenhagen. Mike Ray, and 
myself. Mike Avel and Mrs. D. Brown were there as 
observers. And Mrs. Phyllis Copingcr. from Scotland, 
who is well-known to many recording enthusiasts in 
London and the Home Counties as well, attended as a 
delegate of the Union Mondiale du Voix Frangaises. 

It was a good year for Britain in terms of prizes won; 
but the British style of humour so brilliantly expressed 
in Ray King's Sink Symphony" was not universally 
understood and I heard some suggestions that it would 
not make suitable broadcasting material in every country. 
Clearly, however, it was popular with the majority of 
judges. 

With tape recording enthusiasts, no less than with 
delegates to other types of international conferences, 
national differences sometimes assert themselves and it 
was so in Switzerland this year. But it is the responsi- 
bility of those who believe in the virtue and the benefit 
of international collaboration to smooth away dilficulties 
as they arise. 

Wc have a special duty and a special opportunity to 
sec the International Federation strengthened, consoli- 
dated, and expanded at the London Congress of 1965. 

Nothing, in my view, would be a better preliminary 
than to see, during the months ahead, a drawing together 
into a more powerful national movement, of the various 
federations of tape recording clubs in Britain which at 
present lack a formal cohesion. 

And obviously, nothing is more important than to 
ensure that the 1965 British Amateur Tape Recording 
Contest is the biggest and most successful in the history 
of the event. I believe this will be so. The Organising 
Committee which assumed responsibility for the 1964 
Contest has already turned its attention to next year's 
event and will be announcing details within the next few 
weeks, 

I have one other ambition and that is to see organised 
in Britain a great national get-together of tape amateurs: 
a study weekend or seminar, perhaps, or a training 
course and field exercise. Could something of the sort 
be combined with the 1965 International Congress. I 
wonder? 

At any rate, let us resolve now that 1965 will be a 
landmark in amateur recording in Britain and in Europe. 

ELSEWHERE IN THIS issue Alan Edward Beeby 
writes some harsh words about the BBC " Sound "" pro- 
gramme, recently deceased, Mr. Bceby's views always 
deserve respect, for he is a dedicated and highly-talented 
amateur with a long and close association with the 
amateur movement. 

I think he is rather unfair to the programme—which 
did include many of the items he thinks were ignored— 
but his opinion deserves to be heard. 

In this column I several times made clear that I would 
have preferred the programme to have followed a rather 
different pattern, involving the playing and discussion 
of more amateur tapes, with amateurs drawn into the 
programme more often. 1 have always felt that 
" Sound " should be more of an " audience participa- 
tion " programme. 

There is no further news about its prospects of return- 
ing to the air. Discussion of what the programme should 
be. or private correspondence to the BBC about the sort 
of programme enthusiasts would prefer, seems to me 
very desirable. 
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CONTEST WINNERS' STORIES 

Boredom led to the 

production 

of 'Sink Symphony' 

CONGRATULATIONS ! " Well 
done ! and " We knew you had 

it in you," they all said. But, with 
apologies to Judy Garland and the words 
of her song : if you knew of all 
the years, of hope and fears and tears, 
you'd know it didn't happen overnight" 
. . . overnight! ! 

" Sink Symphony " was a direct pro- 
duct of boredom. As a commercial 
traveller, away from home most nights, 
staying in hotel after hotel my mind 
searched each evening for something to 
do. Fortunately for me, 1 had persuaded 
my wife to go without a new washing 
machine in order to purchase a second- 
hand Fi-Cord IA battery portable tape 
recorder. The Grampian DP4 micro- 
phone, also purchased second-hand, had 
already proved itself first class at 
recording trains, busy streets, weighing 
machines, personal conversations through 
bedroom walls, and a host of other off- 
beat and off-street noises met during my 
search for unusual recordings. 

The hobby is a gripping one, and I 
inwardly fell that eventually I should meet 
just the type of sounds I was after; although 
asked the direct question 1 would have been 
as perplexed as the next enthusiast. 

It was early one morning in an Exeter 
hotel. 1 had staggered to the wash-basin, 
damped my eyebrows, and pulled out the 
plug. Inspiration hit me as abruptly as it 
must have done Archimedes; there it was, 
the most beautiful noise any tape enthusiast 
had ever heard! " Bz-Bz-Bz-Bz-kerjoink, 
bloop, whistle and hoot! " Everything up 
from 40 cycles to 12 Kc/s! 

Flushed with enthusiasm, Fi-Cord to the 
ready, I filled and emptied the sink. Once, 
twice, three times! Yes. a wonderful sound. 
Set sound level; dummy run; start the motor; 
and the sound was captured. 

At this stage the housemaid entered with 
early morning tea, and I realised that I had 

By RAY S. KING 

forgotten my trousers. She departed hastily 
muttering something about " there wasn't 
much new. . . But there was. I would 
be moving on that evening to Bridgwater. 
perhaps there would be another sink will) 
something to offer. 

For the next three months this was the 
routine. When booking in at hotels I would 
ask for a room with an old sink. I learned 
soon to ignore the raised eyebrows, and 
persisted with my inquiries. 1 found also, 
however, that even the newer sinks had 
something to offer. 

It surprises me how few people realise 
what good fun tape recording can be. Many 
casual acquaintances, showing interest in 
my activities would request that 1 visited 
their room; they " had a beauty." 

Recording sinks is about as hazardous as 
recording passing trains. The secret as 
always is in the initial volume setting. For- 
tunately with sinks one can rehearse the 
basin, noting the loudest passages which 
should just about enter the over-recording 
mark. I found that cutting back the input 
signal as the sound level rose to climax just 
didn't sound right. It sounds too " studio " 
if you know what 1 mean. 

The pattern was set, and 1 think I 
recorded well over forty sinks during this 
period, and in all sincerity they were a joy 
to play. On arrival home each weekend I 
would try them out on my wife and family. 
Eventually the greeting from my four-year- 
old son Kevin became: "Got any good 
sinks this week, Dad? " 

The first rough dubbed version of " Sink 
Symphony" had about thirty-five sinks, 
seven and a half foolscap pages of script. 
They could just be squeezed on to a 51-inch 
spool at 7i ips. 

In all cases I would dub from Fi-Cord 
to Brcnell first, keeping the master intact 
until the final cutting to match the dubbed 
final version. It takes courage to cut the 
master, but in my experience it's the only 
way to get a good clean high quality 
programme. 

I used sticky tape diagonal splices, and 
found that using the correct splicing tape, 
no problems were met with tapes parting on 
playback. The Fi-Cord is handy tor editing 

purposes. With the motor running, but 
without the pinch-wheel engaged, it is pos- 
sible to move the tape backwards and for- 
wards across the playback head. In this 
way, it is quite simple to locate the exact 
spot where the cut is to be made. It is a 
pity that not more recorders incorporate 
this facility. 

Having been a keen amateur photographer 
for many years, with considerable cine 
experience. I knew the value of ruthless 
editing. Be tough with oneself. Throw 
away any piece which had nothing essential 
to offer to the story; and soon 1 was away. 

The tape had to be punchy. Concise. 
More sink noise than my noise. It hurt mc 
terribly to throw away so many gurgles, 
bloops and bubbles, but in the end I had 
seven good and contrasting examples of the 
most fruity sinks in south-west England. 

Linked with a minimum script, hastily 
recorded at about two o'clock one morning, 
I thought "" this is it, I will not play the 
thing again." I had heard so much of it 
that I felt I was no longer in a position to 
judge it effectively. 

1 loved the finished tape. Friends on 
whom I tried it out were polite; one or two 
asked if there was any chance of my Brenell 
getting over-heated. I got the message. 

Then one day I was asked to cause a bit 
of fun at the local village hall by recording 
interviews as guests arrived for a social 
evening. 1 had always fancied myself at 
this lark, and with an opportunity to play 
with the Fi-Cord 1 accepted. 

Playback time was during the tea-break; 
and I was surprised at the fun my record- 
ings caused. One dear old lady had said: 
"... don't ask mc to say anything, I 
haven't got my teeth in." I told her 1 
wouldn't ask her to, and you can imagine 
the riot this extract caused when the gather- 
ing heard it. 

I had taken the final edited version of 
" Sink Symphonywith me, and before they 
could start the raffle I had it going. It was 
amplified through an old Plessey twelve-inch 
speaker with all the volume that the Brenell 
could muster. 

Naturally, they missed my introduction— 
who could fight village gossip at tea-break, 
anyway—but I resisted the natural urge to 
restart the tape. However, at the first gurgle 
a hush fell, and they listened. They laughed, 
and eventually they applauded. 

Encouraged by the reception, that night I 
filled in my entry form gleaned from 
TAPE Recording Magazine. 1 blush to 
say that after posting the tape I forgot ail 
about it. (Between you and 1, when I 
received the letter notifying me of my award 
it took me an hour to find the master tape.) 

And that's it. The whole story. 1 needn't 
explain the thrill winning gave mc. And no- 
one was more surprised than I was to find 
the various television companies showing an 
interest in my tape. 1 get tremendous fun 
from tape recording, though 1 will admit 
that many of my efforts are definitely for 
family and friends consumption only. 

Inspired by the success of " Sink 
Symphony " 1 shall go on poking my micro- 
phone up and down, in and out, around and 
about as many sounds as I can find. I 
seldom have a dull moment, experiments are 
to be highly commended. Microphones so 
often hear much more than the human ear. 
For instance, have you ever heard a tortoise 
snoring? My Fi-Cord has. 

The amount of publicity my tape has 
received has been shattering, what with the 
TV appearances, broadcasts, and newspaper 
articles. Now local inhabitants stop me in 
the street and ask: " Arc you the ' drain ' 
man? " It has lately revolutionised my life 
—but that's another story. 
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THIRTEENTH INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR RECORDING CONTEST 

RAY KING COLLECTS GRAND PRIX 

FOR BRITAIN AND WINS TRIP TO 

THE UNITED STATES 

THE Grand Prix for the best monaural entry in the International Recording 
Contest (CIMES 1964) was awarded in Lausanne on October 27 to " Sink 

Symphony," the five-minute documentary made by Ray S. King of Oxford. 
The prize takes the form of a visit to the United States in the Spring of next year. 

Mr. King will sail from Le Havre on April 9 on the luxury liner France and will 
return to Havre on May 3 The prize was donated by a French travel agency. 

In America a special tour will be arranged for Mr. King, in the course of which 
he will meet tape recording enthusiasts there. He will be with a party of French 
recording amateurs. 

" Sink Symphony " had already been selected as the " Tape of the Year " in the 
1964 British Amateur Tape Recording Contest, in which it won the Emitape Challenge 
Cup, a fifty guineas cash prize, and eight reels of tape. Mr. King received his prize 
at the Criterion, Piccadilly on November 6, when successful British competitors were 
invited to a party to meet the British judges and members of the Organising Commit- 
tee of the British Contest. 

Another British success in the Inter- 
national Contest was by Richard A. 
Margoschis, of Atherstone, Warwickshire. 
He look the first prize in the Technical 
Experiment class—as he had done earlier in 
the British Contest—with a tape entitled 
" Tlie Songster's Fantasia." His prize was 
5.000 Belgian francs, presented by Belgische 
Radio en Televisic. 

In the Actuality section, a British tape 
made by Philip P. Towell, of Boston, 
Lincolnshire—a recording of the echo in the 
Baptistry at Pisa—was placed second. It 
was awarded as a prize a set of thirty discs 
comprising an anthology of Swiss music, 
presented by the organisers of the Swiss 
National Exhibition. 

Britain's entry into the Schools class—a 
feature tape made by boys at Monkton 
Wyld School in Dorset, called " Modern 
Noah "—won a special decorative Swiss cow 
bell. 

THE WINNERS — 

AND THEIR PRIZES 

MONO SECTION 
GRAND PRIX: " Sink Symphony" by Ray S. King of Great 

Britain. 
Award: Transatlantic crossing on the liner " France." 
accommodation, travel, and facilities in the U.S.A. offered 
by Treasurer Tours, Paris. 
TAPE Recording Magazine International Shield. 

COMPOSITIONS: " I Was There " by H. Beelen of Holland. 
Award : 1,000 Swiss francs offered by the Societe Suisse de 
Radiofusion et de Television. 

Second Prize : " Sabotage " by K. Grollnigg of Austria. 
Award : 2.500 Belgian francs offered by " Les Amis de 
Radio-Hainaul." 

DOCUMENTARY AND REPORTAGE: "Goldmine Dance" 
by Derek Worman of South Africa. 
Award : 1,200 Swiss francs, Philips Cup, and complete stereo 
recording equipment offered by Philips Industries. 

Second Prize : " Morocco, Land of Sun " by Claud Gendre of 
France. 
Award : Bang & Olofsen microphone offered by the Dutch 
magazine " Lyd & Ton," and an art book offered by I'Union 
Mondiale de Voix Francaises. 

MUSIC OR SPEECH : " Improvisation with scales" by Georg 
Schreider of Germany. 
Award : 250 Swiss francs offered by Radio Lausanne. 

Second Prize : " The Old Baskeville Castle" by Karl Duschek 
of Germany. 
Award : Five discs of Swiss music offered by L'Exposition 
National Suisse 1964. 

ACTUALITY : " The Letter-box " by Marcel Solmon of France. 
Award : 5,000 Belgian francs offered by Radiodiffusion et 
Television Beige. 

Second Prize: "The Music Box" by J. L. Koning of Holland. 
Award : Six reels of Zonal tape offered by the Federation of 
British Tape Recording Clubs. 

TECHNICAL EXPERIMENT: "The Songster's Fantasia" by 
Richard A. Margoschis of Great Britain. 
Award : 5,000 Belgian francs offered by Belgische Radio en 
Televisie. 

Second Prize: "Voyage to the Tenth Galaxy" by Bernard 
Pichon of Switzerland. 
Award : Six reels of Zonal tape offered by the Federation of 
British Tape Recording Clubs. 

SCHOOLS: " The Goatherd." edited by Edward Excotlier of 
Switzerland. 
Award: 500 French francs offered by the Federation 
Nationale des Industries Electroniques et le Syndicat des 
Industries Electroniques de Reproduction et d'Enregistrement. 

Second Prize : " Our Friend " by Kazuko Nishioka of Japan. 
Award : Five albums of " L'EncycIopedie audiovisuellc 
enfanline de la CEL Frcinet de Cannes " offered by the Centre 
International Scolairc de Correspondance Sonore. 

Third Prize : " Modern Noah " by Monkton Wyld School. Great 
Britain. 
Award : Swiss cowbell offered by 1'Association Suisse des 
Chasseurs de sons. 

STEREO SECTION 
GRAND PRIX: " Contrapunctus" by Emil A. Fellman of 

Switzerland. 
Award: 1,500 French francs offered by the Federation 
Nationale des Industries Electroniques et le Syndicat des 
Industries Electroniques de Reproduction et d'Enregistrement. 

COMPOSITIONS: " The Talc of the Three Tones " by Preben 
Danneman of Denmark. 
Award : Butoba tape recorder offered by Butoba-Vcrlrieb. 

DOCUMENTARY AND REPORTAGE : " Visit to a Musician s 
House " by Emil Heer of Switzerland. 
Award : Thorens stereo disc equipment offered by Thorens 
S.A. 

MUSIC OR SPEECH : " A Night of Music" by Svend Erik 
Nielsen of Denmark. 
Award : 250 Swiss francs offered by I'Ostschweizcrische 
Radiogesellschafl. 

ACTUALITY: " Pisa Baptistry Echo" by Philip Towell of 
Great Britain. 
Award : Thirty discs of Swiss music offered by ['Exposition 
Nationale Suisse 1964. 

TECHNICAL EXPERIMENT: " Joke with Bells" by Willy 
Baumann of Switzerland, 
Award : 250 Swiss francs offered by Radio-Berne. 
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These successes made it a notable year 
for British entries. 

The full prize list is printed on the oppo- 
site page. 

Perhaps the outstanding feature of the 
1964 International Contest was the excep- 
tional quality of the entries in the Music 
section. There was a remarkable variety, 
too. in their character. 

The top prize was carried off by a German 
eompetitor, Georg Schreider, of Mainz, 
with a tape called " Improvisation with 
Scales." Mr. Schreider happened to hear 
the so-called " High School Big Band " of 
Mainz during a rehearsal. In his own words, 
" I immediately resolved to enter into 
association with these men in order to 
record something for the 1964 International 
Amateur Recording Contest. They agreed 
to play under my direction. I had the idea 
of using the scale as the basis for my music. 
My score was embroidered with improvisa- 
tions by the band-leader, who was himself 
the trumpeter. After several attempts and 
some tape editing the recording was com- 
plete." 

And a splendid musical experience it was. 
Music tapes were entered from Austria, 

Czechoslovakia, Turkey, South Africa, 
Russia, China, France. Holland, Belgium, 
Denmark. Sweden and Britain. 

There was, of course, quite a lot of folk 
music; always interesting and attractive as a 
subject, but too obvious a theme to make 
the judges suddenly sit up and exclaim. 

The first time I did that was when I heard 
a tape called " Portrait of Marc Chagall," 
made by Michel Birjakov, a Leningrad 
student with an interest in jazz. Birjakov 
himself played the drums, as well as record- 
ing; his pianist was also the composer of the 
piece; and a third student played bass. It 
was an impressionistic piece, interesting as a 
social study, but technically very good as a 
recording. Unfortunately, it ran overlength, 
but the judges took a tolerant view of that. 

Immediately afterwards we heard a tape 
submitted by the Amateur Sound Recording 
Club of Peking: "The Triumphal Song of 
the Reservoir." 

Played on folk instruments by a folk 
orchestra, this was lively, stimulating music; 
but it made its mark as a brilliant recording. 
Eventually it emerged in third place in this 
section. 

Two French entries, heard next, made a 
considerable impact. Georges le Coz, of 
Brest, entered a five-minute extract from a 
recording of Handel's "Judas Maccabaeus" 
made in the church at Morlaix. He 
explained the difficulties of making so 
ambitious a recording in the single evening 
for which the church was available. But, 
on top of the impressive quality of the 
recording the magnificent voice of the soloist 
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The judging session held in one of the studios of Radio Lausanne. The British 
delegates sit in the far right-hand corner 

turned out to belong to M. le Coz himself; 
and, to complete his achievement, he 
reported that he had built his own recorder. 

Holland contributed a notable tape, too— 
a recording of an occasion at Tilburg when 
" a brass band and a jazz combination had 
a musical fight." 

From Belgium came an appealing record- 
ing of a 14-year-old soloist singing two 
songs; and from Germany, in addition to 
the winning tape in this section, there was 
an ingenious recording in which an original 
composition by the entrant was played and 
sung, with resonance added to the voice 
and effects provided by touching inflated 
balloons! This look the second prize. 

The Grand Prix Stereo was awarded to a 
tape entered in the steceo grouping of the 
music section: " Conlrapunclus " by Emil 
A. Fellmann, of Basle, Switzerland. This 
was a magnificent recording of improvised 
organ music made in the Catholic church at 
Brugg. 

After this selection, honours in the stereo 
music class went to a Danish entry, " A 
night of music"—a splendid tape of a 
Mozart clarinet piece played by the Prague 
City String Quartet. 

The British stereo entry, Mr, Towell's 
" Albcrni String Quartet" showed up well 
against the competition, and there were 
notable tapes from Austria, Holland and 
Uruguay. 

All in all, CIMES 1964 provided the finest 
collection of amateur recordings of music 
that can ever have been made at one time 
and place. 

Now to consider the other classes of the 
Contest. In Compositions, the British entry 
faced very severe competition and had to 
yield pride of place to several other tapes. 
An Austrian entry called " Sabotage " was 
an interesting effort to tell a story without 
words—using only sound effects. Seventy 
hours work went into this tape playing for 

only 3J minutes, but it had real quality and 
deserved its award of second prize. 

Undoubtedly, however, the jury was right 
to award the first prize to the dramatic tape 
" I was there," entered by H. Beelcn of 
Dordrecht. Holland. This was a moving 
plea for tolerance, particularly racial toler- 
ance. using music and effects, but owing 
much to a first-class script and commentary. 

In the Documentary and Reportage sec- 
lion, first prize went to Derek Wormann, of 
Johannesburg. South ATrica, for a ten- 
minute recording of Africans performing 
their traditional dances at the Witwatersrand 
gold mines at which they work. The 
recordings made on the spot with a Nagra 
machine were, not surprisingly, first-class, 
but the entry depended strongly on an 
excellent narrative. 

The winning tape in the Actuality section 
was called " The Letter Box" and was 
recorded at the home of a French recording 
enthusiast, Marcel Solmon of Saint-Sulpice. 
A titmouse built its nest in his letterbox and 
bred its young there. M. Solmon introduced 
his microphone into the birds' home and 
secured fascinating material. 

Each class had its own stereophonic 
section. Prcbcn Danneman of Copenhagen, 
used the two tracks for an attractive 
electronic fairy story " The Tale of the 
Three Tones." It earned him first prize in 
the Composition class. 

In the Technical Experiment section, the 
stereo first prize went to Willi Baumann, of 
Switzerland, for an experiment in which he 
combined mono and stereo recordings of 
church bells, blending them together with 
organ music. 

The best national selection of tapes {those 
achieving the highest average marks) came 
from Germany. 

Altogether 18 countries in four continents 
were represented by a total of 61 tapes in 
the 1964 International Contncsl. D.B. 

Below : Delegates to the International Amateur Recording Contest seen at the Swiss National Exhibition in Lausanne. Left to 
right are British judges Mike Ray and Pal Slavenhagen; a Swiss hostess serving Fredy Weber (Switzerland) and Erich-Marcel 
Friedman (Austria); and an official of the Exhibition with Jean Thevenot (France). Rene Monnat (Switzerland) President of FICS. 

and Jan Mees (Holland) Secretary General of FICS 
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The third article of a new series explaining the mysteries of electronics 

to the layman. Below the author describes how an electrical circuit can 

be compared to hydraulic or compressed-air systems. 

This electricity: Mr Ohm and his law 

By CHARLES NORMAN 

WE saw last month that, to make 
electrons work for us, all we have 

to do is upset the balance between elec- 
trons and protons and let nature do the 
rest. That is all very well, but for this to 
happen the electrons must be guided 
along a path we have chosen for them 
just as water is guided along the pipes in 
hydraulic or compressed-air systems. 

Now, just consider a water pipe. 
Really it is nothing more than a long 
hole wrapped up in metal. The water 
flows through the hole because there is 
nothing to slop it and is prevented from 
wandering off in the wrong direction by 
the metal walls round the hole. The 
plastic-covered or tinned wires in your 
tape recorder carry electrons in roughly 
the same way as the pipe carries water, 
but to understand how we must take an- 
other look at the atom. 

o 

TANK- 

TAP 

P/PE 

PUMP MACH/NE 

WATER FLOW 

Fig. I. A water circuit. Water pumped 
into a tank and allowed to flow along 
a pipe into a " machine " and operate 

it 

We know that the atom is a heavy 
nucleus with electrons buzzing round it 
like flies tearing round the dotted line on 
a jam jar. In most metals, especially 
copper, aluminium and silver, the attrac- 
tion between the outer electrons and the 
nucleus is so feeble that these electrons 
are all the time jumping freely from one 
atom to another. Logically enough, 
scientists call these " free " electrons free 
electrons. This is Surprisingly considerate 
behaviour on the part of a breed capable 
of calling a fly muse a domestica and of 
inventing names like ytterbium and 
praseodymium but accidents will happen. 

It is these free electrons that allow 
electricity to work for us. If a bar of. 
say, copper is connected between a sur- 
plus and a deficiency of electrons, the 
surplus will see the copper just as the 
water in a tank sees the hole in a pipe 
leading down to a drain. They rush into 
it, push the free electrons from atom to 
atom and out at the far end, and con- 
tinue to flow in this way until they have 
balanced out the difference between sur- 
plus and deficiency. If we put any suit- 
able electrical machine in their path, they 
will operate it just as a flow of water will 
operate a turbine or any other hydraulic 
machine. And just as a flow of water is 
called a current, this flow of electrons is 
called an electric current. Not really 
complicated, is it? 

Because metals lead or conduct elec- 
trons from one point to another they are 
called conductors. For the same reason, 
the pieces of tinned or plastic-covered 
wire that run from component to com- 
ponent in your tape recorder are called 
leads. 

So far, so good. We have found the 
long hole through which our electrons 
can flow, but what about some walls for 
the hole to prevent their dashing off in 
the wrong direction? Here again, the 
atom comes up with an answer. In gases, 
plastics and most non-metallic materials 
the atoms have no free electrons. As 
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;X ELECTRON 
DEF/CJENCV 

ELECTRON FLOW 

Fig. 2. An electrical arrangement iden- 
tical to the water circuit shown bottom 

left 

there are no electrons able to jump from 
atom to atom, an electrical pressure can- 
not push them along so a current cannot 
flow. These substances are called insula- 
tors. Air, which is a mixture of gases 
and the plastic sleeving round your leads, 
are good examples. 

So the air or plastic round a conduc- 
tor acts like the wall of the pipe; it pre- 
vents the electrons from straying from 
the path of virtue. Unlike hydraulic 
tubing, which must be sturdy and pro- 
perly fitted, a flimsy conductor need only 
make contact between two points to en- 
able a current to flow. Up to a point, 
this makes the engineer's task much 
easier, but it has one serious disadvan- 
tage : unintentional contacts between two 
conductors can allow a current to flow 
where it has no business to venture. 
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These contacts, which are called short- 
circuits, can blow fuses, burn up equip- 
ment or, if you happen to be in the way, 
give you a very unpleasant surprise. To 
prevent this, leads are either mounted on 
insulators and air-spaced, or carefully 
enclosed in insulating material. 

There are quite a few materials which 
arc neither conductors nor insulators, but 
somewhere in between the two. If, for 
instance, we take out a copper conductor 
and substitute a carbon rod of the same 
size a current will still flow, but it will 
be much smaller. It is like putting in a 
pipe with a narrower bore to oppose and 
cut down the flow of water. 

This opposition is called resistance. The 
dozens of small, brightly-banded tubular 
components in your recorder are spe- 
cially made, either from carbon compo- 
sition or resistance wire, to have a 
specific value of resistance. Strangely 
enough, they are called resistors. 

An electric current is measured in 
amperes or fractions of an ampere. All 
we need to know about this is that it is 
the rate of electron flow which causes a 
certain force to be exerted between two 
current-carrying wires placed a specified 
distance apart. The ampere is the stan- 
dard on which all the other electrical 
units are based because it can be very 
accurately measured by, of all things, 
weighing the force on a glorified pair of 
scales. It is from the ampere that we 
derive the coulomb, which is simply the 
quantity of electricity that passes when 
a current of one ampere flows for one 
second. That is why the number of elec- 
trons in a coulomb is not important. 

It should be pretty obvious by now 
that there must be some definite relation- 
ship between the electrical pressure, or 
voltage, across a conductor, the current 
flowing through it, and the opposition, or 
resistance, of the conductor. This rela- 
tionship was first thoroughly investigated 
by a gentleman named Ohm, and is 
called Ohm's law. It was a great blessing 
to the electrons because, before Mr. 
Ohm passed his law, the poor little 
blighters had no idea what to do about 
things. 

Ohm's law states that the ratio be- 
tween voltage and current in a conductor 
is constant. This constant is the resis- 
tance of the conductor and is measured 
in Ohms. Mathematically we can put it 
this way; — 

Voltage 
  = Resistance, 
Current 

or more briefly 
V 
— = R 
I 

So by simple arithmetic, provided we 
have two of the measurements, we can 

work out the other. The relationship 
itself is really just common sense. It 
merely states that if you push the elec- 
trons harder by increasing the voltage 
they will move faster and that if you 
hold them back by increasing the resis- 
tance they will move slower. Who could 
argue with that? 

The one other thing we need to know 
is the power of an electric current. This 
too is common sense. We learned last 
month that a volt will do one joule of 
work when it moves one coulomb of 
electricity and we know now that an 
ampere is a flow of one coulomb per 
second. So a current of one ampere at 
a pressure of volt must be able to do one 
joule of work every second. This, of 
course, is a power of one watt. If we 
increase cither the current or the voltage 
we must obviously increase the power in 
proportion. So the total power in a 
conductor must be equal to the current 
multiplied by the voltage. So we can 
write: — 

Power = Current X Voltage, or 
W = IV 

Now suppose we take a look at the 
diagrams and see how all these things tie 
up together. The first sketch shows a 
water circuit. If water is pumped up into 
a tank and allowed to flow down via a 
pipe into a machine it will operate the 
machine. The tap can be used to control 
the rate of flow, which will govern the 
rate at which the machine works. The 
really important thing to notice is that the 
water flows in a closed loop or circuit, 
so that the system will carry on working 
without needing any more water for as 

XES/STOR 

Fig. 3. The electrical circuit (Fig. 2) as 
drawn by an engineer, and called a 

circuit diagram 

long as the pump continues to operate. 
Even water mills and hydro-electric 
power stations work in this way, but here 
the pump is the sun, which lifts up water 
as vapour and deposits it as rain on the 
high levels from which it runs down to 
do the work. 

The second diagram is an electrical 
arrangement which is the exact equiva- 
lent of our water circuit. In this system 
the pump is replaced by a generator 
which, as we shall see later, is merely a 
device which builds up an electron pres- 
sure just as the pump builds up water 
pressure. There is no need for a tank, 
and instead of the heavy pipes we have 
fine copper wires and the electrons which 
flow through the system are kept in place 
by the insulation—which may be just air 
in some places—that envelopes the whole 
arrangement. The machine may be any- 

NEXT MONTH 

' Electrical 

generators' 

thing from a kettle to an electric locomo- 
tive and the control is no longer a heavy 
tap to be screwed on and off, but a 
switch that flips over instantly at the 
touch of a finger. Again the electrons 
flow in a closed circuit, and will continue 
to flow without replenishment for so 
long as the generator continues to 
operate. 

The last figure shows the electrical cir- 
cuit as it would be drawn by an engineer, 
and it is called a circuit diagram. The 
diagram in the handbook of your tape 
recorder is a more complicated version 
of the same kind of thing, but once you 
know what the various symbols mean 
and how the components work, it is just 
as easy to follow. 

Circuit diagrams are a form of short- 
hand in which signs are used to denote 
the electrical components and lines indi- 
cate the connections between them. The 
insulation is not shown because any en- 
gineer knows it must be there. Just look- 
ing at this diagram will tell a technician 
that a battery drives a flow of electrons 
through the resistor in the direction 
shown. And he knows that there is a 
switch to turn the machine on and off. 

A resistor really is a machine, because 
it can perform work of at least two indis- 
pensible kinds, but this is something that 
can be discussed next month when we 
take a look at generators. But here is a 
closing thought. 

Conventionally, a current flows from 
positive to negative, and in the symbol 
for a battery, the longer line always rep- 
resents the positive terminal. Why are 
the electrons flowing in the wrong 
direction? 

SW/TCH 

BATTERY 
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TAPE AND CINE. A new series by an expert 

giving advice on the exciting possibilities when 

tape is linked with cine photography. 

Choosing the 

right 

equipment 

MAKING film sound tracks is not 
particularly difficult; you simply 

need to know the tricks of the trade. To 
begin with, there are four important 
things you need to know before you 
start. 

# Although most amateur sound 
tracks are recorded on ordinary magnetic 
tape, this is not the only method. A 
common alternative is to record on a 
magnetic track, or " stripe," which you 
can have laid on the film itself. The 
advantages and disadvantages of tape 
and stripe were discussed in the August 
issue, and we shall return to them in a 
later article in the present series: 

However, very briefly, the situation is 
this. Stripe is much more convenient when 
you are showing the finished film, but with 
separate tape the recording processes are 
easier, the quality is better, and the overall 
cost is less. Unless you are going to be con- 
tent with the simplest possible sound tracks, 
stripe will be no good on its own. Even 
if you end up by transferring the finished 
track to stripe, tape will still be needed as 
an intermediate stage. 

# It is possible to make the recording 
while the film is being shot, but this is 
difficult, and requires expensive equipment. 
Even when money is no object, it is seldom 
a very satisfactory system, so most amateur 
tracks are not recorded until after the film 
is shot and edited. 

# You don't need a special kind of re- 
corder for cine, and you don't have to make 
any modifications to your equipment. The 
only exception is that if you use a " maga- 
zine " deck, you will have to adapt it to 
take separate spools; otherwise it would 
not be possible to thread the tape through 
a synchroniser. 

Naturally, some recorders are more suit- 
able than others; for instance, a four-track 
machine with dual replay is a great help 
when building up the sound-track. But if 
you already have a recorder, you can cer- 
tainly make it do. You won't even need 
any special accessories, except that you will 
want an extension speaker to place beside 
the screen. 

By PETER RYDE 

# The biggest technical dilference be- 
tween making film tracks and other tape re- 
cordings is that you have to have some kind 
of synchroniser to make sure the sound and 
picture are reproduced in step. The tape 
and film will not keep in time of their own 
accord. You will either have to buy a 
projector with a built-in synchroniser, or, if 
you already have an ordinary projector, you 
will have to add a separate synchroniser to 
it. 

To help you in choosing the most suit- 
able apparatus, here are the really vital 
things you need to know about tape syn- 
chronising systems. 

Whatever the system, it should be auto- 
matic. Many devices, such as slroboscopc 
wheels, are sold as " synchronisers," but in 
fact do no more than indicate the state of 
sync, to the projectionist, leaving him to 
make the appropriate correction manually 
by means of speed control. These non- 
automatic systems are quite useless for 
regular film shows, since far too much strain 
is placed on the projectionist. 

What an automatic synchroniser does is 
to compare the lengths of tape and film be- 
ing run in a given time, and to adjust a 
resistance in the projector motor circuit so 
that 16 frames of film run through for every 
31 inches of tape. If the tape is running 
fast, so that more than 3J inches are used 
in a second, the resistance is automatically 
reduced, the projector speeds up, and the 
film then runs correspondingly faster. 

At present, there are three sorts of auto- 
matic synchroniser. All do the same job, 
but in slightly different ways. The com- 
monest is the loop synchroniser. In these, 
the resistance is adjusted by a sprung arm. 
Between the recorder capstan and the take- 
up spool, the tape passes round this arm, 
and then over another capstan, which is 
driven by the projector. If the projector 
and recorder capstans pull the tape through 
at different speeds, the length of tape be- 
tween them will gel larger or smaller; this 
will cause the arm to move, and the resist- 
ance will be adjusted accordingly. 

Loop synchronisers can be built into the 
projector, or may be supplied as separate 
accessories designed to work with the speci- 
fic projector. In the latter case, they have 
to be linked to the projector by a flexible 

shaft to drive the capstan, and by a cable 
to connect the resistance into the motor cir- 
cuit. 

For projectors without synchronisers, 
built-in or otherwise, you can use a Syn- 
chrodek. These can be adjusted to suit 
almost any projector; it is even possible to 
use them with some stripe projectors for 
transfer in sync, from tape to stripe. The 
Synchrodek is not a loop synchroniser, for 
the resistance is controlled by a system of 
differential gears which are driven in oppo- 
site directions by the film and the tape. 
If cither gains on the other, the resulting 
movement of the differential cage is used to 
control the film speed. 

As well as keeping sync., the Synchrodek 
also has a dial on which the state of sync, 
is registered in seconds. This is very useful 
when you are making the recordings, be- 
cause it enables you to check tape and film 
lengths against each other, without the tape 
and film being run simultaneously. 

A third sync, system, used by Bauer, de- 
pends on the phasing of two commutators, 
one driven from the projector and the other 
by the tape. This method has the advantage 
that no mechanical link is needed between 
the projector and recorder, so the two can 
be as far apart as you like. Unfortunately, 
the system has one major drawback. A 
really satisfactory sync, system should allow 
you to stop in the middle of a film, and then 
restart without losing sync. This is possible 
with the loop synchronisers, and with the 
Synchrodek, but it is not possible with com- 
muter systems, which probably accounts for 
their lack of popularity. 

The accuracy of these automatic systems 
is amazing. With perforated tape (more 
about this later) you can gel sync, so precise 
that speech can be synchronised with lip 
movements. (Lip sync.) This requires accur- 
acy to within about a tenth of a second. With 
ordinary tape, this degree of accuracy is 
sometimes possible, but it cannot be relied 
on. However, you should be able to keep 
sync, to within a second over a long film, 
and this will normally be quite adequate. 

So far as possible, your sync, system 
should be interchangeable, so that your films 
and tapes can be replayed in sync, on other 
apparatus besides your own. You might 
want to enter a film in a competition, or to 
show it while away from home, or you 
might want to change your projector at 
some time in the future. With a non- stan- 
dard sync, system, you would run into seri- 
ous difficulties. Most synchronisers are set 
for film at 16 fps, and tape at 3J- ips. A 
few will allow other speeds to be used, but 
it is questionable whether it is really wise 
to depart from the generally accepted stan- 
dard. 

When buying a synchroniser it would also 
be wise to check whether it can be adapted 
for use with perforated tape. You might 
want to try lip-sync, one day, even if you 
don't now. 

Finally, there is the question of ease of 
selling up before a show, and ease of thread- 
ing before each film. The built-in synchro- 
niser is a great time saver before and after 
the show, but it is often a little more tire- 
some to thread up at the start of each film, 
because the tape side of the projector may 
be difficult to reach. The quickest synchro- 
niser of all to thread is the Synchrodek, 
since the tape has only to go round a single 
drum, and there is no intricate tape path to 
follow. But, being a separate unit, it takes 
longer to set up initially, and of course it 
lakes up more room. It seems you can't 
have everything, 

NEXT MONTH: Timing, start marks 
and speech. 
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Dramatape 

miscellany 

By PERSPECTIVE 

LEARN to make dramatapes. You'll 
find them full of fascinating practical 

problems—almost as fascinating as the 
problems of acting. 

Your new dramatape society should, 
therefore, devote at least one meeting in 
five to technical discussion and demon- 
stration. 

Encourage dilferent members to specialise 
in different technical aspects; you can then 
devise a general drama-recording course 
that sparkles with individual ideas. Each 
exponent can give talks under headings such 
as Microphones for drama, Choosing and 
using a mixer. Dimension and perspective, 
Narrative sound-effects, Dramatapes and 
hi-fi, Loudspeakers and audio-presentation. 

An advanced society would go further, 
presenting subjects like Stereo Dramatapes, 
Making an operatape, Sound-in-lhe-round. 
In addition, special technical meetings can 
precede serious productions. The producer 
then explains and demonstrates the tech- 
niques he intends to use—and the new 
theories he wants to try out. 

If you are lucky, you can secure a pro- 
ducer from an advanced group to give a 
talk. But please remember that we are all 
fellow-enthusiasts together. No one pays 
us to give a talk; the time we give is en- 
tirely our own; and we are often cheerfully 
out-of-pocket in our efforts to share the 
hobby. A lecturer who takes the trouble 
to visit another group should at least be 
offered a cup of tea. Surely he is a guest 
—and should be treated as one. Certain 
groups, I'm afraid, lack courtesy in this 
respect. 

A growing number of women are particu- 
larly interested in the technical side of 
drama recording. An Hon. Effectsman, for 
example, is likely to be a woman. Practical 
as her talk may be, however, it is tradi- 
tional, in my society, to present flowers 
and chocolates as a reward. 
INTERPOLATIONS 

Try this. Record yourself opening and 
shutting a heavy door. Take this portion 
of tape and splice leader-tape to each end 
—thus making a tape-section. 

Now put a disc of (say) traffic effects (e.g. 
HMV 7FX12) on the turntable. Dub several 
seconds of it on a separate piece of tape. 
Select any portion of this second recording 
and snip it out—thus getting a second tape- 
section of (say) four seconds in length. The 
sound it features will, of course, begin and 
end abruptly. 

Cut your first tape-section in two—at the 
exact point between opening-and-shutting 
the door. Now splice your traffic tape- 
section neatly between the ends. 

The result on playback; the door opens: 
traffic is heard momentarily; the door then 
shuts. 

This technique is known as interpolation. 
It saves you a lot of time and trouble when 
making dramatapes; and it's advisable to 
practice as many examples as you can. 
Start with doors. An office door, for ex- 
ample, would interpolate with distant type- 
writers: a cabin door, a distant deck-party: 
a garden door, hirdsong: a kitchen door. 
washing-up: a games-room door, table- 
tennis. 

Incorporate a very slight "swell" of 
sound as the door is opened. This suggests 
the " opening " movement—far more subtle 
than the usual creaking hinge! (Create the 
" swell " by adjusting the gain-control when 
recording the interpolation.) If. however, 
you want (say) a storm to blow into the 
room, then make an exaggerated " swell." 

Try interpolation with windows. But 
remember that sliding windows, like sliding 
doors, must obviously superimpose over the 
beginning and end of the interpolation. 

Again, interpolation is useful when one 
character speaks in a different acoustic from 
another. A heroine in a stage-coach, for 
example, would have a muffled voice as she 
shouts " good-bye! " through the glass. A 
man " outside" the coach would speak in 
the normal studio; and it's quite easy to 
record the heroine's line separately and 
interpolate it with the man's. 

You can even make echoes by interpo- 
lation. For example, a character might be 
hearing words in an echoic delirium- -inter- 
cut with snatches of music and bells. (Poor 
chap!) The method, of course, is only suit- 
able for isolated phrases and words. Try 
it with (say) "Hulloa! Where are you?" 

First, record the words in a dead acoustic 
and at a close-microphone voice-position. 
Next, record a repetition of the words—on 
a separate tape-section—in a fairly live 
acoustic, standing at some distance from the 
microphone. You then interpolate the ap- 
propriate " echo-word " between each word 
of the first recording. Each " echo-word " 
should be cut short at the beginning 
(" Hulloa! " becomes "... loa! ") and 
attached to the parent-word without a break. 

UNIMIXER 
mixing unic is an indispensable accessory for good 
quality tape recorders if owner's ambition extends 
beyond speech and solo performance recordings to 
small orchestra, organ-accompanied choir, rheatrical, 
sound effect recordings. (9 gns,). 
Join AUDIO SUPPLY ASSOCIATION (7s. 6d. p.a.) 
for free advisory service on audio equipment and for 
special terms of supply. Your inquiry may save you 
precious time and money. 
60 page photographically illustrated (non- 
advertising) catalogue of latest high-fidelity equip- 
ment and accessories 4s. 6d. (post free). 

We are also noted for producing high quality LP 
records from your precious tapes and for publishing 

records for fund raising. 
SOUND NEWS PRODUCTIONS 

10. CLIFFORD STREET, NEW BOND STREET 
LONDON, W.I. REG 2745 

Generally, interpolation is useful where an 
effect (for one reason or another) can't be 
included at the session. Simple examples 
would include applause during a speech; 
distorted answers on an inter-com receiver; 
the crash of plate-glass. 

Although usually brief, some of these in- 
terpolations can be relatively lengthy. For 
example, I recently rigged a microphone at 
an open window—and recorded some 
nocturnal drunks roistering down the road. 
I shall eventually interpolate them in a 
scene for Henry IV (Part 1). Hooligans 
make much the same noise as they did in 
Falstaff's day. . . . 
DO YOU AGREE? 

Too many amateurs are needlessly " put 
off" from editing their recordings, 

" It's the bow-cutting," they complain; " it 
spoils the tape." 

1 heartily agree! / submit that how-cut- 
ting is unnecessary. It merely weakens the 
tape and hinders the proper matching of 
tape-sections. I always trim the edges of a 
splice dead parallel. How about you? 

Slight bow-cutting was necessary with 
early tapes and jointing-tapes; even so, 
many of us still make absurdly deep bow- 
cuts. As for dusting the splice with french 
chalk . . . this can only be a hangover from 
mending too many bicycle-tyres. 

Surely, too. the angled cross-cut is only 
of academic value—except, perhaps, at slow 
speeds. A perpendicular cross-cut is often 
more convenient. So why not use it? 

Two-minute tape sketch by David Haines 

A monthly series of simple exercises in perspective, acoustics and sound-effects. 

ON THE BATTLEFIELD 
THE voice-positions here are " close-microphone "—i.e., the actors speak fairly 

close to the microphone. (You can enact both voices yourself if you're working 
solo.) 

Footsteps can easily be recorded from actuality, using (say) a garden path, and 
interpolated with the dialogue (see " Miscellany"). The explosion can then be 
dubbed from disc (e.g., HMV 7FXI) and interpolated yet again—a simple illustration 
of interpolation-within-inlerpolation. 

Officer: Private Birkenshaw! We're in Private: Very good, Sir. 
a very sticky situation. Keep your head ' he private's footsteps depart into the 
down! distance. Pause. A gigantic explosion. 

Privatp • v.-« sir Pause. The footsteps return. 
„ d 'ii r n u u Officer: Well done. Birkenshaw! Officer: But look very carefully through pr,vatf.: (timidly) Sir, will I get a V.C? 

the crack in the wall... . See that little pill- Officer; Not this time, Birkenshaw. 
box at the intersection of the road? Don.t bc impatienl. Wait untii you've 

Private: Yes. Sir. blown up a pill-box that belongs to the 
Officer: Go and blow it up. enemy. 
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Inspired b/ a recent Press visit to the new Thorn Electrical 
Industries tape recorder factory at Newhaven, JOHN BORW1CK 
describes some of the manufacturing and quality control 

techniques employed in modern recorder production 

A VISIT lo a modern tape recorder 
factory, where mass-production 

techniques are necessarily used lo keep 
up with demand, has much in common 
with a visit to any other large-scale plant. 
My recent travels have taken me into a 
wide variety of factories. I have walked 
along the " production lines" for the 
Lightning supersonic fighter, White Horse 
Whisky, newsprint paper and (coming a 
bit nearer home) loudspeakers, magnetic 
tape and tape recorders. 

And in all cases you have the same 
rather impersonal sequence of rows of 
operators—each of whom performs only 
a small part of the assembly. Mass pro- 
duction, which I suppose is Henry Ford's 
major contribution lo posterity, is cer- 
tainly an important feature of present- 
day living. 

Naturally these mass production 
methods are looked down on by the 
expert craftsmen who make things indi- 
vidually by hand. We would all agree 

that the hand-made article is often a 
pleasure to own, but it would be a mistake 
to suppose that the word " precision " is 
solely applicable to hand-made products. 

Indeed I have found that factories 
often have to work with greater precision 
than the craftsmen. You see, when a 
craftsman makes an article right through 
from start to finish—it might be a watch, 
a tape machine or a sideboard—he can 
allow for differences in the dimensions 
of the individual components as he pro- 
ceeds. But in mass production, every 
component handled by a given operator 
must be an exact replica of every other 
within very narrow limits, or the whole 
system breaks down. 

This need for precision was certainly 
recognised at the Thorn factory, where I 
found lest equipment being used on 
routine testing capable of detecting de- 
viations of one hundred-thousandth of an 
inch (that is, a hundredth part of the 
thickness of a double-play tape). 

TAPE MOTORS 
The electric drive motor is one of the 

most important components in a tape 
recorder. You can say it is the heart of 
the machine, and some motors can cost 
as much as all the other components put 
together. The requirements of the motor 
are perfectly uniform rotation of the 
drive shaft under all conditions of tape 
spool loading; freedom from mechanical 
noise; low hum field; a sufficiently high 
reserve of power for spooling, together 
with high starling torque and, of course, 
the motor should not get too hot. Thorn 
use a special motor which they developed 
in co-operation with E.M.I, It fulfils all 
the above requirements, yet is an econo- 
mical design and is fitted with a fan 
which I was told produces a 25° Centi- 
grade reduction in running temperature. 

This motor is quite heavy, and 
specially strong bolts have to be used to 
fix it to the chassis via vibration isolating 
grommets. They take the biggest strain 
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Photograph at lop of page shows the front view of the Thorn tape recorder factory at Denton Island, Newhaven, Sussex. 
The factory Is built on a six-acre site allowing room for possible expansion in future years. 
Fig. I (left). Adjusting azimuth and head height of the recordinc heads of a four-track recorder (see also Fig. 2); 
(centre). Measuring heads and jig for flywheel accuracy check. " Clock " and air-sauge instruments which measure lo 
one hundred-thousandth of an inch, are employed. To pass Ibis inspection point, the flywheel must be accurate lo one 
ten-thousandth of an inch: 
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in a special " drop test" which (for 
sentimental reasons connected with my 
years in RAF Signals) I was allowed to 
try out. During the development stages, 
the recorder is assembled in its final pack 
and dropped several times on to a con- 
crete floor from a height of 48 inches. It 
is then put through a series of quality 
tests to make sure that the machine has 
not suffered any deterioration in per- 
formance and that it is still in 100 per 
cent saleable condition. 

The motor's performance, like that of 
the rest of the mechanism, is tested on 
the production line too, of course. I 
listened on a special tunable stetho- 
scope and, touching the test probe on 
different parts of the chassis while the 
motor was running, I could hear a weird 
symphony of rumblings and wheezings 
which I should think beats anything a 
doctor hears when he taps our chests. 
The Inspector on this test position learns 
to identify the different sounds and so 

Wow and Mutter check combined with speed testing. 

inj ja1 

diagnose any faults that may occur in the 
motor and drive system. 

THE CAPSTAN AND FLYWHEEL 
Very few tape recorders use direct 

drive, that is with the tape driven by a 
capstan formed from an extension of the 
motor rotating shaft itself. It is much 
more usual to employ indirect drive, the 
motor shaft being coupled to the capstan 
via either a drive belt or a rubber idler 
wheel. 

Absolute precision of the drive capstan 
is essential, and of the flywheel which is 
a relatively heavy circular dish generally 
mounted on the lower part of the cap- 
stan shaft. It is the flywheel's job to 
iron out any fluctuations in rotation 
speed. In professional recorders it is 
invariably very heavy, though this is 
clearly impossible in lightweight domestic 
machines. The flywheel and capstan to- 
gether virtually determine the " wow and 
flutter " performance of the machine. 

For this reason, the Thorn test engi- 
neers have specified a tolerance limit of 
only one ten-thousandth of an inch, and 
every capstan/flywheel assembly has to 
satisfy this. They apply this test very 
strictly, because any faulty assembly 
which was built into a deck at this stage 
would in any case have to be thrown 
out later. The well-known Gaumont- 
Kalee wow and flutter meter is employed 
on the production line, giving direct 
readings of percentage speed fluctuations 
and absolute speed. So effort would 
have to be wasted in replacing the faulty 
parts. 

The mechanical test equipment has to 
be capable of detecting deviations of 

Fig. 2. Head alignment above, for quarter- 
track recorders, two mounting screws are 
turned, first in the same direction to vary 
track position (elevation); and then in 
opposite directions to vary azimuth. As the 
test reads position and azimuth simul- 
taneously, this is not as diflicuit as it 
sounds. For two-track recorders (left) the 
curved base of the head has a radial centre 
at the centre of track one to maintain correct 

track position when adjusting azimuth. 

hundred-thousandth of an inch. It in- 
cludes continuous reading micrometer 
gauges and a special type of air gauge. 

DECK GEOMETRY 
Accurate running of a tape recorder 

depends too on the " geometry " of the 
deck, that is the precise relative positions 
of all moving parts. The chassis plate is 
originally designed and pierced so that 
items such as the capstan, tape guides, 
tape spool spindles and pressure pads are 
correctly related to each other. 

Tests are directed at this aspect also. 
To maintain long-term performance, you 
too, should take care when handling your 
tape recorder, since mechanical plates 
and brackets cannot be infinitely rigid, 
to make sure that nothing happens to 
alter the geometry of the deck-mounted 
components. A bent spindle or tape guide 
for example, may not directly introduce 
wow. But they could tip the spool off 
horizontal, maybe making its flanges rub 
on the deck, or rub the tape, and this 
can easily produce agonising wow. Or 
both of these faults can affect the path 
of the tape past the heads. Any tend- 
ency for the tape to ride, up or down will 
naturally affect the output level, or even 
introduce cross-talk between tracks, in 
which the replay head " reads " part of 
the signal on an adjoining track. In four- 
track recorders this horizontal alignment 
of the tape path is very critical and, in 

{Continued on page SOI) 
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And this is only the beginning-the incomparably 
versatile RQ-150 also provides automatic slide and 
film synchronisation, automatic threading and remote 
control. If you really want to spread the word, there's 
a Public Address System that permits accurate 
monitoring through a built-in loudspeaker while 
recording. All this and immaculate reproduction, too! 

v^: 
.nI^- 

-rv>e . 0«e\S 

,0 V 

o?e,>4' 

SPECIFICATION 
Power Source: G unit cella (U.2.), 9 V. 

Output SOOmW (TOOmW max.) 
Tpaniliton; 9 Tranalatera, 1 Therm letor, 1 Diode. 
Tape Speed: 3] I.M., li l.p.e. 

Frequency Reeponie; 100-7,000 o/a at 31 l.p.e., 100-4,000 e/a at«l.p.a. 
Recording Level Indicator: VU meter. 

Speaker: 31' Permanent Dynamic Speaker. 
Dlmenalona: 31' x 9* x 121". 

Weigtit: 6 lb. 141 ex. 
Acceeeorlee: Dynamic mkreplione with remote control ewltch; 

5' recording tape (600 a); 5' empty reel; radio 
cord; leather case for acceeaorlea; hand bolt; 
epllclng tape; eenelni tape; plus for elide aync.; 
magnetic earphone. 

V- 

RO-303 

Also from NATIONAL: 
RQ-303, Mains 2 track, single speed. 
RQ-IOIs, Battery*, 2 track, 2 speed, plays any 3' tape. 
RQ-115, Battery*, 2 track, 2 speed. 
RQ-116, Battery*, 4 track, 2 speed. 
RS-753, Mains, full stereo, 4 track, 3 speed. 

* With optional mains adaptor available 
Full details of these, tape recorders are readily available from 
your nearest NATIONAL dealer or from UNAMEC, P.O. Box1, \/\/j"th NATIONAL, 
United Africa House, Blackfnars Road, London. S.E.I. 

TAPE 

IT 

EASY 

naturally! 
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(Continued from page 499) 

the case of the outside tracks 1 and 4, 
there is the danger of the very edge of 
the tape being presented to the head gap 
with consequent " drop out 

HEAD ASSEMBLY 
Now that we have got to the heads, it 

is obvious that their design and mounting 
also call for a high degree of precision. 
The height of the head gap must be 
exactly right, and it must be exactly at 
right-angles to the edge of the tape—that 
is, there must be no angle of " azimuth." 

The dimensions here are much too 
small for optical alignment to succeed. 
Therefore the usual practice is to fit the 
heads after the drive mechanism is 
assembled so that a test tape can be re- 
played to allow the operator to align the 
heads " by ear." A tape head mounting 
usually consists of two, or sometimes 
three, bolts with spring-loading to permit 
the head to be adjusted in the vertical 
plane. 

Unfortunately, when you adjust the 
till or azimuth on most conventional 
heads, you alter the elfective height at 
the same time. The result is, as many 
amateur servicemen will have discovered, 
that a series of fiddling adjustments have 
to be made before you can be sure that 
both azimuth and height are correct. In 
case you have never carried out this 
adjustment, perhaps I should mention 
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that it is usually done while replaying a 
tape of high frequency lone (say 
8,000 cps) since azimuth angle is most 
readily revealed by the drop in high 
frequency response. 

If no test tone is available, you can 
still do this check using a music tape 
containing plenty of high frequencies, 
making small, rocking adjustments to 
the bolls until the high frequencies come 
through most loudly. But I would 
strongly advise you to leave well alone, 
unless you have some experience of this 
kind of operation. In any case the heads 

• i T 
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I 

Fig. 3. Fitting and adjustment of spool 
carrier brackets to tape deck frame. 

Fig. 4. Tunable stethoscope test for vibration 
after setting up speed change mechanism. 

will certainly need demagnetising after- 
wards if you use anything other than a 
non-magnetic tool. 

During my visit to the Thorn factory, 
I was intrigued by the way they had 
solved this problem of simultaneous 
height and azimuth setting. The secret 
lies in the head design (a well-known 
British make) and the special test tape 
they have devised (recorded for them by 
A. Tutchings). 

This special tape consists of a 
1.25 Kc/s tone over the entire width, 
except for a narrow band of 7.5 Kc/s in 
the position corresponding to track three 
in a four-track recorder (see Fig. 2). By 
running this tape through the machine 
when the heads are mounted up, and con- 
necting track three of the signal head to 

a suitable amplifier and output meter, 
correct adjustment is set by turning the 
two mounting screws—in the same 
direction to adjust track position, and in 
opposite directions to adjust azimuth. To 
help the operator to ignore the general 
noise in the factory during this test, two 
loudspeakers are used (as shown in 
Fig. 2). In the case of the two-track 
machines, the radius of curvature at the 
base of the head (see sketch) has been 
made exactly equal to the height of the 
centre of the track. Therefore, small 
angles of tilt do not alter the effective 
height. 

THE ELECTRONICS 
Mass production techniques are 

ideally suited, of course, to the electronic 
circuitry. Moving bells carry the printed 
boards past a scries of operators each of 
whom attaches a prescribed number of 
components. Then, and this is the bit 
I always enjoy watching, the whole board 
is automatically soldered in one go. The 
board first travels over a bubbling bath 
of flux, then over one of molten solder, 
and comes out ready for boiling on to 
the recorder chassis. 

Exhaustive frequency response and 
other routine performance tests are 
carried out in sound-proofed booths with 
felt-lined flaps through which the travel- 
ling belt passes. These test engineers 
have to be quality enthusiasts, and they 
work very closely with the design and 
development engineers whose laboratory, 
at least in the case of the Thorn factory, 
is within easy access of the test booth 
positions. 

QUALITY CONTROL 
Thorn Management and Engineers are 

very quality conscious. I found that five 
per cent of all machines from the factory 
are fed into the quality control depart- 
ment, where they are subjected to all the 
tests that have been previously carried 
out. In addition a further one per cent 
are put on soak test and run continuously 
for one week. Analysis of any faults 
that are thrown up during these tests is 
quickly fed back to the engineering 
department who lake the appropriate 
remedial action. If necessary the whole 
production line is stopped until any re- 
curring fault can be eliminated. It would 
be difficult to imagine any system more 
likely to ensure a good quality and 
reliable product. 
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PHILIPS EL 3552 

By John Borwick 

ANEW tape recorder from Philips, 
and one in which we can see the 

design philosophy very clearly. All the 
machines from this company represent 
the outcome of a careful research into 
the needs of a particular sector of the 
tape recording market, and the EL3552 
is obviously designed to be as inexpen- 
sive and as easy to operate as present- 
day standards will allow. 

Inexpensive it certainly is; let us see how 
successfully it meets the demands for sim- 
plicity. Well, it has the single popular 
speed of 3] ips: it is two-track (whereas 
most recent Philips recorders are four- 
track): and it has a single input/output 
socket. Each of these features makes for 
easy operation, since the more speeds, tracks 
and sockets you have on your recorder, the 
more likely you are to make mistakes. 

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL 
There is also the facility known as auto- 

matic volume control. The circuitry which 
brings this about has been built into one or 
two makes of recorder in recent months, 
and it is no doubt a boon to people in a 
hurry and those who cannot be bothered to 
adjust the recording volume control prior 
to and during each recording. 

The circuit is not unlike that giving 
A.V.C. (Automatic Volume Control) in a 
radio set, where its job is to combat signal 
fading. Put simply, a part of the signal 
being amplified is rectified, to turn it into 
a proportionate D.C. voltage, and applied 
as negative bias to one of the amplifier 
valves. Within limits, signals of moderate 
strength will be amplified in the ordinary 
way. But any extra loud signals will tend 
to bias the amplifier to a condition of re- 
duced gain, so preventing too high a signal 
reaching the record head. Similarly, if the 
input signal is faint, the valve bias is auto- 
matically reduced and the gain rises to 
maintain a useful recording level. 

Let me say right away that the system 

works very well on this machine. I first 
tried it out in a practical way by speaking, 
shouting and whispering into the micro- 
phone, and then walking about the room 
sometimes near and some times far away 
from the microphone, and in all cases the 
tape played back at a reasonable volume. 
Of course extraneous sounds like traffic 
noise were more obtrusive during the quiet 
speech, because the A.V.C. was boosting 
them at the same time. I then recorded a 
wide range of levels of test lone, measuring 
the output level on replay, and verified that 
the A.V.C., which has a delay action to 
keep it from flattening out sounds altogether, 
will handle all the loudness changes it is 

likely to meet in practice. I feel, all the 
same, that automatic control is good for 
many speech applications but will lend to 
take some of the light and shade out of 
music. 

THE CONTROLS 
Should you decide, however, you can cut 

out the A.V.C. on the EL3552 and revert to 
the usual manual control of recording 
volume. To select manual control, all you 
have to do is press a push-button switch 
alongside the volume control. This switch 
is released again when you stop recording 
so that the machine is normally in the 
A.V.C. condition. 

A group of three white piano keys select 
fast rewind, play and fast forward. A 
similar key spaced a little to the right of 
these is the usual " pause" control, and a 
red key to the left is for "record." There 
is a slop bar running along beneath these 
keys, with a small release bar under the 
pause key. The only other controls are 
the mains on/off switch and combined 
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volume control, the manual push-button 
a'oremen'.ioned. and the tone control. 

The magic-eye recording level indicator 
lights up when you switch on, to act as a 
" mains on " indicator. And it is operative 
as soon as you press the record key, so that 
you are given advance indication of signal 
strength, though the tape does not start to 
move until you also press the play key. 

GENERAL IMPRESSIONS 
The EL3552 is smaller than most mains 

recorders (14-5- x 10 x 5 inches), and its 
carrying handle is on the shorter dimension 
which should reduce your chances of 
knocking the machine against the wall when 
carrying it through doorways, etc. It is 
light enough to be termed really portable, 
even by the most frail users, and although 
it has a plastic case, this is strongly con- 
structed. The lid is a push-on type without 
fasteners. 

The amplifier is rated a! only 14 watts, 
but produces plenty of volume (on standard 
3i ips tape records for example) from the 
four-inch loudspeaker. Perhaps it is a pity 
that there is no provision for replaying 
through an external speaker. But this 
would have meant another socket and would 
run contrary to the designer's plan to keep 
costs and operational complications to a 
minimum. In any case there is the output, 
rated at 0.75 volts, which enables you to 
replay through an external amplifier or 
radio. 

Continental radios and radiograms will be 
easier to connect than most British ones, 
since the former usually possess suitable 
sockets to permit both recording and re- 
playing of tapes via a single multi-wire con- 
necting lead without having to change over 
plugs. However, if you have any doubt how 
to make a good connection, your dealer 
can advise. The lead supplied with the 
recorder for use in this country (EL3768/03) 
incorporates a resistor in the record line to 
reduce the sensitivity to 225 mV which will 
suit most tuners, etc. 

A further sign of the designer's anxiety 
to market this recorder at as low a price as 
possible, and so smooth the path of tape 
recording initiates, is the fact that the reel 
of (ape and the empty spool supplied are 
both five-inch diameter, whereas the 
machine will take up to SJ-inch spools. 
Quite a good moving coil microphone is 
included in the low price of 24 guineas, 
however, which matches up well to the 
quality standards set for this essentially 
simple recorder. 

PERFORMANCE TESTS 
Having tried unsuccessfully to defeat the 

Automatic Volume Control by giving it all 
sorts of loud and soft signals to cope with, 
I can report that it really does its job. This 
machine is therefore ideal for recording 
family newsletters, rehearsing speeches (!), 
and all types of situation around the house, 
school or club where you cannot be sure of 
keeping at the same distance from the 
microphone and yet cannot reliably keep a 
watch on the magic-eyc. There are many 
such situations in which a clear, intelligible 
recording is the main requirement, rather 
than absolute high fidelity. 

In fact, the frequency response of the 
EL3552 is well up to the standard one 
expects from domestic machines, as the 
curve in the accompanying graph shows. I 
have not included an indication of the scope 
of the tone control, which operates on the 
internal loudspeaker only, but this includes 
treble boost as well as cut. 

The claimed wow-and-flutter specification 
is only modest, and a keen ear will detect 
slight speed fluctuations on the types of 
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ACOUSTICS by G. W. Mackenzie. 2S6 pp.. 
135 diagrams. Published by the Focal 
Press, price 42s. 

THIS is the first book in the series on 
technique of sound reproduction edited 

by John Berwick. 
In his introduction, Mr. Mackenzie says 

that his book is intended as a general com- 
panion to the others. In this he is too 
modest since he lays a foundation of 
acoustical theory upon which the other 
authors can build without tedious repetition 
of fundamental principles. 

The first part deals with the generation 
of sound waves and explains how we hear. 
The characteristics of speech and music 
which are necessary when working with 
sound are outlined and the section con- 
cludes with a chapter describing the con- 
struction, tone qualities and polar response 
of musical instruments. 

The second part covers all aspects of 
microphones from a discussion of design 
considerations to the techniques of succcss- 
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(Continued from facing page) 
music which are most prone to this effect— 
piano, sustained woodwind, etc. All controls 
work positively and efficiently. The 
motor runs continuously as soon as the 
mains are switched on, giving quick start 
operation. Fast wind and rewind of the 
five-inch spool of long-play tape supplied 
took 2 minutes 20 seconds. 

In short, this new recorder has a sensible 
price and specification for newcomers to 
tape recording who want to produce and 
playback recordings, at a standard speed on 
the conventional two tracks compatible 
with other machines, with the utmost sim- 
plicity of operation. 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION 
Tape speed: 3J ips. 
Power supply: 110, 127, 200-250 volts 

A.C., 50 cycles (adaptable by dealer to 60 
cycles). 

Audio power: H- watts. 
Frequency range: 80-12,000 cps. 
Wow and flutter: Less than 0.6 per cent 

peak. 
Input: microphone (3,000 ohms, 0.2 mV); 

radio, etc., via lead EL3768/03 (1.5 Mohm. 
225 mV). 

Output: 20,000 ohm, 750 mV. 
Signal-to-noise ratio: Greater than 45 dB. 
Fast winding: Three minutes for 1,200 

feet. 
Dimensions: 14^ x 10 x 5 inches. 
Weight: 13 lb. approx. 
Manufacturers: Philips Electrical Limited. 

Century House, Shaffesbury Avenue. 
London, W.C.2. 

ful microphone positioning. An interesting 
feature is a detailed description of several 
examples of each type of microphone in 
current use. 

It is in the last part that the most use- 
ful information is to be found. The science 
of acoustics is put to good use and the 
author explains how to control the echoes 
and resonances in a room and gives details 
on how to treat a listening room to achieve 
optimum results. Indeed, following his 
instructions, one should be able to design a 
recording studio from scratch! 

This is a well balanced book, written at 
not loo high a technical standard and it 
should be a worthy companion to the others 
in the series. 

An elementary 

study 

of electricity 

DIRECT CURRENT AND MAGNETISM 
by E. J. Black. 119 pp.. 92 illustrations. 

ALTERNATING CURRENT AND 
ACOUSTICS by Edgar J. Black. 116 
pp., 85 illustrations. Published by N. 
V. Philips Gloeilampfabrieken Eind- 
hoven. The Netherlands. 10s. 6d. each. 

THESE books are the first two in a series 
of six paperbacks written with the 

service engineer in mind. Most authors 
need to imagine a person for whom they 
arc writing and Mr. Black seems to have 
conjured up someone long in experience, 
with little theory to back his reasoning and 
just enough mathematics to count his pay- 
packet. The books may seem an odd choice 
for review but here at almost schoolboy 
level are the all too often glossed over 
fundamental principles of electricity. 

There arc no complicated structures to 
the author's atoms. The copper atom is 
found simply by chopping an inch cube into 
250,000 pieces and on magnification the 
electrons are seen to be playing " ring 
o'roses" round the nucleus. The text 
abounds in such simple analogies, yet the 
ideas arc developed clearly to a stage where 
the reader has sufficient knowledge to make 
correct deductions about the behaviour of 
a circuit. 

At the end of each chapter is a summary 
and a number of questions designed to test 
the reader's grasp of what he has read. An 
important feature is that the theory behind 
the answer is given in addition to the 
numerical result. 

The first book deals with direct current. 
Ohm's law, heat, power and the various 
types of resistors. There are chapters on 
accumulators and magnetism. The final 
chapter is devoted to d.c. meters and the 
effect of shunts. 

The second book covers a.c. motors, 
dynamos, inductance, capacitance and 
elementary a.c. networks. Again the 
emphasis is on the practical aspect. 

The section on acoustics uses a vibrating 
knitting needle in order to describe the 
generation of sound and goes on to 
explain how microphones and loudspeakers 
work in terms of the preceding text. 

These books would be suitable for those 
who wish to make a systematic study of 
electricity at an elementary level and new- 
comers to tape recording should find a lot 
to interest them. Those who are not 
frightened of a little maths, however, would 
be well advised to use a slightly more 
advanced textbook. P.M. 

THE WORLD OF TAPE 

NEW TV TAPE 

RECORDER IN 

KIT FORM 

— 93 gns 

ADVANCE news of the first TV tape 
recorder available in an " easy-to- 

asscmble" kit form manufactured by 
Wcsgrove Electrics Ltd. Suitable for 
405 or 625 line systems, it will retail at 
£97 10s. 

The new unit, designated VKR500, 
can be used for recording off-the-air 
television programmes with a standard 
domestic television receiver suitably 
modified (simple modifications only re- 
quired); or in conjunction with a closed 
circuit television system. A complemen- 
tary closed-circuit television camera will 
be available in kit form in the near 
future. 

The VKR500 uses the standard direct 
recording principles as used for normal 
audio recorders, recording with a bandwidth 
of 2Mc/s on ordinary quarter-inch wide 
tape. Running speeds are 7^. 10, and 12y 
feet per second. Using the US-inch spools 
supplied, this provides a playing time of 
thirty minutes for each of the two tracks. 

Its circuits are entirely transistorised em- 
ploying silicon transistors on a single printed 
circuit board. It is distinguished from earlier 
attempts to produce a machine of this type 
in many ways, the most important being 
the employment of non-integrating sync, 
regeneration, a vital factor in the stable 
operation of the machine. 

An FM carrier system handles the sound 
side of the VKR500, and the audio fre- 
quency response is given as 50-10,000 cps. 
Inputs and outputs are supplied for one 
volt (RMS). Vision inputs and outputs are 
one volt D.A.P. Vision, 

IVesgrove Electrics Limited, Nash House, 
New Street, Worcester. 

* * » 

WELMEC CORPORATION LTD. (U.K. 
agents for Telefunken and AEG) advise 

they are still examining the effect of the 
temporary import charge of 15 per cent 
imposed as and from October 26. An 
announcement will be made; meanwhile 
there will be no increase in price on any 
AEG or Telefunken equipment where U.K. 
stocks are still available, 

Welmec Corporation Limited, Lonsdalc 
Chambers, 27 Chancery Lane, London 
W.C.2. 

* * » 

AD ASTRA ELECTRONICS LTD., sole 
trade distributors of Synchrotape, wish 

to point out that the prices of the British- 
made range of PVC recording tape are 
unaffected by the recently-imposed import 
surcharge. 
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18 HALF YOUR 

WASTED? 

: 7 
9m 

The performance of a portable tape recorder 
is severely limited by the space available for 
its internal loudspeaker. 

The connection of a high quality external 
speaker will reveal hidden detail in your 
recordings, and the Wharfedale PST/8 is an 
ideal choice. 

This unique, patented enclosure design gives 
optimum results with Wharfedale 8" unit. 
Impedances are easily matched by fitting the 
WMTa transformer, costing only 13/6. 

Descriptive literature FREE on request 
including Cabinet Construction Sheet 

PRICES—£10 10s. Od. in a choice of polished 
walnut or mahogany veneers or oiled teak. Oak 
finish (light, medium or dark) available to special 
order. In whitewood £7 10s. Od. Recommended 
units 8" Bronze/RS/DD 84/6 inc. 19/6 P.T. Super 
8/RS/DD 134/2 inc. 19/2 P.T. 

WHARFEDALE WIRELESS 
WORKS LTD. 
IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKS. 
Tel. Idle 1235/6 
Grams ■' Wharf del' Bradford 
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ALAN EDWARD 

E E 

reprieve for " Sound "—at least, not m its 
previous form. If they do bring it back 
(and they're threatening to!), and we're 
stuck with the same old mixture, the BBC 
will be able to boast one of their beloved 
statistical listening-figures of exactly 999,999. 
Because 1 shall be watching the Icily. 

"NO FLOWERS, PLEASE!" Deciding 
that Britain's tape enthusiasts had gorged 
themselves sufficiently in a monthly orgy of 
hi-fi hoo-hah deep in the Sunday afternoon 
backwoods of Network Three (" It's a 
minority interest, old boy, like nudism and 
beer-mats"), the BBC have permitted 
" Sound " a decent demise at long last. It's 
death-throes, I tell you frankly, were begin- 
ning to gel me down. 

Douglas Brown, lumbered with an un- 
inspiring task that many another broadcaster 
wouldn't have touched with a 10 ft. micro- 
phone-boom. acquitted himself with distinc- 
tion throughout. In the beginning, seeming- 
ly. he was handed a bevy of assorted 
cardboard characters plus a pile of the most 
low-fi. high-blown ideas ever conceived, and 
told to gel on with it—which, to his eternal 
credit, ho did. True, John Berwick and one 
or two more of his ilk stuck their heads 
round the door occasionally and brought 
the thing flickcringly to life, but these 
cameos apart, there was precious little in 
it for the average amateur tape enthusiast. 

This would seem a good point at which to 
ask just who the programme was aimed at. 
Not that I shall bother, mind you, because 
the BBC's answer to that question appeared 
regularly in the Radio Times billing: "For 
radio and recording enthusiasts." But was 
it? Witness these comments elicited from 
various tape-acquaintances since the show 
ended. (I) "Never listen to it." (2) "Oh, 
that thing! " (3) " Bit too technical for me, 
I'm afraid." (4) " When's it on, did you 
say? " (5) " I used to listen when it first 
started, but it got a bit uppish." 

Alright, so these arc only five reactions 
out of a possible audience of. . . . Audience 
of what? Spare me, I beg you. the cloud- 
cuckoo statistics. I've been a columnist on 
this magazine now for nigh on five years, 
and I know the score where amateur laping's 
concerned. And the score where " Sound " 
was concerned? Precisely nil. The pro- 
gramme, acceptable though it may have 
been on its own pretentious level, was hope- 
lessly out of touch with most amateurs from 
start to finish. What went wrong? Come 
to that, did anything, in fact, go wrong? 
Maybe we were barking up the wrong tree 
all the time, and " Sound " was beamed at 
another audience entirely. I wouldn't 
know. 

Where, may one inquire, were for features 
on tapesponding. club activities, hospital- 
broadcasting. copyright, recorder-mainten- 
ance and so on? Where were the tips from 
the experts on interviewing, reporting, voice- 
control, newsreading, disc-jockeying, cueing, 
editing and sound effect-composition? These 
are the sort of things amateur tape-types 
are interested in. I know, because they write 
and tell me so. Alec Nisbetl, for example, 
surely one of the most entertaining and 
compelling authorities on audio matters, 
recently contributed a brief scries of articles 
on sound effects to TAPE—a series which 
earned him high praise from the readers. 
Did no one think of inviting Mr. Nisbetl 
to do the same thing, with illustrations, on 
" Sound " ? The perfect speaker; the per- 
fect subject", the perfect medium. If they 
did. I missed it. 

I was not one of the loyal souls who 
"phoned or wrote to the BBC to demand a 

WAS doing some editing yesterday. Went 
to tear off a piece of splicing tape from 

the dispenser, when my linger skidded and 
gouged itself on a set of vicious-looking tin 
teeth. Having thus narrowly escaped the 
need for a couple of stitches. I'm prompted 
to suggest that something a trifle less lethal 
be designed, ma bonny wee manufacturers! 

INTRODUCING "The Magpies." My 
October note bemoaning the apparent 

dearth of female tapists brought a spirited 
reply from Mrs. Margaret Russell of Ful- 
ham. Margaret is 32, has a daughter of 
nine, and has been a keen tape fan since 
1957. Her equipment line-up includes two 
Grundig stereo machines (half and quarter- 
track) plus the appropriate mixer; a Telc- 
funken battery-portable, microphone and 
mixer; a Rodgers Mk. 2 stereo amplifier; a 
Leak FM tuner; two Goodman ' Triaxcttc ' 
speakers in cabinets; an AKG stereo headset 
and a Grampian DP4 microphone. Can any 
other female tapist beat (or match) this 
impressive array, I wonder? 

Margaret would like to hear from any 
member of the fair sex interested in form- 
ing a tape club for women in the Fulham 
area with its own tapesponding section. " I 
have several male contacts already." she 
told me, " including one I made quite 
recently through TAPE in S. Africa, but 1 
really would like to meet some other females 
who arc bitten by the hi-fi bug as deeply as 
I am." I asked her if she'd thought of a 
name for the proposed group. " How about 
' The Magpies '? " she suggested. " They're 
supposed to be great chatter-boxes." Well, 
she said it I didn't! 

So, ladies, if Margaret's idea interests you. 
please write to her direct at 31. Oakbury 
Road. Fulham. London, S.W.6. Or you can 
reach her by telephone at RENown 6721. 

IN response to numerous requests ... the 
music which was used to introduce the 

BBC's recent nightly coverage of the Olympic 
Games is called "Tokyo Melody." It's 
played on the recording by Helmut Zacha- 
rias and his Orchestra, and is available on 
Polydor S2341. 

ITOT on the heels of the much-plugged J ' snapshot (taken by Dad with the family 
" Brownie") of the eight-year-old aspirant 
loitering with obvious hell-bent intent out- 
side No. 10, comes the latest contribution to 
the inevitable Early Struggles Saga of 
Harold Wilson, Esq. 

His former headmaster recalls that the 
P.M. once wrote an essay entitled " Myself 
in 25 years Time," in which he saw himself 
as Chancellor of the Exchequer. Part of his 
Budget, so the dear old don tells us. included 
a crippling tax on gramophones. Reason ? 
" Because we didn't have one ourselves at 
the time." 

Let's hope to Gawd he owns a tape 
recorder! 

If OUR LOCAL 

DEALER 

In this feature you 
can check your nearest 
dealer who is a hi-fi 
specialist giving expert 
attention to tape equip- 
ment. 

LONDON 

e Clectxonicd 

THE TAPE RECORDER & Hl-fl AUDIO SPECIALISTS 
400. EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON. W.2 
London's leading Stockists of High- 
Fidelity and Audio Equipment. Many 
Bargains in new and reconditioned 

Equipment 
SEND FOR FREE LISTS OF RECORDING 
TAPES. RECORDERS, AMPLIFIERS. ETC. 

All Machines demonstrated for performance on Record and Playback. All leading makes of Hi-Fi equipment 
from stock 

PADDINGTON 5521 

ic TAPE RECORDER HIRE 

ic TAPE TO DISC 78 & LP 
* RECORDING STUDIO 
* TAPE RECORDER 

REPAIRS 

* SALES—EXCHANGES 

MAGNEGRAPH 

I, Hanway Place, London, W.l. 
Tel.: LANgham 2156 

♦ PART EXCHANGES WELCOMED 
♦ ALL MAKES Hi-Fi and Tape 

Recorders supplied 
♦ PART EXCHANGES. Terms 12, 18 

or 24 months 
♦ SONY Specialists. Full Range Stocked 
♦ GUARANTEED Recorder Repair 

Service 
MAC'S 

CAMERA SHOPS LIMITED 
250-252 KING STREET, 

HAMMERSMITH, LONDON, W.6 
RIV 8581-2 Hours 9-6 Thursday 9-1 
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YOUR LOCAL DEALER 

LONDON 

Masseys 

Centre 

of Sound 

W««t London's Hi-Fi Tape Recorder Specialist 
—Demonstration Room with Comparator 

APPOINTED FERROGRAPH DEALER 
AT 

CHISWICK, W.4 
Accessories, All Kinds—Servicing—Pre-Recorded 

Tapes Mono Stereo 
121-123 High Road—10 a.m.—7 p.m. 

M TEL: CHI 2082 ► 
(not closed for lunch) 

SHEEN 

TAPE RECORDER HI-FI CENTRE 
— The Centre for — 

FRIENDLY HELP—SALES—SERVICE 
DEMONSTRATIONS ANY TIME—ALL PRE- 

RECORDED TAPES—STEREO—MONO 
LANGUAGES—DANCE—JAZZ-SHOWS 

CLASSICS, etc.—2 and 4 TRACK—STOCKISTS 
OF ALL MAKES AND MODELS OF RECORDERS 

AND HI-FI—Add sound to your movies with 
Synchrodck—WE ARE STOCKISTS OF 

SYNCHRODEK 
TERMS—EXCHANGES, ETC. 

• STATION PARADE. SHEEN LANE 
SHEEN, LONDON. S.W.I4 

(Opposite Mortlake Station, S.R.) 
Showroom ; PROspect 0985 

10 a.m.—7 p.m. 

WIMBLEDON'S 
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE 

Agents for: 
FERROGRAPH, VORTEXION, 
SIMON, BRENELL, GRUNDIG 

PHILIPS, COSSOR, ETC. 
GET IT TAPED THE EXPERT WA Y 
—By letiing us install your apparatus 

TEL-LEE-RAOIO 
220 The Broadway, Wimbledon, S.W.I9 

LIBerly 4946 

MIDLANDS 

• STOCKPORT 

FAIRBOTHAM 

& CO. LTD. 

47 Lower Hillgate STO 4872 

FERROGRAPH, REVOX, 
TANDBERG, BRENELL, SIMON, 

TRUVOX, SONY, PHILIPS, 
MAGNAVOX, GRUNDIG, 

TELEFUNKEN 
All models on comparison demonstration 
Evening demonstrations by appointment 

Tape records 

reviewed 

A most 

welcome 

revival 

of music 

by Elgar 

CLASSICS 

By Edward 
Greenfield 

ELGAR. "Enigma" Variations. Cockaigne 
Overture. Philharmonia Orchestra con- 
ducted by Sir John Barbirolli. HMV 
(TA-ALP 1998), 3J ips. mono. 40s. 

The latest Elgar revival is much to be wel- 
comed and comes none loo soon. For those 
of us who have known his greatest master- 
pieces for many years any neglect seems 
absurd, and al last, thanks in part lo record- 
ings, a younger generation is coming to 
realise that Elgar stands for far more than 
mere pompous jingoism. Elgar naturally 
takes to the grand manner, true, but to 
criticise that is surely a comment on modern 
smallmindedness. 

Elgar is grand because his material rightly 
and properly required him lo be so. and 
nothing could illustrate better the tightness 
of his thinking when the form required it 
than the Enigma Variations, recorded here 
by Barbirolli in an uninhibitedly full- 
bloodied performance. What other work 
could go so naturally and inevitably from 
the rounded, expansive warmth of " Nim- 
rod," the most famous variation, to the 
delicate fluttering of " Dorabella " (a por- 
trait of a young girl) and the rumbustious 
humour of " G.R.S." where the opening 
represents a dog falling down a river bank 
into the water, then coming out lo shake 
himself. 

These are musical portraits of twelve 
friends, his wife and himself, and it seems 
ridiculous that no notes whatever are given 
with this tape to explain the dilferenl sec- 
tions. Admittedly " Enigma " is about the 
best known of Elgar's major works and 
everything can be enjoyed and appreciated 
in purely musical terms, but purchasers of 
the tape should at least have the same advan- 
tages as are given on the sleeve of the disc 
version. Cockaigne is an attractive if 
hardly a very generous coupling. This over- 
ture gives a colourful, bright, picture post- 
card view of London with brass-bands, 
flower-sellers, scenes in the parks, the 
Edwardian scene in fact. Again it is en- 
joyable in purely musical terms, but it is 
far better to understand the programme as 
well. 

Barbirolli's warm-hearted and often 
rhythmically free performances are matched 
by rounded E.M.I. recording of a very 
recent vintage. The Philharmonia Orchestra 
plays superbly. 
GRIEG. Piano Concerto in A minor. 

SCHUMANN. Piano Concerto in A 
minor. Solomon with the Philharmonia 
conducted by Herbert Menges. HMV 
(TA-ALP 1643), 3J ips, mono. 40.s. 

These are among the most engaging and 
attractive concerto performances Solomon 

ever recorded, and it is good to have them 
put on tape, particularly when the tape cata- 
logue is oddly short of versions of these 
two favourite works. The Florentino per- 
formance of the Schumann is available on 
Saga, but the Eileen Joyce version of the 
Grieg also on Saga appears to be unavail- 
able, Otherwise no tape versions at all. In 
any case these Solomon performances easily 
outshine thpse rivals, and having them to- 
gether on one tape provides excellent value, 
with practically an hour's music. 

Solomon is here in relaxed mood in both 
concertos, and the rubato in each succeeding 
romantic phrase is always natural and spon- 
taneous-sounding, where sometimes Solomon 
could tighten up in the recording studio. 
The outer movements have plenty of vigour 
and natural display and the fingcrwork is 
often sparkling. The recording, made over 
six years ago, still sounds extremely well, 
though some really hi-fi machines may pick 
up inadequacies. 
TCHAIKOVSKY. Excerpts from Sleep- 

ing Beauty and Swan Lake. Phil- 
harmonia Orchestra conducted by 
Herbert von Karajan. Columbia (TA- 
33CX 1065), 33 ips. mono. 40s. 

This recording was first available on disc 
eleven years ago, and the recording quality 
is inevitably a little dated though the wide 
hall reverberation helps to mask that and 
the sound is more than acceptable on 
medium-fi instruments. These are sump- 
tuous performances with the Philharmonia 
strings in splendid form, and Karajan bring- 
ing clear-headedness to the expression of 
romantic emotion. There are five items 
from each ballet included. From Swan 
Lake they are the Scena (Swan Theme), the 
Waltz in A major from Act 1, the Dance 
of the Little Swans from Act 2, the Intro- 
duction and Second Dance of the Queen of 
the Swans from Act 2 and the Hungarian 
Czardas from Act 3. From The Sleeping 
Beauty they are Introduction and Lilac Fair 
Prologue, Pas d'action (Adagio) from Act 1, 
Puss in Boots from Act 3, Panorama from 
Act 2 and the Waltz from Act 1. 

POPULAR 

By Fred 
Chandler 

Another 

hit 

by 

the 

Beatles 

A HARD DAY'S NIGHT. The Beatles. 
Parlophone (TA-PMC 1230), 33 ips, 
mono. 35s. 

Thirteen songs from the collective pen of 
John Lennon and Paul McCartney—the first 
of their LPs lo be compiled thus—and the 
Beatles prove again they lack nothing in 
presentation, polish, and verve of attack. 

The first track contains seven songs, includ- 
ing the title number, from their recent hit film. 
George Harrison sings the beat-ballad I'm 
just happy to dance with you, and the re- 
maining numbers are sung by John and 
Paul. Outstanding number on this side is 
the very quiet and harmonious // / fell 
which has been described as the most 
pleasant ballad by the Beatles. 

Also featured in the sound-track seven 
is another quiet ballad And I love her, sung 
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by Paul lo (he accompaniment of an 
acoustic guitar, and Tell me why which in- 
cludes their fascinating semi-yodel effect. 
The track ends with the big beat number 
Can't buy me love. 

Track two sees a departure from the pre- 
dominant beat of track one, although they 
don't discard beat altogether. It begins with 
Any lime at all. with the lads describing the 
offer of the love-lorn. I'll cry instead, a 
rock V roll number with an accompaniment 
popular years ago. precedes a blues number 
Things we said today and then the quartet 
stride into another beat number When I gel 
home, with their familiar throat-straining 
vocals. 

The familiar You can't do that, shades of 
their hit " Please Mr. Postman," and I'll he 
hack, another head-nodding number, com- 
plete the track. Their best album to date 
and a good demonstration of their wide 
range of talents. 
MUSIC FOR LEISURE Number 49. Parly 

Tunes, featuring the Geoff Love Play- 
ers. Encore (TA-ENC 5049), 3i ips, 
mono. 30s. 

MUSIC FOR LEISURE, Number 51. Frank 
Martin Orchestra. Encore (TA-ENC 
5051), 33 ips. mono. 30s. 

Two further issues in the "Music for 
Leisure" series. Both are for piano with 
rhythm accompaniment. Geoff Love in- 
troduces such standards as April Showers. 
The Sheik of A ruby, Oh Johnny, and For 
me and my gal, among the sixteen lilies. 

The accent is on Latin-American tempo 
with the Frank Martin tape. Perfidia, 
Frenesi. and Quiereme Mac ho are give brief 
introductions—necessary to accommodate 
the 28 tunes featured—before the piano 
tinkles into As time goes by. Whispering. 
and Love walked in. 

One of 

the finest 

albums 

of 

this type 
MODERN SOUNDS IN COUNTRY AND 

WESTERN MUSIC. Ray Charles. HMV 
(TA-CLP 1580). 3J ips. mono. 35s. 
At long last this recording is available on 

tape. Ray Charles stands at (he top of his 
particular tree even despite him going 
through the phase where everyone raves 
about him because it is fashionable to do 
so. It always puzzles me how great talent 
—even in the early stages it is obvious to 
anyone taking the trouble lo listen— 
suddenly explodes onto the scene as though 
it did not exist the day before. 

The staggering fact is that like Talum, 
Charles faced and overcame an appalling 
combination of handicaps, and then, having 
learnt successfully to live with blindness and 
colour prejudice, he climbed through the 
ranks of professional musicians (and that 
lakes some doing) and reached head and 
shoulders above his fellow artistes. 

The terrible struggles arc clearly reflected 
in this, one of the finest albums of this type 
I have heard. Not only does he believe in 
what he is singing, but the emotion, love, 
pain and tears magnetises the audience and 

By Mike 
Gae 

he successfully conveys it to the impersonal 
studio. 

Even the more straight commercial num- 
bers like / Can't Slop Loving You weather 
time and sound as fresh and dynamic as 
they did two years ago. The remainder are 
Hey. Good Looking. Born to Lose. Care- 
less Love, Bye Bye Love, You Don't Know. 
Half As Much. I Love You So Much It 
Hurts. Worried Mind, It Makes No Differ- 
ence and You Win Again. 

Careless Love, a traditional item arranged 
by Charles is especially worthy of note, as 
is the uncrcdited accompaniment which is 
both subtle and sensitive. 

OSCAR PETERSON AND NELSON 
RIDDLE. Verve (TA-VLP 9063). 3J ips. 
mono, 35s. 
The growing practice of temporary asso- 

ciations for one recording session is adding 
confusion to the already vast reference 
indexes of jazz music. We have had Ella 
Fitzgerald and Count Basie (reviewed in 
June). Sinatra and Basic. Oscar Peterson and 
Basie and the most critically acclaimed of 
all. Sinatra and Riddle. Now we have 
Peterson and Riddle and despite the former's 
efforts, it fails to make any sort of impact. 

Almost any Riddle track and Peterson 
track from previous albums could be super- 
imposed lo produce a similar result since 
each man seems unaware of the other. 
Riddle, a fine musician, professional lo the 
bone and responsive to Sinatra's explosive 
talent, has too much of an inflated reputa- 
tion to live up to, and this session puts him 
in perspective. 

Peterson, on the other hand, is at his 
brilliant best. His particular instrument is 
gently caressed and coaxed in a mislcadingly 
casual way: in Nightingale, his own com- 
position. he reaches the heights of musical 
maturity while other items arc not so 
disciplined. 

The honours go to Peterson in a selection 
which covers My Foolish Heart. Judy. 
Round Midnight. Someday My Prince Will 
Come, Come Sunday, My Ship. A Sleepin' 
Bee, Portrait of Jennie and Goodbye. 

FAME AT LAST! Georgie Fame and the 
Blue Flames, with accoinpanimenl directed 
by Earl Guest. Columbia (TA-33SX 
1638), 3J ips, mono. 35s. 
Fame at last, well not quite for this mis- 

named curious mixture of Rhythm and 
Blues, jazz, vintage Rock V Roll, and 
Country 'n" Western. From my point of 
view I don't think I would object if it was 
played at a party although I would make a 
mental note lo give my guest some brass 
band or even Jimmy Shand recordings for 
his birthday. 

The backing is soulless and uninspired 
and the only composition worthy of a 
second hearing. The Monkey Time, would 
need radical re-scoring and a complimentary 
accompaniment if Mr. Fame's talents—and 
this item reveals great depth and feeling- 
arc lo be exploited. 

Not only are the arrangements and pro- 
gramming poor, but the cover is badly 
printed with most of the text being unread- 
able; it does not help sales. 

The album covers Get On The Right 
Track. Baby (symbolic?). Let The Sunshine 
In, All About My Girl. Point of No Return. 
Gimmie That Wine. Pink Champagne, 
Monkeying Around. Pride And Joy. Green 
Onions. I Love The Life I Live and I'm In 
The Mood For Love. 

'the tapes reviewed this month are issued 
by E.M.I. Records Ltd.. 20, Manchester Square. 
London, W.I. 

YOUR LOCAL DEALER 

MIDLANDS 

SOUND BUSINESS 

Specialists In 
Sound Reproducing Equipment 
Stockists of Butoba, Grundig, Sony, 

Tandberg. Vortexion, etc. 
Backed by a 

First-Class Service Department 

TYSON IC 
W. M. Tyson. M.Brit.l.R.E. 

41 Russell St.. Leamington Spa 
phone 24935 

THE SOUTH 

6 
■SPECIALISTS IN SOUND* 

BRENELL 
GRUNDIG 
COSSOR 
LOEWE-OPTA 
SONY 
VORTEXION 
QUAD 

ELIZABETHAN 
FI-CORD 
SIMON 
PHILIPS 
TRUVOX 
LEAK 
ROGERS 

33. GUILDHALL STREET 
FOLKESTONE 

TEL; 55881 

HAMILTON 

ELECTRONICS 

TAPE RECORDER 
AND HIGH FIDELITY 

SPECIALISTS 

35 LONDON ROAD 

SOUTHAMPTON 
TELEPHONE 28622 

PLYMOUTH 

TOM 

MOLLAND LTD. 
102 CORNWALL STREET 

Phone: 69282 
FERROGRAPH, REVOX, TAND- 
BERG, SIEMENS, AKAI, UHER, 
SONY, B & O STEREOMASTER, 

FI-CORD, AND 
The largest selection of Hi-Fi equipment 

in the West 
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YOUR LOCAL DEALER 

THE SOUTH 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Tape Recorder Specialists 

APPROVED AGENTS FOR:— 
PHILIPS - GRUNDIG - FERROGRAPH 

VORTEXION, ETC. 
• ALL MAKES OF TAPE RECORDERS SUPPLIED 
• ACCESSORIES AND HI-FI EQUIPMENT 
• PART EXCHANGES AND SECOND-HAND 

MACHINES 
• PROMPT AND SKILLED SERVICING 

RECORDING MACHINES LTD. 
79 Queensway, Southampton 

Telephone: 27092 

CROYDON 

SEE and HEAR 

THE TRUVOX TAPE SYSTEM 

Special Pemonftrationf 
including evenings at 

Southern Audio Services 
3;Lower Church St., Croydon, Surrey 

Ring for details —CROydon 9134 
We are opp. Car Park. Reeves Corner 

BRENHLL 
Accessories by return 

P TAPE RECORDERS 
(Bournemouth) (Exeter) 

LTD 
Southern England's 
Biggest Centres for 

PHILIPS . FERROGRAPH 
GRUNDIG . TELEFUNKEN 
AND ALL LEADING MAKES 

Call, write or phone 

THE TAPE RECORDER PEOPLE 
874 Christchurch Rd., BOURNEMOUTH Tel. 45096 

3 Seamoor Road, WESTBOURNE Tel. 64292 
I Sidwell Street, EXETER Tel. 75779 

WALES 

IT'S BETTER AT HATTYS IT'S BETTER AT 

NORTH WALES 
TAPE RECORDER SPECIALISTS 

Ferrngraph, Simon. Grundig. 
Loewe-Opla, Cossor, etc. 

Tapes and accessories 
Largest stocks backed by 
first-class service dept. 

CENTRE 
OF SOUND 

6. RUSSELL ROAD. RHYL 
BATTVS IT'S BETTER AT BATTYS ITS BETTER 

BATTYS 

NEW PRODUCTS 

FIVE NEW MODELS 

IN 

NATIONAL RANGE 

FIVE recent arrivals from Japan are the 
National tape recorders imported by 

United Africa Mechanical & Electrical Ltd. 
Two of these are mains machines, and three 
are batiei7-operated. 

First of the battery operated units is the 
RQII6 a two-speed, quarter-track unit, with 
a half-track version, RQ1I5. 

The quoted frequency response is 100- 
7,000 cps at the lop speed of H ips, and 
100-4,000 cps at U ips. Wow and ftutlcr at 
the top speed is given as less than 0.35 per 
cent RMS. 

Among the features are facilities for head- 
phone monitoring, remote control from the 
microphone, meter recording level indicator, 
powered rewind, a 3J-incli loudspeaker, 
power output of 500 mW (700 mW maxi- 
mam), and a tone control. 

Seven hour continuous use is available 
from the twelve penlight cells used to 
provide the power in this transistorised 

'j ■ mm} 

—i « 

c -T-W 

/ 

machine. The tube line-up includes two 
2SB175, two 2SBI78, a 2SBI73, 2SB172, 
thermister MT-25. and an OA-70 diode. 

Accommodation is available for three- 
inch spools providing a playing time of 26 
minutes per track using triple-play tape at 
31 ips. 

Among the accessories included in the 
price of £40 19s. arc recording tape, empty 
spool, recording lead, earphone, leather 
case, shoulder strap, and splicing tape. The 
two-track version (illustrated top in our 
photograph left), sells at £36 15s. 

Second of the new battery-operated 
models is the RQI50 (illustrated centre). 
This is a two-speed, half-track model with 
facilities for slide or film synchronisation 
and featuring an automatic start mechanism 
operated by sound impulses. 

The quoted frequency response is 100- 
7.000 cps at 3i ips. and 100-4,000 cps at 
IJ ips. Accommodation is available for 
five-inch reels, providing a playing lime of 
32 minutes per track using standard-play 
tape at the lop speed. Rewind for this size 
reel is four minutes. 

Among the features are automatic tape 
end slop, VU meter recording level indicator, 
loudspeaker monitoring, tone control, and 
remote control operation from the micro- 
phone. 

Six dry cells (UM-1) provide the power 
supply of nine volts required, and they will 
run for approximately 15 hours continuous 
use. A 3f-inch permanent dynamic speaker 
is incorporated, and the power output is 
rated at 500 mW (700 mW maximum). 

The RQI50 measures 125 x 9 x 35 inches, 
and weighs 5} lb. Included in the price of 
£46 4s. are accessories as for the above 
model, plus synchronisation plug. 

The third new machine. RS753 (illustrated 
separately above), is a three-speed, four- 
track stereo record and playback model sell- 
ing at £79 16s. 

Quoted frequency response is 60-15,000 
cps at 75 ips. 60-10.000 cps at 35 ips, and 
60-5.000 cps at IJ ips. 

Accommodation for seven-inch reels pro- 
vides a playing time of 64 minutes per track 
(mono). 32 minutes (stereo) using standard- 
play tape at 35 ips. 
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A wide range of features includes a special 
circuit design permitting FM stereo record- 
ing from Multiplex tuners, automatic tape 
end stop. VU meter recording level indica- 
tors for each channel, facilities for 
loudspeaker monitoring, straight-through 
amplification, push-button operation, and 
facilities for adding reverberation to record- 
ings. and sound-on-sound recording. 

The power source is 100, 115, 125, 200, 
and 250 volts. AC. 50 or 60 cycles. Power 
consumption is rated at approximately 70 
watts. 

The loudspeaker system employs a 6 x 4 
inch dynamic unit, plus a 61-inch round 
unit. Output power is rated as one watt per 
channel, two watts combined. Inputs are 
provided for microphone (20 K ohms), and 
auxiliary (I M ohm); and input sockets are 
supplied for line (47 ohms) and extension 
speakers (8 ohms). 

Two dynamic microphones and stands, 
seven-inch reel of tape, empty spool, record- 
ing leads, extension speaker leads, and 
splicing tape are included in the price. 

Their fourth machine is the RO303 
(illustrated bottom of our photograph), a 
single-speed, half-track recorder selling at 
15 guineas. The quoted frequency response 
at the single speed of II ips is 150-4,000 cps, 
wow and flutter given as less than 0.5 per 
cent. 

This transistorised mains machine (power 
supply 110/220 volts. AC 50 or 60 cycles) 
will accommodate three-inch spools, provid- 
ing a playing time of 16 minutes per track 
using standard-play tape. 

Push-button operation, neon recording 
level indicator, a 4 x 21-inch loudspeaker 
and an output of 700 mW arc among the 
features. Included in the price is a dynamic 
microphone. 

The RQI5() measures 8 x 21 x 31 inches, 
and weighs approximately 4 lb. 

United Africa Mechanical & Electrical 
l.td.. United Africa House. Black friars 
Road, London, S.E.I. 

ARGELANE INTRODUCE 

RECORDER 

FROM AMERICA 
A FOUR-TRACK, three-speed stereo 

recorder manufactured by Roberts in 
America is announced by Argelane Ltd. 

The new recorder (illustrated below) costs 
£175. operates at 71 and 31 ips. and has an 
adaptor to provide operation at 15 ips. 
Quoted frequency response all ± 3 dB is 
30-20,000 cps at 15 ips. 30-18,000 cps at 
71 ips, and 50-10.000 cps at 31 ips. Wow 

* r'f 

= [• 
/ 

f 0? 
f 

and flutter is given as less than 0.2 per cent 
at 71 ips. and signal-to-noise ratio as better 
than 45 dB. Tone control range is given 
as 20 dB. 

Accommodation is available for seven- 
inch reels, providing a playing time of 64 
minutes per track (mono), 32 minutes (stereo) 
using standard-play tape at the slowest 
speed. 

The Roberts recorder is designed for 
vertical and horizontal operation, and has 
a wide range of features including facilities 
for monitoring, automatic tape end stop, 
digital rev. counter, separate volume con- 
trols for each channel, balanced stereo tone 
control. VU meter recording level indicators, 
pause control, and two 7 x 5-inch loud- 
speakers. 

Inputs are provided for microphone 
(2mV) and phono/radio (l25mV). and a low 
impedance output connection for mono or 
stereo listening on playback. 

Further details are available from the 
U.K. Agents. 

Argelane Limited, 251 Brompton Road, 
London, S.WJ. 

MASTERTAPEINTRODUCE 

THEIR 

IMPROVED SPLICER KIT 
ANEW improved splicer kit is announced 

by Mastcrtape. Five different coloured 
leader tapes, metallic stop foil, jointing tape, 
plus tape splicer and culler arc included in 
the kit which will retail at 21s. 

The Mastertape splicer kit (illustrated 
below) is attractively boxed in modern eye- 

catching colours and full operating instruc- 
tions are printed inside the lid. 

M.S.S. Recording Company Limited, 
Boyle Trading Estate, Colnbrook, Slough, 
Buckinghamshire. 

PRICE REDUCTIONS IN 

M-O-T 

TAPE RECORD RANGE 

MUSIC ON TAPE LIMITED announce 
changes in the price of their tapes in 

the current catalogue. 
Prices for their 31 ips recording with a 

playing time of 45 minutes will now retail 
at 3()s.; a similar playing lime at 11 ips 
selling at 25s. For playing limes of over 
45 minutes and up to one hour, the new 
prices will be 45s. (31 ips). and 35s, (11 ips). 

Music on Tape, 9 Kew Green, Richmond. 
Surrey. 

YOUR LOCAL DEALER 

SCOTLAND 

GLASGOW 

Tape Recorder Specialists 
APPROVED AGENTS FOR:— 

PHILIPS - GRUNDIG - FERROGRAPH 
VORTEXION, ETC. 

• ALL MAKES OF TAPE RECORDERS SUPPLIED 
• ACCESSORIES AND HI-FI EQUIPMENT 
e PART EXCHANGES AND SECOND-HAND 

MACHINES 
• PROMPT AND SKILLED SERVICING 

RECORDING MACHINES LTD. 
60 ST. VINCENT STREET, GLASGOW. CJ 

Tefephone ; City 3647i8 

THE NORTH 

CUSSINS & 

LIGHT LTD. 
YORK'S LEADING RADIO 
TV & ELECTRICAL STORE 
VUlt our Fir«t Floor TAPE RECORDER CENTRE 
LARGEST RANGE 
OF RECORDERS 
& ACCESSORIES 
IN THE NORTH 
KING'S SQ. 

YORK 

TEL. 
55666 

TAPE RECORDER 

CENTRE (Halifax) 

stock all the best tape re- 
corders and hi-fi equipment. 
Agents for Revox, Tandberg, 
Ferrograph, etc. Demonstra- 
tions by expert staff. Two years' 
free service on recorders over 

£35. 

30 King Cross St.. Halifax. Phone 66832 

Tape-lo-Disc Services 

RAPID 
Recording Service 

7t« and L.Pi. from vour own tap**. (48 hour sorvico). Master Discs and prassinxs. Record- 
inf Studio. Mobile Recording Van. 

Associated Company— 
EDUCATIONAL RECORDINGS LTD. 

Specialists in SIcep-lesrning and Audio Learn- ing. Tapes on Mind Management; Positive 
Personality; Memory Training; How to Pass 
Examinations. Manufacturers of the "Sleep-o- matic Unit" to be used with our Sleep-learning 
tape. Foreign language courses available for 

sleep-learning. 
Brochures on request from:— 

RAPID RECORDING SERVICE (Dept.. TRG) 
21 Bishops Close. Walthamstow. E.I7 COP 3889 
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Quality. Consistency. 

Now-look what else 

you get with Emitape! 

THE BEATLES 
— ALL MY LOVING 

BIG BEN HAWAIIAN BAND 
-HAWAIIAN WEDDING SONG 

MR ACKER BILK • RUSS CONWAY 
-THE LITTLE DOVE -ENJOY YOURSELF 

GEORGIE FAME AND THE BLUE FLAMES 
-GREEN ONIONS 

FRANK IFIELD 
-WALTZING MATILDA 

PEPE JARAMILLO 
-THE BREEZE AND I 

THE BARRON KNIGHTS • JOE LOSS 
- CALL UP THE GROUPS (PART) -SUCU SUCU 

MANFRED MANN • CLIFF RICHARD • THE SHADOWS 
IT'S GONNA WORK OUT FINE -ON THE BEACH -TONIGHT 

Emitape's Pop Party 

A 40-minute tape for only 16'- 

when you buy a Christmas Emitape 

When you buy a a", 5f' or 7" Emitape in 
the special Christmas wrapper you get 
the chance to buy this new tape record 
for only 16/- (and 1/6 to cover packing 
and postage). Fill in the coupon inside 
the wrapper, post it off and we'll do the 
rest. Your pop tape will arrive well in 
time for the party season. 

This offer ends 31st January, 1965. 
E.M.I. TAPE LTD. HAYES, MIDDLESEX 

tPlWS-lVrm-n'UiUmM 

■ 

CARDIOID 

MICROPHONE 

' I 

After years of research, Grampian proudly 
present a microphone with a really good fre- 
quency response, high sensitivity and a gen- 
uine cardioid pick-up pattern. More—it is 
rugged enough to withstand hard usage—and 
is still in the medium price range. 
Especially useful under difficult conditions, 
the Grampian Cardioid is fully up to the 
highest Grampian standards of workmanship, 
reliability and integrity. 
Frequency response40c/s to I2kc s. Available 
in four Impedances. Low Impedance, £14; 
Other Impedances, £15. 
GRAMPIAN SOUND EQUIPMENT— 
Integrity that you hear. 

Obtainable now from your Grampian dealer. 

Fullest details from:— 

GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LTD 
Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, Middlesex. Feltham 2657 
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News from the Clubs 

BRISBANE 
George Todd, of 70. Langshaw 

Sireel, Brisbane, Queensland. Australia, is currently trying to establish a club. 
He seeks advice and information on 
programme production and welcomes 
letters or tapes from club members 
in this country. 
COVENTRY 

A unique and most informative ex- periment was carried out by the mem- 
bers of the Coventry tape recording 
club at one of their recent meetings. 

Dubbings of a taped dubbing were 
made until the original recording was unrecognisable. Variable results were 
obtained: the tenth dubbing was quite good, number sixteen dropped right 
down, and the twentieth attempt 
finished it. Competing with this par- 
ticular tape was a further copy made 
by a second team of members. Harsh- 
ness at the tenth dubbing, made bv 
the rival group's tape, preceded an in- dication of speed differences between 
master and slave machine and the tape 
became slower and slower. A third group trying this experiment found the 
frequencies mounting progressively. 
Extreme hiss developed, and at the 
fifth dubbing the tape was practically 
finished. A previous meeting, was shared with 
members of the Rugby society. Rugby 
member Lcn Stevens provided the pro- 
gramme—a set of colour slides on what almost seemed to be a world tour. 

The Rugby club's pan of the pro- 
gramme was presented by Len Lucas who demonstrated his " Mikrokit" 
condenser microphone. 

A location interviewing session saw members armed with battery portables 
interviewing locals on their choice of detergents, the reasons, and whether 
they were influenced by television com- mercials. Most said TV adverts had 
no influence on their choice; one couple 
admitting they bought a case of powder 
to obtain a set of wine glasses. The 
members " interesting " evening was 
rounded off in a nearby local. 

An earlier meeting included the 
demonstration of frequency testing 
equipment. A range of frequencies 
from 30-16,000 eps. using I.(MM) cps as 
a zero setting, was recorded on mem- 
bers' machines. These were played 
back and checked on a meter. Wide discrepancies were noted on certain 
machines, only the Brenell Mk 5. 82 
coming out with anything like a flat 
response. Live organ recordings were scheduled 
for October 4 when members attended an organ recital featuring one of the 
finest Wurlitzcrs in the Midlands. 

Other location recordings were 
achieved by chairman L. S. Day when 
he visited the Coventry Film Production 
unit on the set of the current produc- 
tion The Mask of the Red Death." 
The 11 th century setting concerned 
itself with the effect of a particularly 
horrible plague, and Coventry members 
hope to produce a documentary on the production of this £200 colour film. 

Other October meetings included a 
playback of the recordings so far 
achieved for the " Coventry Sounds " 
tape, and a manufacturer's demonstra- 
tion evening. The first meeting of 
November was set aside for a tape/slide 
show from America. 

Secretary: Roy Reynolds. I. Thurle- 
slone Road. Coventry, Warwickshire. 
FERROGRAPH OWNER'S 

CLUB 
Two of the Chester members of this 

club recently visited the " Blue John 
Mines " in the Derbyshire peak district. Dispensing with the expected mains 
machines, the pair descended with a 
Fi-Cord 202 battery portable, recording 
the guides commentary at a position 250 feet below ground. 

The caverns were first discovered by 
the Romans some 2,000 years ago. The 
original glacial river drained away to leave stalagmites and stalactites—re- 
puted to be thirty and forty thousand 
years old—which are found in several 
of the caverns. Semi-precious stone 
found below in thin scams gives the 
name to the caverns. Blue John was 
worked by the Romans into vases, two of which were found in the ruins of 
Pompeii. Readers intcrcsicd in obtaining copies 
of the tape made by this club, arc 
invited to contact the secretary. 

Secretary: R. D. Littler. " Kings- 
wood," Silverne Drive, Ellesmere Port. 
Wirral, Cheshire. 
GLASGOW 

A recent practical session for the 
Tape Recording Section of the Radio Club of Scotland saw members J. 
Wood. A. McCallum and O. Barnes 
demonstrating mixing and the compila- tion of sound effects into tape pro- 
grammes. 

During the same evening. John 
Douglas described a microphone which 
he had built. This was followed by the first pan of a tape/slide show of 
Malaya, then Jack Malcolm played 
extracts from a recording he had made 
of a Salvation Army Brass band. 

At another meeting, members wel- 
comed enthusiasts from the Dundee 
club. A five-hour show had been 
prepared, and this included a demon- 
stration of loudspeakers and an " Any 
Questions " session. 

The following meeting saw John 
Knowlcs describing the production of a 
tape/slide show; and another member describing the compilation of the club's 
taped magazine " Spotlight." Secretary: A. McCallum. 9. Glendevon 
Square. Glasgow. E.3. Scotland. 
LONDON 

A meeting of the clubs formed in and 
around London has been arranged for Sunday. November 29. at the Hotel 
Russell, in Russell Square. London. 
W.C.2. by the members of the London tape club. 

The meeting, intended to stimulate 
a closer co-operation between clubs, is 
to be attended by many of the 
personalities of the audio world includ- 
ing Mr. Richard Kcnn. producer of 
the BBC's Sound programme. John 
Borwick. Douglas Brown. Editor of 
TAPE Recording Magazine, and Mr. 
C. Rex Hassan, organiser of the Audio Fair. Acceptance from a broadcasting 
personality had still to be confirmed as we go to press. 

Secretaries of the clubs attending 
have been asked to prepare short 
illustration of their club's activities as 
an introduction. 

The meeting will start at 2.30 p.m.. 
and continue until 6.30. Refreshments will be provided. Further details arc 
available from the secretary. Secretary: Douglas J. Morris. SO. 
Tangier Road, Richmond, Surrey. 
MAIDSTONE 

One of the most recent events of the Maidstonc tape club is the completion 
of the society's mixer unit, which has 
been constructed during their meetings. 

This is a five-channel unit employing 
jack and continental thrcc-pin sockets. 
Details of the unit, should other clubs 
wish to build the " Maidstone Mixer." 
arc available from the secretary. 

Other activities of the club have 
included the recording of one-act plays: 
The Iron Maiden and Red Spirits: live 
recording sessions with local musicians', 
and the arrangement and recording of 
several musical programmes interspersed with stories and comment. They have 
also organised competitions and quizzes —a popular and progressive session 
with club members—and been enter- 
tained by various experts who have lec- 
tured and demonstrated on tape 
recorder maintenance, technique, and 
construction. 

Secretary: Peter Ward. 504, Loose 
Road, Maidstone, Kent. 
NORTHERN TAPE CLUB 

A change of secretary for the tape 
exchange organisation centred in the 

North of England. George Green- 
hough replaces A. Gorton listed in our 
October issue. 

In the club's current ncwstapc. 
chairman Tom Ingham reviews " Tape 
etiquette" and lays special emphasis 
on the conduct between tape corres- 
pondents. 

A system to dispense with the need 
for an annual revision of the club's 
membership is also described by 
founder member Peter Copley. He is 
compiling a card index, copies of 
which will be sent to all members: 
additions to be made as and when 
necessary. 

Two other members, brothers Ron and John Duxbury, arc busy compiling 
libraries for members' use. John is 
circulating his musical round-robin 
which includes a wide range of musical 
tastes, while Ron is building up tapes 
of sound effects. 

Members recently visited a local 
printing house where they recorded 
the " chatter " of the linotype machines 
whilst the newly-elected secretary suc- ceeded in taping an interview with the 
Circulation Manager. 

Another group activity resulted from 
the club's visit to Stockpon County 
Football Ground, where they recorded a description of a match, and also 
secured an interview with a spons re- porter. Both recordings have been in- 
cluded in the current ncwstapc. Secretary: George Greenhough, 24, 
Florist Street, Shaw Heath. Stockpon, 
Cheshire. 
STEREO INTERNATIONAL 

The second issue of " Rounder " the 
official journal of the Stereo Inter- 
national tape exchange organisation has recently appeared. This chatty news- 
letter contains brief titbits from the 
widely dispersed members, most of whom seem to be asking for a wider 
membership. 

Fred Gazcley, who instigated the 
club's sound magazine round-robin 
tape, writes a short note in this issue, 
and elsewhere the Editor Ron Page makes a special plea for reaction, news, 
tapes, in fact any type of contact from 
UK residents. 

Interested readers arc invited to con- 
tact the UK Representative or Ronald W. Page. 135. Sixth Street. Dover. New 
Hampshire. USA. A spoken version of " Rounder " is available for sightless 
members. 

UK Representative: Roy V. Huddle- 
stone 9. College Avenue. Mellon 
Mowbray, Leicestershire. 
UNION MONDIALE DES 

VOIX FRANCAISES 
This international association, founded by an American of Belgian origin, is 

concerned primarily with those in- 
terested in speaking the French langu- age. Members arc listed in twenty-one 
countries throughout the five continents, 
and the society is associated with the 
International Amateur Recording Con- 
test committee (FICS). 

French members correspond on tape 
with overseas enthusiasts, to help their 
contacts improve their French; " Tour- 
au-Robin." is their own round-robin 
tape which is circulated to this effect, as well as to exchange news and views 
between countries. 

UK Representative: Mrs. Pal 
Copinger, 2. Seal or d Street. Kil mar- nock. Ayrshire. 
VOICESPONDENCE 

The UK Representative for the 
American tape exchange organisation 
Voicespondcncc. announces the recent 
issue of their latest directory of mem- bers. Some 2.000 names appear in the 
publication which runs into over sixty 
pages. All arc up-to-date, being com- 
piled from the quarterly supplements 
which list new members. 

The early pages of the book contain rules and suggestions for establishing 
tape contacts. Despite printing and mailing cost increases, dues have been 
maintained at 17s. 6d. per year pay- able to the UK Publicity chairman. 

UK Representative: Robert Coote. 
27. Royal Oak Road. Bexleyheath. 
Kent. 

TAPE EXCHANGES 
TAPE recorder owners who wish to 

contact others with similar interests, 
to exchange news and views by tape 
are invited to fill In and return the 
form on page 514 going their name, 
age. address, special hobby or interest for this section. 

Details given here also include speeds 
and spool size to be used, name of recorder, and special area to be 
contacted. 

Ayers. John C. (25). 41. Kirkley 
Run. Lowestoft, Suffolk. Shows, films, 
records. 71, 33, U ips. 7-inch spool. 
Stella ST455. Truvox PD84. four-track. 

Baker. Alan (37). Vale Baptist 
Manse. Todmordcn, Lancashire. 
Theology, football, budgerigars. 33. 
U Seven-inch spool. Cossor CRI604. Letters first please. 

Bird, David (24). 92. Gardiner 
Street, Gillingham, Kent. Cine photo- 
graphy. German language, music. 33. 
ips. Seven-inch spool. Philips EL3541/ 
15B. four-track. Male contacts pre- 
ferred in Germany and UK. 

Birtley, Miss June (37). 233. Gowan 
Avenue. Toronto 6, Ontario, Canada. 
Music. 71. 31 ips. 7-inch spool. 
Korting MTI36. 

Blackburn. Stanley (25). 23. Trent 
Street, Longridge, Preston, Lancashire. 
Humour, pops and light classical music. 
71. I? ips. 7-inch spool, Eliza- 
bethan LZ29, four-track. 

Brookes. Robin (22). 315, Long- 
moor Lane, Liverpool 10. Lancashire. 
Photography, humour, motor sports, 
classical music. 31 ips. Seven-inch 
spool. Philips EL3541H. USA, 
Canada. 

Brown, Derek (20). 7. Haygatc 
Drive. Willington. Salop. Pop records, canoeing, and catering. 3{ ips, 51- 
inch spool. Philco Model 5200. 

Burrows. Lance-Corpornl 23858236. 
(21). EME Branch. HG Eastco, Houns- 
low, Middlesex. Sound effects, light 
classical music. 15. 71, 33, IJ- ips. 
81-inch spool. Brenell Mk. V Type 
M. Female contacts preferred. 

Butler, Walter Y. (67). 173. Cather- 
ine Street. Leicester. 35mm photo- 
graphy. travel. 3J ips. 5-inch spool. 
Majestic. 

Clarke, Christopher (23). 67, Crcf- 
field Road. West Acton. London, W.3. 
Stereo reproduction, cine photography. 
7}. 31. 11. 15/16 ips. 7-inch spool. Cossor CR1605. UK. USA. S. Africa. 

Cleevc-Sculthorpc, A. C. (29). 82. 
Lichficld Road. Colcshill, nr. Birming- 
ham. 16mm and 35mm photography, 
sea and air travel, pop and c&w music. 
H. 31, 11 ips. 7-inch spool. Eliza- bethan FT3. Alba. Ferguson 3204. 
Stella ST470. battery-portable. Letters 
not required. 

Caiman, Harry (43). 41, Beacon- 
field Avenue, Epping, Essex. Humour, classical and traditional jazz music. 
7J, 31, I > ips. Seven-inch spool. Philips, two. and four-track stereo. 

Compton, David (21). 16, Holling- 
ton Road, London, E.6. Teaching, 
Folk, and c&w music. 31. U "PS. 7- inch spool. Stella ST4S8. English and 
German-speaking contacts required. 

Cook. Robert (25). 28. Allan Street, 
Essendon W.5, Victoria, Australia. 
8mm and 35mm photography, travel, 
music. 7{, 31 If ips, 7-inch spool. 
National four-track, stereo. UK 
Holland and Germany. 

Curzon, Norman (35). 12. Rennell 
Road. Dundee. Scotland. Photography, 
aMronomy. music. 15. 71, 33. U ips. 
8{-inch spool. Brenell Mk 5, scries II. 

Firth, John (45). 7. Birchdale Road. 
Liverpool 22, Lancashire. Piano 
medleys. 31 ips. Three-inch spool. 
Grundig TK20. UK. Eire. 

(Continued on page 514 
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II 

TAPE DECKS —HI-FI E Q U I P M E N T — M I C S — R A O I O S — S P E A K E R SYSTEMS IIIIIIIIMIMIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIHHIIIIIJ; 

Today's outstanding home entertainment is HI-FI. 
YOU SAVE £££s BY CONSTRUCTING THESE FINE KITSETS YOURSELF. 

1 r- i 
TAPE AMPLIFIER UNITS; Modelt TA-IM 
and TA-IS. The mono version, TA-IM. can be 
modified to the stereo version. TA-IS. by the 
modification kit TA-IC. Special features include 
bias level control, recordinc level indicators, 
printed circuit boards. 
TA-IC £4.15.0. TA-IM £19.18.0. TA-IS £25.10.0. 

= A Tape Recorder requires a Tuner 

E HI-FI FM TUNER Model FM-4U 
= Available in two units. Tuninj unit (FMT-4U 
E £2.15.0 incl. P.T.). I.F.-amplifier (FMA-4U £1 J.J.0.) = Printed circuit for I.F. Amplifier and Ratio detector 
= own built-in power supply. 7 valves. Tuning 
= range, 88-108 Mc/s. 
E Total Price £15.18.0 kit 

HI-FI AM FM TUNER. Model AFM-I 
Also available in two units as above: Tuning heart 
(AFM-TI £4.13.6 inc. P.T.) and I.F. amplifier 
(AFM-AI £21.16.6.). 

Total Price £26.10.0 kit 

FM T UNER 

- 

AM FM TUNER 

Equipment Cabinets 
A range of equipment cabinets is available including 
kits, ready assembled cabmcts or assembled and 
fully finished cabinets. Why not send for full details 
free of any obligation? 
Prices from £6.19.6 to £29.8.0. 
TRUVOX TAPE DECKS. 
Models D83.2 D83-4 
High quality stereo Tape 
Decks. 
D83-2 2 track for higher fidelity 

£31.10.0. 
D83-4 (identical presentation) 4 
track. £29.8.0. 

OO 

TRUVOX D83 

DAYSTR0M LTD. 

• i ■iP 

A wide Range of Stereo 
and Mono Amplifiers 
Prices Irow £10.19.6 to £17.19.6 kits. 
HI-FI STEREO 6 W AMPLIFIER Modol S-Jl 
Only 0.3% distortion at 2J w/chl. £13.7.6 kit 
Send for details of other models. 

A wide range of Speakers and Systems 
Prices from £1.8.6 to £23.4.0 kit. 
COTSWOLD & MFS SPEAKER SYSTEMS The " Cotswold " is an acoustically designed 
enclosure 26' X 23' X I4|' with 3 speakers 
covering the full frequency range 30-20,000 c,s. 
The " Cotswold " MFS. A minimum floor space 
model size 36* high x I6|' X 14" deep. 

Prices either model £23.4.0 kit. 

COLLARO STUDIO DECK 
This stylish tape transcriptor 
is by far the best " buy" in 

price range, with 3 speeds 
/ COTSWOLD 1 

U. 3},7J i p... £17.10.0. 

THERE IS A MODEL IN THE HEATHKIT RANGE 
TO SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

Send for FREE Catalogue and full details. 
# Deferred terms available in U.K. over £10. 0 All models available assembled and tested. 

Prices gladly sent on request. 0 Packaged deals of audio equipment save you more money. 

Dept. T2 
Gloucester, England 

Without obligation please send me 
FREE BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE 
Full details of ModeKs)  
Name  
Address   
(Block capitals please)   

□ 
T.2 

imm 

mm 

mx 

NOW IN STOCK—THE NEW 
B. & O. STEREOMASTER 
A superlative instru- 

ment   105 gns. 
•Brcncll STB/I Stereo... £120 
•Brencll Mk.V.Model M 88 gns. •Brencll Mk.V.Series 2 69 gns. 
Cossor 4 Tr. 1604 2Sp ... 39 gns. 
Cossor 4 Tr. 1605 ... 62 gns. 
Cossor 4 Tr. 1603 ... 28 gns. 
Elizabethan Popular ... 23 gns. 
Elizabethan LZ.29 ... 38 gns. 
•Fcrrograph Scries V ... 85 gns. 
•Ferrograph 422 or 424 110 gns. 
Fidelity Playmaster 2Tr. 20 gns. 
Fidelity Major  35 gr.s. 
Grundig TK6   65 gns. 
Grundig TKI4  35 gns. GrundigTKIB Magic Ear 39 gns. 
Grundig TK23   45 gns. Grundig TK40 ... ... 75 gns. 
Grundig TK4I   75 gns. 
•Grundig TK46 Stereo... 99 gns. 
Philips 4Tr."Starmaker" 27 gns. 
Philips 3541 4 Tr. ... 36 gns. Philips 4 Tr. 3541/H ... 42 gns. 
Philips 4 Tr. 3549 ... 62 gns. 
Philips 4 Tr. Stereo 3534 92 gns. 
•Reflectograph 'A'i Tr. 105 gns. 
Robuk   36 gns. 
•Simon SP5   93 gns. 
Sony 200   79 gns. 
Sony 500   106 gns. Stella 458 2Sp. 4 Tr. ... 39 gns. 
Stella 459 62 gns. •Tandberg Series 6 ... 110 gns. 
•Tandberg Series 7 ... 93 gns. 
•Telefunken 85 de-luxe 83 gns. •Telefunkcn 96 4 Tr. ... 69 gns. 

•Telefunken 97 Stereo... 95 gns. 
•Telefunken 98 Stereo... 95 gns. 
Truvox 
R.92 2 Tr. Recorder ... 69 gns. 
RD.94 4 Tr. Recorder ... 69 gns. 
•PD.93 2Tr. Deck ... 59 gns. 
•PD.9S 4Tr. Deck ... 59 gns. 
•PD.97 2Tr. Stereo Deck 79 gns. 
•PD.994Tr. Stereo Deck 79 gns. 
•Vortexion WVA ... £93.13.0 
•Vortexion WVB ... £110.3.0 
•Vortexion CBL ... £160 
Wyndsor Trident ... 33 gns. 

BATTERY PORTABLES 
66 gns. 
25 gns. 
19 gns 66 gns. 
26 gns. 
25 gns. 
47 gns. 
93 gns. 
26 gns. 36 gns. 

•Butoba MT5   
Philips Portable ... 
Clarion Phonotrix 
•Fi-Cord 202   
Stella   
Stuzzi Memo-Cord 
Locwe Opta 414 Bt. Mns. 
Uher 4000 s   
Cossor  ... 
Sanyo 

*Microphone extra 
Also Decks by Brenell and 
and Wcaire Wright 

MAINS POWER PACKS 
Philips, Cossor, Stella... £5.12.0 
Grundig  8 gns. 
Butoba   || gns. 
Fi-Cord  £7.10.0 
Uher 4000   £16.10.0 
TAPE TO DISC SERVICE 

LEADING STOCKISTS OF EQUIPMENT FOR 

TAPE and HI-FI 
... and NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT TERMS 

Minimum Deposit 
-A- No Interest or Service Charges on H.P. up to 18 months 

Free Service during Guarantee Period 

Prices subject to alteration as announced by manufacturers 
#MICROPHONES, MIXERS etc. 
Grampian Reflector ... £6.15.0 
Grampian Ribbon ... £11.10.0 
Grampian DP/4 Dynamic £8.0.0 
Lustraphone Ribbon ... £7.17.6 
Lustraphone LFV 59... £8.18.6 
Simon'Cadenza'Ribbon £10.10.0 
Rcslo Ribbon ... ... £10.2.0 
Rcslo Pencil Ribbon ... £8.0.0 
A.K.G.D.I 9c. Mic. ... £17.10.0 A.K.G. Stereo D.77 alow Z £15.10.0 
A.K.G. K.S0 Headphones £7.10.0 
Grundig Stereo Mixer 18 gns. 
TSL 3 Channel Mixer £2.7.6 
Microphones by ACOS, and TELEFUNKEN All Walgain 
Products. Brencll and Eagle 

mixers. 
Philips Prc-Amp £6.10.0 • 

• TAPES & ACCESSORIES 
Standard. Double Play. Long Play and 
Triple Play in all sizes by all leading 

makers. 
• Defluxers by Walgain, Wearite. 
• Pre-recorded Tapes by Columbia, Saga, Music on Tape. etc. 
Bib. Bond and E.M.I, splicers. Matching transformers, Plugs, 

sockets, etc. 

—Hi-Fi Dept.— 
• AMPLIFIERS 

Quad Scott Chapman 
Tripletone Aveley Leak 
Rogers Armstrong B. & O. 
H.M.V. Pye Eagle 

• TUNERS by 
Quad Rogers B. & O. Chapman 
Leak Armstrong Pye H.M.V. 
Tripletone 

• LOUDSPEAKERS 
Quad Pye W.B. Wharfedale 
Goodmans MK.II Tannoy Leak 
Lowther Kef Rogers Mordaunt 
Elac Eagle Kelly Mini 

• MOTORS, PICKUPS. 
Garrard Tannoy 
Goldring-Lenco Connoisseur 
Shure Decca Stereo 
A.D.C. Dccca'Dcram* 
Philips Acos Ronette B. & O. 
E.M.I. SME Mk. II Ortofon 
Thorens Pickering Eagle BSR 

All types of Diamond and Sapphire 
styli, stereo and mono. Microlifts, 
Garrard, Coldring, Acos Pressure 
Gauges: Disc Prenner. Acos Dust Bag 
• CABINETS Record Housing 

and GKD 
Please note our only address as below 

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I6 

STReatham 0466/0192 Between St. Leonard's Church 
and Streatham Station 
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TAPE BOOKSHOP 
7, TUDOR STREET 

LONDON E.C.4 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 

ALL PRICES ARE NORMAL RETAIL PRICES-NO CHARGE FOR POSTAGE 

Catalogue 

Number 

Price Catalogue 
Number 

Price Catalogue 
Number 

Price 

I. Advice on Ruying a Tape Recorder by 
J, F. Ling (1963). 40 pages. 2s. 6d. 
Which! What! How'. Where'. Why'. 
The answers are given and the compre- 
hensive hook contains chapters on 
Preliminary Considerations, The Tape 
Deck, The Amplifier, and Testing Tape 
Equipment. 

3. A to Z in Audio by Gilbert A. Briggs 
(1960). 224 pages, 160 illustrations. 

15s. 6d. 
A first-class hook of reference for the 
subject. 

4. Audio and Acoustics by Gilbert A. 
Briggs (1963). 168 pages. 140 illustra- 
tions. 10s. 6d. 
Acoustical Consultant James Moir as 
sub-editor. A revised but basically 
original work from the well known 
" Sound Reproduction." 

5. Audio Biographies by Gilbert A. Briggs 
and 64 collaborations (1961). 344 pages, 
112 photographs and illustrations. 

19s. 6d. 
7. Cabinet Handbook by Gilbert A. Briggs 

(1963). 112 pages, 90 illustrations. 
7s. 6d. 

Intended for the do-it-yourself man, 
and contains vital information on de- 
sign and acoustic principles particularly 
in relation to compact enclosures which 
are now so popular for stereo. 

9. Hi-Fi for the Music Lover by Edward 
Greenfield (1959). 40 pages. 3s. 
Mr. Greenfield, well known music critic 
of " The Guardian," sets out to help 
musicians and music lovers to cope with 
the baffling technicalities of recorded 
sound, and aims at giving the music 
lover at least a basic know-how to be- 
come a hi-fi enthusiast without develop- 
ing into a hi-fi maniac. 

13. How to Record Weddings by Paul 
Addinsell. 32 pages, illustrations. 

3s. 
Covers in great detail this important 
event—Preparatory Work—Microphone 
positioning—Equipment. 

15. Loudspeakers (Fifth edition) by Gilbert 
A. Briggs (1963). 336 pages. 230 
illustrations. 2Ss. 
All aspects of the design and perform- 
ance of loudspeakers and enclosures are 
dealt with in non-technical terms. 

20. More About Loudspeakers by Gilbert 
A. Briggs (1963). 136 pages, 112 illus- 
trations. 8s. fid. 
Deals with the latest trends in non- 
technical terms, and lakes a new look 
at questions such as response and im- 
pedance, load matching, adding a 
speaker, listening tests, stereo. 

21. Practical Hi-Fi Handbook by Gordon J. 
King. 224 pages. 25s. 
A guide to choice, installation and ser- 
vicing of equipment, for dealer, en- 
gineer, and amateur enthusiast. 

22. Practical Stereophony by H. Burrcll- 
Haddcn (1964). 159 pages. 37s. fid. 
The author, an instructor at the BBC. 
has been actively engaged for many 
years in research in this field, as a result 
the book is mainly directed towards 
those who make this art their pro- 
fession. but there is much for the 
amateur enthusiast. 

25. Sound Recording Works Like This by 
Clement Brown. Illustrated. 10s. fid. 
Part of "Science Works like this 
Series" the book is intended for the 
younger members of the family. 

26. Sound Effects on Tape by Alan Edward 
Beeby. 66 pages. 3s. fid. 
How would you gel on to tape the 
sound of a storm at seal or a ghost in 
a haunted house"! or a man splashing 
through a sea of mud"! Answers in 

simple language to these and many 
other sound effects problems are given 
in this first-class little book. 

27. Stereo and Hi-Fi as a Pastime bv 
Douglas Gardner (1959). 148 pages. 

ISs. 
29. Tape Recording and Hi-Fi by Douglas 

Brown (1961). 160 pages. Ss. 
Now as a paperback this interesting 
book by the Editor of " TAPE Record- 
ing Magazine " is very good value for 
money. 

32. Transistors Work Like This by Egon 
Larsen (1962). IOs. fid. 
In the "Science Works Like this Series" 
the book is well illustrated and intended 
for the youngster. 

33. You and Your Tape Recorder by 
Norman Paul (1962). 4s. 
Very good value by a past winner of the 
British Amateur Tape Recording Con- 
test. 

34. Introduction to the Tape Recorder 
(revised edition 1964/65) by Charles 
Langton. 48 pages, many diagrams. 

3s. fid. 
Best possible value for the newcomer. 
The technician however, has not been 
left out and the radio service apprentice 
studying for the RTEB Radio Servicing 
Certificate will find in the text sufficient 
material to progressively support his 
class work in the principles of tape re- 
cording. 

35. Tape Recording Yearbook 1965. Order 
now, and Yearbook will be sent as soon 
as published. 7s. fid. 
The 1965 edition contains all the well 
known fads and figures of earlier 
editions, revised to date, as well as im- 
portant contents vital to all interested 
in this field. Compiled by the staff of 
"TAPE Recording Magazine" this 
Yearbook is a must. 

REMITTANCE MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS and cheques and postal otkfers should be made payable 
to PRINT AND PRESS SERVICES LTD. 

CITY & ESSEX BRITAIN'S FINEST 

RECORDER REPAIR SPECIALISTS 

RECORDER CENTRES 228 BISHOPSGATE. EC2 . 2 MARTUHB STATION, STRATFORD. EI5 . 205 HIGH ST. NORTH, EAST HAM. E4 
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HIED 

ADVERTIW 

Kate.—Sixpence per word (minimum 
5s.); Trade, ninepence per word (mini- 
mum 10s.); box numbers, one shilline 
extra. Payment with copy. Copy 
should be scot to Advertisios Depart- 
ment, *• TAPE Recording Magazine," 
7, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. 

TAPE EXCHANGES 
FRIENDLY FOLK ASSOCIATION. Torquay (Est. 1943). Social introduc- 

tions. Pen-friends, Book-lovers, Stamps. 
Photography. Tapcsponding, Mem- 
bers 100 countries. 

Make intercstini new friends UK and 
overseas, all ages. Join Victory Club. 
34. Honeywell Road. London, S.W.I 1. 
Details free. Established 20 years. 

TAPE EXCHANGES 
(Continued from page SI I) 

Fox. Trevor (22). 32, Wcllinelon Road. Bcvcrley. Yorkshire. Cricket, 
athletics, pop and light classical music. 
71. 31. Ij 15/16 ips. 7-inch spool. 
Philips El.3549. Sweden, Norway, Germany. 

Gallaro. R. M. (39). 100. Lincoln 
Avenue, Whitton, Middlesex. Ama- 
teur radio and piano playing. 31 ips. 
5-inch spool. P.A.A. special. France, 
Holland. Letters not required. 

Gunslonc. Fred (45). (29, Heolcglyws. 
Ely, Cardiff. South Wales. Classical 
books and travel. 31. H ips. 7-inch 
spool. Reps R10. 

Harmcr, Richard (28). 64, Middle- 
ton Hall Road. King's Norton. Bir- 
mingham 30, Warwickshire. Records 
and radio. 7{. 31. U ips. 7-inch 
spool. Truvox R94, four-track. Male 
contacts only. No letters please. 

Ilawkes. .Stanley William (34). 7, 
Northumberland Road, Linford. Grays. 
Essex. Photography, reading, all music. 
71. 31. 1* ips. Seven-inch spool. Reps 
RIO. Fidelity Piaymaster Twin. 

Hill. Peter (36). 14. Malwood Road. 
London. S.W.12. Classical and popu- 
lar music, 15, 7J. 31. li ips. 8J-inch 
spool, Brenell Mk 5. scries 11. Spain, 
UK, Africa, Far East. 

Hoggan. Preston (33). 6. Blinkbon- 
nie Terrace, Slamannan, Stirlingshire, 
Scotland. 35mm and 8mm cine photo- 
graphy. 31. li ips. 51-inch spool. Philips and Ferguson recorders. 

Hughes, Oswald (25). 17. Erw Frcn. 
Treganh, Bangor. Caerns. Pop music, 
humour and horse riding. 71. 31. II, 
15/16 ips, 7-inch spool. Cossor, four- track. 

Khawar. Bashirc Mustifa (30). 14, 
Upper Hulton Street. Whalley Range. 
Manchester 16, Lancashire. Nature, 
reading, music. 7J. 31. If ips. Seven- 
inch spool. Telefunkcn 96. Sweden, 
Egypt, West Germany. 

Kettle, John (32). 20. Exeter Street. 
Gateshead 8. County Durham. Theo- 
logy. athletics, reading, folk and c/w 
music. 31 ips. 51-inch spool. Grun- 
dig TK5. UK. 

SITUATIONS 

VACANT 
MIDDLESEX COUNTY COUNCIL- 

EDUCATION DEPT. 
LABORATORY STEWARD required at Kilburn Polytechnic, Priory Park 

Road. N.W.6. for Language Lab. 
Should be suitably qualified by training 
or experience, experienced in electrical 
maintenance and have interest in tape 
recording and projection equipment. 
Knowledge of business machines ad- 
vantage. Salary: Misc. IV—£685-£805 
p.a. plus London Weighting up to £40. Prescribed conditions. Greater London 
applicants preferred. Staff commission 
agreement obtained. Application form 
from Principal, returnable immediately. 
(Quote S.789.TRM) 

Intelligent young man. interested in 
electronics, to work and train in manu- facturer's Service Department.—The 
Fcrrograph Co. Ltd.. 84. B'ackfriars 
Road, London. S.E.I. 

Lansbury, Basil (44). 6. Granvillc 
Road. Hillingdon. Middlesex. Photo- 
graphy, travel, organs, music. 74. 31 
ips. Seven-inch spool. Vogue tape 
recorder. UK. Europe. USA. 

Locklc. Fiona (31). 4. Maryficld 
Pace. Bonnyrigg. Midlothian, Scotland 
35mm photography, travel, historical 
places. 31 ips. Five-inch spool. Philips 
Starmakcr. UK. USA. Norway. Israel. 
Spain. 

Loguc. John (36). 17. Shanbolcy 
Road, Santry. Dublin, Ireland. Hypno- 
tism. reading, classical and c/w music. 
7{. 31 ips. Seven-inch spool. Sony 
TC200, four-track stereo. 

Maizey. Miss Valerie Ann (22). 75. 
I.aughton Road. Northolt, Middlesex. Photography, dogs. 31. U ips. 51- 
inch spool. Ultra 6200. 

Malekin, Ramsey (34). 54, Holm- 
side. Gillingham. Kent. Photography, 
travel, motoring, theatre, music. 74, 
31. II ips. Seven-inch spool. Mar- 
coniphonc recorder. Austria, Germany, 
UK, USA. 

Mills. Benjamin (56). 66. Havcnficld 
Road, Booker, High Wycombc. Buck- 
inghamshire. Photography, painting 
74. 31, IJ ips. 5-inch spool. Civic. 

Murray. John (34). 27. Gcrrard 
Road. Ponobcllo. Willenhall, Staffs. 
Talking, no sports. "4. 31. ips. 
7-inch spool. Philips EL3549 four-track. 

N'eal, Leonard Vincent (40). 42. 
Cliff Lane. Hyde Park. Leeds 6. York- 
shire. Violin concenos. symphonic 
music. 31 ips. 7-inch spool. Philips EL3541. four-track. Female contacts 
preferred in Dorset and Wales. 

Newton. Alfred John (22). 54-19th 
Street, Parkhurst. Johannesburg, S. 
Africa. Sport, structural engineering. 
31 ips. 7-inch spool. Philips EL354I. four-track. UK. USA, Continent. 
Commonwealth. 

Richards, Michael. Lantivct Bunga- 
low. Lameglos. Fowcy. Cornwall. 8mm 
cine photography. Spain, reading. 31 
ips. 7-inch spool. Philips four-track 
recorder. Spain, Mexico, S. America. 

Rllcy. Michael J. (24). 39. Alexan- 
dra Street, London. S.E.14. Youth 
Hostel Association, cycling, music. 74. 
31, IJ ips. 7-inch spool. Marconi Mk. 1. UK. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
A BINDER is the ideal way of keep- 

ing your copies of TAPE Recording 
Magazine clean and ready for easy 
reference. Prevents torn covers and 
dog-eared edges. Each copy is inserted 
as received to form a completely bound 
volume. Price 14s. 6d. (post free) from 
TAPE Recording Magazine. 7, Tudor 
Street, London, E.C.4. 

About Whisper Teaching—the book 
essential for all go-ahead people. Send 
6s. 6d. to York House, Huddcrsficld. 

HIGHEST CASH PRICES offered 
for good quality Tape Recorders and 
Hi-Fi. See our advert, page 518 this 
issue. R.E.W.. 266-8, Upper Tooting 
Road. London. S.W.I7. 

Recorder need repairing? Then let 
City and Essex Tape Recorder Centres do it for you expertly and economically. 
(Sec page 475.) 

Speedy and Expert Tape Recorder 
and Hi-Fi Repairs by England's leading 
Hi-Fi Specialists.—Tclcsonic Ltd.. 92. 
Tottenham Court Road. London. W.I. 

MAGNETIC TAPE 
A UNIQUE BUY! Recording tape 

top brand. 7-inch 2.400 ft. DP. 25s.: 
51-inch 1.200 ft.. 19s. 6d. P A: P Is. 6d. 
per spool. Bargains in all sizes. S.a.e. 
for list. We repair, buy and sell 
recorders. E. C. Kingslcy &. Co. Ltd.. 
132, Tottenham Court Road. London. 
W.I. EUSion 6500. 

HI-FI MAGNETIC RECORDING 
TAPE, brand new top quality direct from manufacturer. Today's finest tape 
value. Money refund guarantee. Price 
examples: 5-inch standard 600 ft. PVC. 10s. 6d.; 51-inch L.P. 1.200 ft. PVC. 
15s. 6d.; 7-jnch D.P. 2.400 ft. fully 
tcnsclizcd Mylar. 37s. 6d Triple Play 
tapes, tcnselizcd Polyester base also 
available. P. A P. Is. 6d.—Large 
stocks tape spools all sizes. Dtscriptivc 
leaflet on request.—TONR1TE ELEC- 
TRONICS. 4. Monkvillc Avenue. 
London. N.W.I I. 

LAFAYETTE TAPE. Polyester: — 
7-inch 2.400 ft. 22.s. 6d.: 51-inch 1.800 ft. 20s.: 5-inch 1.200 ft. I4s.: 7-inch 
1.800 ft, 19s.: 7-inch 1.200 ft. 12s. 
Acetate: —7.inch 1.800 ft. 14s. 9d.; 
5-inch 900 ft. 10s. 6d; 5-inch 600 ft. 8s. 
Refund guarantee. " Bib " Tape 
Splicer. I4s. I Id. P. A P. 2s. per order. 
S.a.e. list. LEDA TAPES. 27. Baker 
Street. W.I. 

TAPE RECORDS 
MUSIC ON TAPE LTD. Catalogue 

of tape records, and nearest stockist, on request. Music on Tape Ltd.. 
9. Kew Green. Richmond. Surrey. 

PRE-RECORDED TAPES. Unique 
complete catalogue listing all makes. 
Mono. Stereo, 74 and 31 ips, including 
World Record Club tapes. Call for 
FREE copy or send Is. mailing fee.— 
Dept. T.R.I.. Tclctapc Ltd.. 33. Edg- 
warc Road. W.2. PAD 1942. 

Prc-Slccp Study. Learn difficult 
lessons or parts or improve your mental 
powers while you sleep! Send now 
for Price List of materials including 
the perfect Tape Machine. Time Switch. 
Pillow Speakers. Endless Tape Cas- 
settes, Pre-recorded Tapes for learn- 
ing or Therapy. Language Courses, 
etc.—Psychology Tapes Limited (TRM). 
16. Kings College Road, London. 
N.W.3. PRI 3314. 

NEW EQUIPMENT 
TAPE RECORDERS. SAVE FROM 

30 ner cent to 60 per cent on the 
original price. Large stocks of second- 
hand. new. shop soiled machines. All 
guaranteed. Obtainable on our NO 
INTEREST TERMS. Best part ex- 
change allowances on your existing 
equipment. CALL. WRITE. PHONE 
today for free list. Quotation and 
details. Our Mail Order covers the 
whole Country.—R. H. W. Earlsficld 
Ltd.. 266, Upper Tooling Road, 
London. S.W.17. Balham 7710. 

- NEXT MONTH n 
Index to all 

articles in 
1964 volume 

plus usual features 
On sale December 16 

TAPE TO DISC 
Tape to Disc Recording Service, 

photographic sleeves with all record- 
ings. High speed tape copying. 
E.R.S.. 162. Shirland Road, London, 
W.9. 

J. A B. RECORDINGS. Tape/disc. 
Mobile unit. Quality recording. 14. Willows Avenue. Mordcn, Surrey. 
Mitcham 9952. 

JOHN HASSELL RECORDINGS. 
Tape to Disc. Studio and mobile ser- 
vices.—21. Nassau Road. London. 
S.W.I3. Riverside 7150. 

SOUNDTRACKS LTD. High Speed 
Taps-to-Tapc copying. Soundtracks Ltd.. 
9. Kcw Green. Richmond. Surrey. 
Richmond 4518. 

TAPE TO DISC RECORDING Finest professional quality. Iff-inch 
LP—42s. (32 mins.), 12-inch LP—48s- 
(45 mins.). 7-inch EP—21s. 40 FT. RECORDING STUDIO 
S.a.e. for leaflet to Dcroy Sound Ser- 
vice, 52. Hesi Bank Lane. Host Bank. 
Lancaster. Tel.: H.B. 2444. 

FOR SALE 
Weatitc Deck Model 4A. As new. 

£18 or nearest offer.—Box 447. 

Index to Advertisers 
A. Brown & Sons Ltd  SI6 
Agfa Ltd Back cover 
Armstrong Audio Ltd  51^ 
Batty's of Rhyl   508 
Berean Forward Movement  522 
Brenell Engineering Co. Ltd  485 
C. Braddock Ltd  518 
City & Essex Tape Recorder 

Centres..  475 and 513 
Cussins & Light Ltd  509 
Daystrom Ltd    512 
Educational Recording Ltd  522 
Elstone Electronics Ltd  519 
E.M.I. Tape Ltd  510 
Fairbotham & Co. Ltd  506 
Francis of Streatham   512 
Global Products   522 Guildhall Tape Recorders   507 
Grampian Reproducers Ltd. .. . 510 
Hamilton Electronics  507 
Harvey Electronics Ltd  518 
Howard Tape Recorders   478 
Kodak Ltd  482 
Lee Electronics   SOS 
Mac's Camera Shops Ltd  SOS Magnegraph   505 
Mallory Batteries Ltd  474 
Massey's Centre of Sound   506 
Metro-Sound Manufacturing Co. 

Ltd  516 
Minnesota MiningA Manufactur- 

ing Co. Ltd  488 
M.S.S. Recording Co. Ltd  486 
Philips Electrical Ltd 477 and 479 
Politechna (London) Ltd  489 
Rapid Recording Service  509 
Recording Machines Ltd....508 and 509 
Reslosound Ltd  487 
R.E.W. (Earlsfield) Ltd  518 
Saba Electronics Ltd  483 
Sheen Tape Recorder Centre 

Ltd    506 
Sound News Productions  497 
Southern Audio Services  508 
St. Aldate Warehouse Ltd  523 
Tape Recorders (Bournemouth) 

Ltd    508 
Tape Recorder Centre (Halifax) 509 
Tel-Lec-Radio   506 The Ferrograph Co. Ltd  520 
The Recorder Co  516 The World Record Club 

Ltd  480 and 481 Tom Molland Ltd  507 
Truvox Ltd  476 T ysonic  507 
Ultra Radio A Television Ltd.... 517 
United Africa Co  500 
Vortexion Ltd  515 
Wharfedale Wireless Works Ltd. 504 
Zonal Film (Magnetic Coatings) 

Ltd  484 

■ Tape recorder owners wishing to make coniaci with others of similar interesu arc ■ invited to complete and return this form. (BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE) 
■ Name   Age   
■ Address   
■Special interests   
■ Speeds to be used   Maximum spool size   ■ 
■ Recorder owned   
■ Special areas to be contacted    
■ (Unless otherwise stated, I am prepared to accept tapes from any part of the world) 
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—Vortexion 

quality equipment 
TYPE C.B.L. 

TAPE RECORDER 

M * 

% 

- a 

kc 
U Tt* 

y 
Ul 

Here is a versatile stereophonic recorder which has no equal in its price group. 

IT CAN record monaurally or stereophonically with its own mixed inputs from Gram, Radio or other sources 
and from high grade low impedance balanced line microphones. With good microphones, etc. the result 
is a suitable master for disc manufacturers. " Before and After " monitoring is provided together with adjustable 
metered bias for perfection. 

IT CAN also make a recording on one track and then transfer it to the other track while measuring and listening 
to it and adding one or two more signals also metered. 

IT CAN repeat the process and transfer this combined signal to the first track with one or two more signals. 
Composers use it for this purpose. One track may have music or commentary and the other cueing signals or 
commentary and either may be altered without the other. 

IT CAN playback stereophonically or monaurally with its own amplifiers of 3i watts each. Price £160 0s. Od. 

The Vortexion W.V.B. is a high quality monaural machine with " Before and After " monitoring. The recording 
inputs are a high sensitivity socket for moving coil or ribbon microphone and a high impedance socket for 
radio, etc. either of which can be selected by a switch. Superimposing and echo work can be done and the 
playback has reserve gain for abnormal requirements. This model cannot be converted for stero playback, but it is a 
thoroughly reliable machine for the engineer specialising on monaural work. Price £110 3s. Od. 

The Vortexion W.V.A. is a monaural machine which has a performance equal in sound quality to the other models. 
It possesses all the features of the W.V.B. except for " Before and After " monitoring, Dubbing and Echoes. The 
recording being made can be heard on the internal loudspeaker as in the W.V.B. and C.B.L. The controls are 
uncomplicated. Price £93 13s. Od. 

All tape recorders have adjustable bias controls, low impedance mic. inputs for unlimited lengths of cable, highly 
accurate position indicators and meters to measure recording level and bias. 

VORTEXION LIMITED 

257-263 The Broadway, Wimbledon S.W.19 

Telephone: LIBerty 2814 and 6242-3-4 Telegrams: " Vortexion London, S.W.I9 " 
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TAPE 

«/- 
RM 
51- 
II/- 
M- 

Grundlf TK.5 
TK.8 
TK.10 ... 

.. TK.ld ... 

.. TK.JS ... 
TK.JO ... 

.. TK.JS ... 
TK.50 ... 
TK.S5 ... 
TK.40 ... 

.. TK .830/30 

.. Cub 
T«l*(unlt«n 8S 

85 
7S/I5 ... 
76K ... 
77K . 

PMIlpi 8108 
.. 810* 
.. ELJSJS ... 
.. EL3S42 ... 
.. EL35J4 ... 
.. ELJ5I5 ... 
.. ELJS4I/IS... 

RECORDER 

COVERS 
Smart, waterproof cover 

pie to five complete proteC' 
tion to your Cape recorder. 
Made from rubberised 
canvas in navy, wine, tan, 
grey and bottle green 
with white contrasting 
pipings, reinforced base, 
handy aip microphone 
pocket and name panel. 

Conor l«01 
I«0l 

Stella SUSS 
., ST4S4 

Sa|a MK.S  
Sluzzl Trlcorder ... 
Sabs   
Windsor Viscount 

., Victor ... 
Ellisbethan Princess 

,. Avon... 
Escort 

,, Major... 
FT.I ... 
FT.3 ... 

Fl-Cord 
Korclng (4 track stereo).., 
Hartlng Stereo   
Fidelity Argyle   
Walter 101   
Simon SP4  
Clarion (complete with 

strap)   
Bransll Mk.S 

,. 3 scar 
Mlnlvox ... ,,, 

nit 
43/- 
43/- 
17/4 
17/4 
«/- 
43/- 
11/-* 
44/-* 
Ml- 
Ml- 
17/4* 
43/- 
44/- 
nit 
43/- 
44/- 
!»/-• 
11/- 43/-» 
11/4 77/- 
4*/- 

• Without pocket 
t Price to be announced 

A. BROWN SONS LTD. 
14-34, GEORGE STREET. HULL Tel! 11413, 15411 

IMHt HtCOBDE« ACCESSORIES 

tape 

accessories 

set 

Tape Accessory sets carded 
as shown and containing 
Klenzatape, Metro-Splicer, 
Metro-Brush 28/6 each 

KLENZATAPE Price per Kit 13/6. Refill fluids 3/11 per bottle. 
Replacement tapes 6/- 

METR0-SPLICER Splicer Kit complete with Film Emulsion Scraper 
and Spare Cutting Unit—12/6. Spare Scrapers 
1/3 each. Spare Cutting Units 2/6 each. 

METRO-TABS 3/11 per set complete with Index. 

METRO-BRUSH 2/6 each. 

METRO-STOP 17/6 per set. 

metrosound manufacturing company limited 
bridge works • Wallace road ■ london ■ n.l 
tel: canonbury 8641 (3 lines) 

^THE RECORDER CO 

- fit best machines on advantageous tenns 

Deposit 12 Monthly Cash 
Payments Price 

£ s. d. £ s. d. Gns. 
4-TRACK STEREO/MONAURAL 
Ferrograph 424 11 12 0 8 13 2 no 
Sony TC 500   II 9 0 8 11 8 109 
B.& O. Stereomaster... II 5 0 8 5 0 105 
Grundig TK46 10 12 0 7 15 7 99 
Siemens Mod. 12 8 0 0 5 17 II 75 
Philips EL3534 9 16 0 7 4 8 92 
Sony TC 200   8 19 0 6 3 4 79 
Elizabethan LZ507 ... 5 9 0 3 16 8 49 
l-TRACK STEREO/MONAURAL 
Revox Model 736 13 4 0 10 II 8 124 
Brenell STB 1  12 0 0 9 0 0 120 
Ferrograph 422 11 12 0 8 13 2 no B. & O. Stereomaster 11 5 0 8 5 0 105 Telcfunken 98 10 0 0 7 9 7 95 
MAINS 2-TRACK 
Brenell 5 Type " M "... 9 5 0 6 18 7 88 
Ferrograph 5A/N 8 19 0 6 13 10 85 
Telcfunken 85 8 15 0 6 10 8 83 Brenell 5/2 (Meter) ... 7 15 6 5 16 7 74 
Brenell 5/2   7 5 0 5 8 8 69 
Truvox 92   7 5 0 5 8 8 69 
Reps RIO Mk. 2 6 4 0 4 12 II 59 
Grundig TKI8 4 2 0 3 1 5 39 Grundig TKI4 3 13 6 2 15 2 35 Wyndsor Trident 3 10 0 2 II II 33 
Wyndsor 707-11 3 9 0 2 5 0 29 Elizabethan Auto 2 ... 2 16 6 2 0 10 26 Ferguson 3206 2 16 6 2 0 10 26 

Open Saturday 6 p.n n.— •Friday 6-30 p.n i. 

Deposit 12 Monthly Cash 
Payments Price 

MAINS 4-TRACK £ s. d. £ s. d. Gns. 
Grundig TK40 8 19 0 6 3 4 79 
Reps RIO Mk. 2 7 5 0 5 8 8 69 
Truvox R94 ... 7 5 0 5 0 8 69 
Philips EL3549 6 12 0 4 17 6 62 
Grundig TK23 4 15 0 3 10 10 45 
Philips EL354I/H ... 4 12 0 3 5 10 42 
Elizabethan LZ29 4 2 0 3 1 5 39 
Philips EL354I 3 15 8 2 16 9 26 
Elizabethan LZ24 3 14 0 2 13 4 34 
Ferguson 3204 3 10 0 2 11 11 33 
Elizabethan Auto 4 ... 2 19 0 2 4 1 28 
Philips "Star Maker" 2 16 9 2 2 7 27 

  "THIS IS IT!"   
PHILIPS EL3300 

POCKET TAPE RECORDER 
"Snap-in* Cartridge Loading, Twin-Track, playing 
time 30 mins. per track. Remote control switch on 
microphone (detaches for separate use). Modula- 
tion Meter and Battery strength Indicator. Size 
7rx4rx2r. 
Completewithgramcdlcathercarryingcase ^->gns Deposit £2.15.0, 12 Monthly payments £1.19.2 

H.P. also over 18 and 24 months 
If unable to call, write for free brochure, 

or telephone SWI 4977 for FREE 

Uher4000S   
Ficord 202   Grundig TK6 ... 
Butoba MTS  
Tclefunken 300 
Stuzzi Magnetic 
Optacord414 Bat/Mains 
Philips EL3586 

HOME DEMONSTRATION 

9 16 0 7 6 5 93 
7 0 0 5 3 10 66 
6 17 0 5 2 4 65 
6 4 0 4 12 11 59 
6 4 0 4 12 n 59 
6 4 0 4 12 n 59 
4 19 0 3 14 o 47 
2 12 6 1 19 5 25 

FREE DELIVERY 
PART EXCHANGE THE RECORDER CO. 

V 

k. 

B. & O. STEREOMASTER 

3 Li/ 

12 payments 
of £8,5.0 I OS gns Deposit 

£11.5.0 
Separate record and replay amplifier. 3 separate mixing 
controls. 3 speeds—7*. 3i, l| i.p.s. Fully transistorised. 
8 watt, output per channel. Echo multi-play and syn- 
chronising facilities. Synchronous motor. Housed in 
attractive, contemporary Danish designed teak cabinet. 
Available in 2- or 4-irack versions. Also available as a 
suitcase model. Price 108 gns. 

Agents for: Ferrograph, Vortcxion, Reflectograph, 
Tandberg, Sony, Goodmans, etc. 

We will bo pleased to demonstrate these fine models 
or send full details. 

(DEPT. T) 188, WEST END LANE, 
WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, N.W.6 

Telephone: SWI 4977 
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33 GNS BUYS FINGER-TIP CONTROL 

AND 15 LUXURY FEATURES! 

■ 4 tracks—12 hours playing ■ 2 speeds- 
Is and 3s ■ Superimpose button ■ Auto- 
stop ■ Programme indicator ■ Pause 
control ■ Microphone and lead included 
■ Straight through amplifier ■ External 
speaker socket ■ Finger-tip piano key 
control ■ Tape inching either way at a 
touch ■ High quality amplifier, 3 watts 
output ■ Two-tone finish ■ Free reel of 
BASF tape ■ Free BASF booklet of tape 
recording hints. 

m 

■A 
U I. T 

m. 

-K 
W////, 
i^r mtm. m 1 m 

'w//- y/s. 

m 18 

ULTRA 

Features the most 

TO: ULTRA RADIO & TELEVISION LTD. 
TELEVISION HOUSE, EASTCOTE, RUISLIP, MIDDLESEX 

Please send me free colour leaflet on the Ultra tape recorder 

Name  

Address 
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HARVEY ELECTRONICS 

Bulk Erasers 

for Tape and Accessories 

c- 

3"-8i" Reels. 

Models 100/101 200-250v/l00-l I5v 3"-5" Reels. 
J* Tape £6.5.0 

Models 102/103 200-2S0v/l00-l If 
Tape £8.15.0 

Models 104/105 200-250v/l00-l I5v 3"-l2" Reels. 
i" Tape £14.5.0 

Versions available for i" and I" tape in all sizes 
A clean neutral de-magnetised tape is 
the start of all professional recordings 

Send or phone for new leaflet STO/112a 

HARVEY ELECTRONICS LTD. 
Farnborough Road, Farnborough, Hants. Tel. I 120 

c Q ' - CORD 

C Complete with dual imp. mike 
RII9K 33 gns. J 200/50K, 1200 ft. TP tape, empty 
203 34 gns. 1 4^ in. spools, radio lead, batt- 

le eries, cct. and inst. book. 

60—10,000 c/s ± 3db. Sig/noise 38 db. below test level, 
weight 5 lbs. 50 db. below peak. 

3| ips NARTB standard, wide tone control. 4^ in. spool, 
over 2 hours recording time, two-track. Heads by Bogen, 

AC. Bias and erase. Straight-through amplifier. 

Accessories: Headphones, remote control mike, foot 
control, accumulator, mains adaptors, 110V—240V AC. 
Delivered anywhere in the U.K., carriage and insurance 

paid. Six months FULL GUARANTEE. 
NO LABOUR COSTS 

A pre-recorded tape OF YOUR CHOICE from our 
catalogue free with each machine. 

Write now for full details to: 

C. Braddock Limited 
266 WATERLOO ROAD, BLACKPOOL, LANCS. 

Tel.: 45049 

You're guaranteed 
a better deal 

when you 

TAPE RECORDER or 

HI-FI EQUIPMENT 

with R*E*W 

A friendly welcome awaits you at our recently extended 
showrooms where you will find a large array of fine 
equipment at all price levels. With a comprehensive 
service geared to your personal satisfaction we can provide 
generous part exchange facilities, immediate delivery and— 
if you cannot visit us—a fast and friendly Mail Order 
Service. Remember, your guarantee of a better deal is in 
the name and reputation of R.E.W. (Earlsfield) Ltd. 

MACHINE OF THE MONTH 

UHER 4,000S TRANSISTOR 
4 speeds, 74. 3i, I; and 15 16 i.p.s. Reel size up to 
5 ins. Push button controls. Remote Control. Com- 
bined Record level/Battery Meter indicator. Oper- 
ated from rechargeable "Oryfit" storage Battery, 
or S U2 batteries, or Mains operated Power Unit. 
Complete with Dynamic Remote Control Micro- 
phone and 5 in. Tape. 
07 fZnc TERMS: £10 13 Od. deposit 12 monthly payments of £7 5 Od. 

Bargain Basement! 
We have an unrivalled sleek of leading makfs of 
new and usrd machines a I unbeatable bargain prices 
—30%-60% reduclitns on original price:! Make 
a point of asking for our Special Bargain List. 

You're guaranteed 
maximum satisfaction 
with the R-E-W 

"PLUS FIVE" 

SERVICE 
0 Generous part 

exchange 
allowances. 

0 No interest terms— 
lowest deposits. 

# Off-the Shelf 
delivery from the 
biggest range 
under one roof. 

0 Free servicing and 
free delivery. 

0 Optional personal 
insurance. 

INTEREST FREE 
TERMS! 

Take your pick from our wide 
range and have any machine 
vou want for 10% deposit, 
balance twelve montha and 
no interest charged. (18-24 
months H.P. terms also avail- 
able). 
OPTIONAL INSURANCE at 
nominal rales against Unem- 
ployment. Sickness or Accident 
during term of H.P. Agreement. 

► 

LOWEST 
DEPOSITS ► 

CASH for YOUR TAPE RECORDER or HI-FI 
Highest cash offers for good tquipmen! get in 
loach today I 

Home demonstrations in the London area gladly arranged. 
By return enquiry service. Agents for all makes. 

CCNTHII 

Tap© recorders^ 

R-E-W 
(EARLSFIELD) LTD. 

Mail Order Department 
266 268 (TRM) Upper Tooting Road, 

London, S.W.I7 
Telephone: BALham 9174-5 
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IVEW 

FROM 

NORWAY, 

41 

m 

Tmidberg 

MODEL 
A complete portable monaural tape 
recorder in the true Tandberg tradition, 
by the manufacturers of the 
famous Tandberg Stereo Series 6 & 7. 
Tandberg Series 8 in teak cabinets. 
2 speed 3J & 1.7/8 I.P.S. 
Model 823 2 track, 50 gns. 
Model 843 4 track, 54 gns. 
Model 921 2 track, (3 speed) 69 gns. 
For further information on any Tandberg Models please write to 
Elstone Electronics (address below). 

Tandberg 

ELSTONE ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
Edward Street.Templar Street, Leeds 2. Tel: Leeds 35111 (7 lines) 

8 

which is the NEW mono 

TUNER-AMPLIFIER 

a 
m a 

& ai s) 

Combine an Armstrong Tuner and Amplifier and you have 
a compact item with all the advantages of the separate 
units, plus compactness, easier installation, and equivalent 
performance at a lower price. 
Armstrong Stereo Tuner-amplifiers Models 226 and 227 
have these features, as do the mono units shown here. 
Top photo is model 227M and the lower one is the 
NEW model I27M, which is derived from the more 
expensive 227M and has an identical AM-FM tuner 
section, but with an amplifier section designed for those 
whose power requirements are more modest. 
It has a more modest price too, as does the new stereo 
version, model 127. 
Each Armstrong Tuner-Amplifier is ideal as the basis of a 
high fidelity system for radio and record reproduction 
taperecording and playback, and each unit may be built 
into your own cabinet or used in our optional case, 
of teak and vinyl hide, as shown. 
Post coupon or write for full details and technical 
specifications plus list of over 300 stockists. 
model 227M MONO TUNER AMPLIFIER ... £33.18.0 
model I27M MONO TUNER AMPLIFIER ... £26.10.0 
optional case for each model £3 10.0 

(Xnmsfitorijg 

ARMSTRONG AUDIO LTD - 
telephone NORth 3213 

WARLTERS ROAD - N7 

name 
address 

TR-12-64 
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'7 knew you'd get a 

Ferrograph in the end"* 

OS 

5^ 

Ji 
V! 

' 

•2 

"I knew you'd get a 'Ferrograph' in the end!" first British tape recorder way back in '48." 

"Ves, / must admit it's simply superb. Y'know, 
when you told me that the 'Ferrograph' was 
really outstanding, I was just a little sceptical. 
Now I'm not. You were absolutely right—it's a 
first-class engineering job. These 'Ferrograph' 
people certainly know their stuff." 

"They should do—they manufactured the very 

"Well, it's obvious that they built a lot of know- 
how into this machine: its performance is 
everything you said it would be—and more." 

"Fine! I've had my 'Ferrograph' for years and 
it still gives me the same high performance as 
when I first bought it, so I knew I'd be safe in 
recommending the 'Ferrograph' to you." 

Ike \\MxmpiMrMe JtctfOQtaph 

THE FERROGRAPH COMPANY LTD., 84 BLACKFRIARS RD., LONDON, S.E.I. WATerloo 1981 
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| How would you get on to tape the sound of a storm at 

3 sea? ... or a ghost in a haunted house? ... or a man 

i splashing through a sea of mud? 

| Answers, in simple language, to these and many other 

| sound effects problems are given by Alan Edward Beeby in 

SOUND EFFECTS ON TAPE 
- s 
| the latest in our series of handbooks for the tape recording 

enthusiast. 

PRICE 3s 6d (post free) 

(USA $0.75) 

Others in the series 

ADVICE ON BUYING A 
TAPE RECORDER 

J. F. Ling 
2/6 (post free) (U.S.A. $0.65) 

INTRODUCTION TO THE 
TAPE RECORDER 

Charles Langton 
3/6 (post free) (U.S.A. S0.75) 

HI-FI FOR THE MUSIC LOVER 
Edward Greenfield 

3/- (post free) (U.S.A. $0.70) 

TAPE AND CINE 
John Aid red 

3/- (post free) (U.S.A. $0.70) 

HOW TO RECORD WEDDINGS 
Paul Addinsell 

3/- (post free) (U.S.A. $0.70 

AVAILABLE FROM 7, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4 
iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiii iiriiiniiiiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii 

ADVERTISEMENT INQUIRIES 
should like further Information about the 

SERVICE 
I should like further Information about the 

(product) mentioned on page of the 

  issue of TAPE 
Recording Magazine. fuller information about those 
NAME products in which you are particularly 

interested. Fill in one coupon below 
for each inquiry, with your name and 
address in block capitals in each case. 
Then cut out the whole of this section, 
following the dotted line, fold as 
indicated overleaf and post to us. 

This Is a special service for readers of   
TAPE Recording Magazine. It (product) mentioned on page of the 
enables you—without cost—to get   issue of TApE 

Recording Magazine. 

ADDRESS 
NAME  

ADDRESS 

June 1964 June 1964 

I should like further information about the I should like further information about the 1 should like further information about the 

(product) mentioned on page of the (product) mentioned on page of the (product) mentioned on page of the 

  issue °f WE   issue of TAPE   issue of TAPE 
Recording Magazine. Recording Magazine. Recording Magazine. 

NAME  NAME  NAME  

ADDRESS   ADDRESS   ADDRESS   

June 1964 June 1964 June 1964 
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TAPE RECORDING AND HI-FI 
By (he Editor of TAPE Recording Magazine 

The best available introductory guide 
Now a paperback—price 5s. (including postage) 

from " Tape," 7. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4 

-GLOBAL PRODUCTS- 
Global Bulk Eraser Mk. 2 High Performance—Simple to operate. 
A reliable means of quickly erasing data from the tape before 
use. £S 2s. including postage and packing. Trade inquiries 
welcomed. 
Global Tape Head Assembly Cleaning Tool—This tool is designed 
to enable the tape transport mechanism to be cleaned easily. 5s. 3d. 
including postage and packing. Trade inquiries welcomed. 
Please write for our interesting retail catalogue of tape recording 
accessories. Mail Order only. 

14. UNDERWOOD ROAD, ROTHWELL, NORTHANTS. 

PERFECTED AUDITORY LEARNING MACHINE 
THE COMPLETE PORTABLE SLEEPOMATIC UNIT 

comprising transistorised tape recorder, auto time- 
switch, under pillow speaker, microphone and batteries 
FOR £20. 
WE ARE THE PIONEERS IN SLEEP-LEARNING 
Free booklet of the above equipment, list of tapes, 
discs gladly sent on receipt of postcard. 

EDUCATIONAL RECORDINGS LTD., 
Dept. T.R.M., 21, Bishops Close, Church Lane, 

London, E.I7 

ipaiiniDiiiiiiiinin^ luwinramu 

(NON-SECTARIAN 
NON-DENOMINATIONAL) The Be re an 

Forward Movement 

Loan of nearly 1,000 reliable expositions of the Bible 
available on tape (3J ips) for cost of postage only 
(free to the blind and infirm). Invaluable to all 
Christians, from teachers to tyros; for Bible Study 
groups or private meditation. Supporting literature 
also available. Send for free, complete list of tapes 
and literature to " East grove," Mar sham Way, 
Gerrards Cross, Bucks. 
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FLAP B 

FIRST FOLD ALONG THIS LINE 

Fold along lines as indicated and then tuck Flap A into Flap B 
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I eclinical brilliance 
and outstanding design 
have made SONY Tape 
Recording Equipment 
a world known example of 
superb Japanese radio 
engineering. This high 
quality is achieved 
through SONY'S policy 
that places highest 
priority on Research BBWL  I 

Research that makes IMA 
a difference to you. the IMA TAPE RECORDER OF 
owner adherence 1H OUTSTANDING QUALITY 
that can be seen and cr»wv Tr onn 
heard in SONY. ...SONY TC 200 

"Professional sound" with these Features: 
Complete 4 track stereo and mono recording 2 V.U meters 
TWO full range balanced satellite speakers. Instant Stop 
Sound on Sound and Trick Recording. Variable Tone Control 
Transistorised Pre-amplifier. Recording monitor through 
speakers. Public Address facilities. Individual Level Controls 
on each channel. Complete with two F-96 dynamic microphones 

For the name and address of the SONY dealer in your area, write to 
the sole UK Agent:—ST. ALDATE WAREHOUSE LTD 
Radio and Electrical Division, Innsworth, Gloucester. Tel: TWIGWORTH 461 

Northern Ireland Distributor: Messrs Solomon & Peres Limited, Belfast 1. 
Distributor for Scotland Bryterlite Electrical Co. (Glasgow) Ltd Glasgow C.2 
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Agfa tape is specially made to compensate for considerable overloading and still give you the most 

consistently perfect reproduction you've ever heard. Its extreme sensitivity permits a high signal to 
noise ratio (without distortion), better high frequency response and a higher output. Everything about 
Agfa tape is really special - except its price-that's the same as ordinary tape.In addition to piles of 

hats, we have piles of Magneton Illustrated - our colour magazine all about recording. For your free 
copy, write to Agfa Ltd., 27, Regent Street, London, S.W.I. (REGent 8581). Agfa PF. Recording Tapes 

(Long-play, Double-play and Triple-play) are available in shatter-proof plastic cassettes <5", 5i" and 7" spools). 

Agfa tape is overloadable 

Products of Agfa-Gevaert AG. 

Published by Print and Press Services Ltd.. 7. Tudor Street. London, E.C.4. Printed by Co-operative Printing Society Ltd.. 7-11. Tudor Sirect. London. 
E.C.4. and distributed by Trans-World Circulation Co.. Park Royal Road. London. N.W.10. 
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